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The Art Jury Said: 

“This House Wins the Gold Medal Award!” 
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A: Memphis, last year, a distinguished jury of 

architects and other experts met to award the 

Tebbs and Knell Gold Medal, given at the great 

Southern Architectural and Industrial Arts 

Exposition. 

Here is the winning house. It is the residence of 

Hugh Goforth, Esgq., and was designed by the 

well known architects, 

Knoxville, Tenn. They write: “We used Cabot’s 

DOUBLE-WHITE for the exterior of this house.” 

This famous finish gives great brilliancy, protects 

the wood, and is actually cheaper to use than 

common paint. 

Cabot’s Buildin 

Sout beht- Inc. Name 
141 Milk Street, Boston, Mass. 

Barber & McMurry, of 

ceRlits 
CQulte 

wt...¢ baled 

Cabor’s Quilt 
The Pioneer Insulation, Efhcient 

Durable, Low in ¢ 

Cabot's DOUBLE-WHITE 
The White That Stays White 
Made by a New Patented Pr 

These are only two of 
the complete line of 

COUPON 

Gentlemen: Please send 
} and (¢ abot's Coll ( 

informa 
pakes |_| Cat 

} 
wT Ee, 

Not only is this house beautiful. It is homelike 

and comfortable inside. “We used Cabot’s Quilt in 

all’side walls and sloping portions of ceilings,” say 

the architects." We find it a very effective and econ- 

omical insulator, as compared with other products.” 

Why not find out today what Samuel Cabot, Inc., 

of Boston can do to make yourhome more attractive, 

more healthful, and more durable? The patented 

collapaking process (controlled exclusively by this 

has transformed old-fashioned house 

painting. And Cabot’s Quilt saves fuel bills in 

winter, keeps out heat in summer, and is also a 

great defence against noise. Just use this coupon: 

famous firm 

g Specialties 

"} Cabor's Quilt [] DOUBLE-WHITE 
t's Creosote Shingle and Wood Stains 
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Photograph by Harold Haliday Costain 
When house and setting harmonize beauty results. The rest- 
dence of Mr. Thomas Barclay. H. FE. Woodsend, architect 
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Me ecica is still too young 

to know how long cypress can endure 

UILT before the United States was born, 

hundreds of buildings are still in sound 

condition—thanks to the durability of Tide- 

water Red Cypress (Coast Type). 

Today, this durable lumber is favored more 

than ever before by architects and builders. 

They now its ability to fight time and rain and 

moisture. 

And today, in spite of its rugged durability, 

its beauty of grain, its tight coherence with 

paint, and its easy workability, Tidewater Red 
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This advertisement was paid for by the foliot 

Cypress costs little more than lumber which 

resists rot only a few short years 

. of Montclair, N J , for 

instance, spent only $42 extra to use Tidewater 

Red Cypress for all the exterior trim of his 

medium-priced house 

Why not follow the sound advice and wis- 

dom of architects, and use this Wood Eternal 

when you build or alter? 

Spare yourself worry about repairs. Save your- 

self repair bills. Be sure always to specify “heart 

RED CYPRESS 

PE ) 

ETERNAL 

ing members of the Southern Cypress 
Manufacturers’ A ssociation 

Big Salkehatchie Cypress Co., Varnville, S. C., 
Cummer Cypress Co., Jacksonville, 

Reynolds Bros. Lumber Co., 

Fla., Everglade Cypress Co., L 

Albany, Ga., 

Burton-Swartz Cypress Co., Perry, Fla 
uzghman, Fila. 

Wilson Cypress Co., Palatka, Fla. 

grade Tidewater Red Cypress’’—the most dur. 

able for exterior use. 

No charge for this book of photographs 

If you would like to save repair bills —and 

if you would like to see photographs of beauti- 

ful homes—and pictures of century-old build. 

ings—and would like to know reasons why 

only Tidewater Red Cypress can afford such 

durability and beauty, write today for a booklet 

called “Money Saved for Builders.” It’s free. 

Tidewater Red Cypress was used throughout the 
Gibbs Home in Charleston, S. C.... Built be- 
fore 1800, it is sound as a dollar today. 

The architect, Arthur T. Remick , Neu York, 
same rugged lumber in the beautiful 

f Arthur W. Wood, Westchester, N.Y. 

Southern Cypress Manufacturers’ Association 

Jacksonville, Florida 

I'd like to save money on repair bills. Your book 

is interesting. Please send a copy. 

4 iddre 

If interested in industrial uses, mark here OD. 
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gives you 

each fully automatic 

and independent of 

the other 

EARING in mind the finality of your invest- 

ment in an electric refrigerator, it is impor- 

tant that you study it from the standpoint of 

tomorrow’s needs as well as today’s necessities. 

In designing the new Super-Automatic Kelvin- 

ators, Kelvinator engineers have built with an 

eye to the future. 

They saw immense strides being made in the 

development of methods for shipping frozen 

fruits, meats, fish—fresh from packer to consumer. 

They saw the need for keeping such foods in the 

home at very low temperatures until used. So 

they built into the De Luxe Kelvinator models of 

today, a separate cold storage compartment with 

below-freezing temperature. 

But Kelvinator engineers have gone further than 

this in anticipating refrigerating requirements of 

the future. They have made each of the four 

| functions of an electric refrigerator completely 

| automatic and independent of the other. 

They have originated Iso-Thermic Tubes, giving 

for the first time fully automatic fast freezing of 

ice cubes and desserts. They have retained the 

normal speed of freezing ice and desserts in sepa- 

tate compartments. And they have held the food 

compartments at safe, scientific temperatures— 

uniformly between 40 and 50 degrees. 

See the new Super-Automatic Kelvinators today 

and note the wide margin by which they increase 

Kelvinator’s reputation for reliable, wholly auto- 

matic service. Write for illustrated folder describ- 

ing the new Kelvinators. Mailed free upon request. 

N E W SUPER 

KELVINATOR = 

serv
ices

 in o
ne? 

= 

ie 

=f—s> 

—- << 

NEW AND EXCLUSIVE 
KELVINATOR FEATURES 

® Iso-Thermic compartment, automatically 
freezing ice cubes and desserts at twice the 
usual speed. 

@ Spacious freezing compartments for ordinary 
freezing of ice and desserts. Far greater ice 
capacity. 

@) Cold Storage compartment, with below-freezing 
temperature for keeping meats, fish, frozen fruits 
or extra ice cubes. 

4) Super-Automatic Refrigeration—food compart- 
ments held always at uniform cold between 40 
and 50 degrees. 

Kelvinator Corporation, 14255 Plymouth Road, 
Detroit, Michigan 

Kelvinator of Canada, Limited, London, Ontario 
Kelvinator Limited, London, England 

All Kelvinators may be purchased on easy terms 
through Kelvinator’s ReDisCo monthly budget plan. 

- AUTOMATIC Kelvinator Corporation 
Detroit, Michigan 

Please mail me free folder describing 
the new Super-Automatic Kelvinators. 
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The kitchen that became a house 

Separated from its large, old, sheltering farmhouse, it 

evolved into the quaintest of homes 

NCE 

hundred years ago, in fact 

upon a time—over a 

there was a large country 

home on Long Island—an old, old farm- 

stead’ This farmhouse had a kitchen- 

ell, a long roomy addition that held big 

pantries and closets, a milk room, and 

a huge fireplace. And it had floors of very 

wide, hand-planed boards. 

That of the kitchen. was the inside 

ELLEN D. WANGNER 

The outside, also, showed the marks of 

another day when life moved at a more 

leisurely tempo. There were hand-hewn, 

hand-split shingles put on with hand- 

forged nails, shingles that had grown a 

soft, silvery gray with the passing years. 

The kitchen had always expected to 

stay on that far side of the road and re- 

Sayre 

ae Sv 

main a vital part of the large house there. 

But the large house was sold. No one 

wanted huge kitchens with fireplaces any 

more; the kitchen-ell was to be torn 

down. It must go. Its usefulness had 

passed—at least temporarily. 

Fortunately a woman with vision, and 

aneye that sensed its loveliness saw it and 

bought it. It was not to be destroyed but 

was to grow, instead, into the quaintest 

Spreading branches of the old apple trees peer into every window of this little house and in apple blossom time 
pink and white petals carpet the flagstone walk. (Photographs in this article by Richard Averill Smith) 
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168 The American Home 

of all quaint little homes, a house where 

Mr. Alfred F. Loomis, the well-known 

writer and yachtsman, lives. It was not 

torn down but moved—chimney and all 

across the road and into the old orchard 

that had been bought to become the new 

resting place of the kitchenand the pantry 

and the milk room and the closets. 

The gnarled apple trees made way for 

it; walls were dug about their roots. A —_— TT 

> — a ecm 
Sn mam fs dormer was put in the old roof; a porch 

was added beside the little room at 

the left of the house which had grown 

into a bedroom. (Continued on page 206) 

With doors al either end of the dining room opening 
directly on the lawn and three sunny windows, there 

ling of eating almost out of doors 

=——ee = 

f 

" | The floor plan shows how addition The living room below was the original 
made and all the requirements for comfo kitchen. The grouping of furniture about 

und conventence were included the fireplace bespeaks genuine comfort 
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comfortable home in one room 

W here the furnishings are in harmony, the person living 

alone finds a small, but perfect, kingdom 

HE most essential requirement 

home is that it 

must look first and foremost like 

ot a one-room 

a living room, while carefully concealing 

its function of being also a bedroom. 

First let us consider the wall. It is best 

to keep this neutral in tone, as you 

would probably tire of a surface with 

much figure. Most 

walls painted in a warm cream or light 

gray color, that make excellent back- 

apartments have 

grounds. If you have them done over, it 

is best to stick to a warm parchment 

tone if painted, or to a simple cream or 

neutral-toned wallpaper with small units. 

The wall may be neutral without being 

papered with oatmeal paper, or painted 

that muddy, yellowish tone which has 

been considered the “safety first’”’ color 

by landlords for the past ten years. 

However, be careful not to get the walls 

too light, as furniture is apt to look too 

fragile silhouetted 

against such walls. All parts of the room 

and unpleasantly 

should blend together harmoniously, a 

ELIZABETH H. RUSSELL 

happy result which may be achieved only 

by a very careful selection of the back- 

ground color. 

OR those 

} with inconspicuous figures are best, 

but this advice must not be taken to 

mean that the carpet needs to be drab 

rugs, plain surfaces or 

and uninteresting. Too large figures in 

rugs or carpets seem to jump at you and 

upset the balance of the room. The floor 

should be dark with the colors growing 

lighter as they rise toward the ceiling. 

The simpler you keep your background 

the more effective your furniture and 

draperies become. The plain chenille or 

velours rugs may be in one of the many 

charming new shades now in _ vogue, 

which include rose-taupe, raisin, copper- 

bronze, grayish green, soft brown, old 

rose, deep rose, ashes of roses, and deep 

burgundy. 

Many of the domestic carpet rugs with 

small repeated units are very good look- 

ing, and if you do not wish to have a 

large rug to handle, either small domes- 

tics, two-toned velours or chenilles, or 

rich Orientals may be choice. 

These may be spread on a bare floor, the 

surface of which we shall assume to be 

properly shellacked or waxed in as dark 

your 

a tone as you are able to coax from 

your landlord. Rugs should be placed 

at the points in the room where they 

will best complement the furniture, a 

long one before the couch, smaller ones 

by the desk, etc. Never, never should 

they be laid cater-cornered. A rug should 

always follow the structural lines of the 

room, and the same rule applies to fur- 

niture. A restless, unbalanced effect is 

always brought about by furniture 

placed across corners, and rugs spread 

at all angles. 

Having decided on walls and rugs, let 

us turn to the furniture. The first and 

most important piece of furniture is 

the bed. In many apartments you will 

One room may become an inviting, livable home tf each piece of furniture is chosen for a very 
definite purpose, and a harmonizing color scheme is carried out. (Drawing by Lurelle Guild) 
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A secrelary desk ts un- 
doubtedly one of the best 
purchases one can make 
for a one-room apartment 
w it provides a writing 
surface, book shelves, and 
drawers for Slorage 
(Courtesy, Lord & Taylor) 

not have to buy this piece, as the archi- 

tect has already incorporated into a 

wall space one of the admirable built-in 

beds. If you do not acquire one of these 

modern inventions with your apartment, 

you will have to buy a substitute, and 

there are so many excellent models it 

is difficult to know which one to choose 

HERE is always the “studio divan” 

Epos from a box spring mounted 

on legs. These couches are comfortable 

for day use, and are easily converted into 

beds at night. Some couches open and 

have storage space for blankets and extra 

clothing inside. The box springs ot a di- 

P) 

The dmerican Home 

van should be at least eight inches deep, 

and the top should have a layer of curled 

hair over the springs. You may have 

these divans made by a local carpenter 

cabinetmaker, or buy them complete 

ata department store or from a dealer 

in this type of furniture. Period feet 

may be made, if you wish to take that 

trouble, and six ball feet will give quite 

air to an otherwise commonplace 

couch. 

and mav be stained to match your fur- 

Turned legs are usually used, 

niture. As good a mattress as you can 

ifford is then placed upon this spring. 

You may <¢ hoose your couch cover from 

: variety of materials, but whatever you 

decide upon should be strong, and capa- 

ble of hard wear. Denims, linens, velve- 

teens, monk’s cloth, are all good. It is 

best to have zipper fastenings on the 

seams of the couch cover. Both the couch 

cover and the covers in which you con- 

ceal the night pillows should be of the 

same material. Taupe denim, with a 

small figure in colors, is an excellent 

over for a couch which is to receive 

nn ird wear. 

you can use a lighter material, 

| chintz, printed linen, or cretonne 

is excellent. Color may be introduced 

in the pillows piled on the couch, and it 

is best to use some of the same fabric 

which forms your curtain material, or 

plain colors which repeat some domi- 

nant note in it. The studio of a well- 

known woman artist in New York has a 

black 

sateen, piped with firecracker red, and 

day-bed covered with heavy 

at either end is a pile of pillows in black, 

vivid red, and gold color, the two latter 

piped with black. As the couch stands 

against a wall covered with silver and 

pale gray wallpaper, the effect is striking. 

Do not have a couch cover so long that 

it rests on the floor. Any effect of dustiness 

vr untidiness in a (Continued on page 220) 

' ; 
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Table lamps with metal bases are very popular at the present time. (Courtesy, R. H. Macy & Co.) 

Light— imaginatively handled 

Must combine decoration and 

utility in the home 

JACQUELINE VERNEUIL 

HAT cannot be accom- 

plished with electric light 

imaginatively handled! You 

can flood it, spot it, diffuse it; you can 

make it brilliant, intimate or meditative; 

you can show it through large rippling 

sheets of beautiful frosted or etched 

glass; throw it back through glass or 

metal mirrors; reflect it from burnished 

copper, nickel or brass; and you can 

make it cast fantastic or tranquil shad- 

Ows. 

“Electric light is the most volatile 

and pervasive, the quickest on the emo- 

tions and the most powerful of all ex- 

pedients the designer of modern rooms 

controls. Is it not silly that lighting fix- 

tures in the home should seek to do noth- 

ing but ape old models—the candles for 

tallow, the bowls and vases for kerosene, 

and the vast candelabra whereby our less 



fortunate ancestors managed to get their 

feeble units of light painfully multiplied 

into effectiveness?” 

Surely Mr. Douglas Haskell, whom | 

quote above, is justified in pleading for a 

more imaginative and modern use of 

electric light in decoration! In spite of 

the amazing strides we have made in 

practically every other phase of deco- 

ration, many of us have been content 

with the most mediocre sources of light 

in our homes. As a nation we spend 

fortunes in buving the latest electrical 

The Italian pottery lamp at left 
with parchment shade boll 
ful and ornamental on ar nd 
lab Courtesy, Stern Bro 

SN in } ; fia ; ho ; 
ludent ? helo It ) 

liaht. himney, md / 

iron ba Cou s 

Th é Am er ica fl Hl o me 

terior decorating house considers mod- 

ern lighting so necessary to successful 

decoration that it is adopting this type 

yf lighting wherever possible. In this 

country it is only in the larger and more 

luxurious homes that we find lighting 

the 
individual house. However, our Amer. 

fixtures especially designed for 

ican manufacturers are now producing 

fixtures that are not only beautifully 

designed but in such variety of styles 

that there is something suitable for every 

type of house. 

\ few years ago there was great inter- 

al right comes in pew 
ter finish of English brass. It 
Colonial in style. (Courtesy of 

Stern Brothers 

Small lamp 

labor saving devices yet, with very few 

exceptions indeed, our lighting fixtures 

are the least thought of and the least 
We 

allot just as little as possible to them and, 

attractive objects in our homes. 

even in otherwise perfect rooms, get along 

with ugly wires crisscrossed around the 

baseboards rather than spend a little 

money for more floor plugs or new out- 

lets. Light that draws more attention to 

itself than any other object in the room, 

and that can be a source of endless de- 

light when beautifully handled receives 

but scant attention. Even when we re- 

decorate the walls and put up new hang- 

ings, how many of us think of bringing 

the lighting fixtures up to date, too? 

A 
of the architecture of a room, and should 

LEADING architect in Paris believes 

that lighting is an integral part 

come from the walls, moldings or ceilings 

themselves in such a way as to throw the 

shadows where they are architecturally 

important; while every important in- 

Th hey ¢ ny 
ha ? 1 d 
Mi j ; ipp Jd 7 

( ‘ B 

Georgian influen how 
juntor English floor lamp 
and parchment paper shad 

Sfern Brother 
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The floor lamp above with two 
candle lights and oval parch 
ment paper shade is good 
lookina. (Courtesy, R. H. 

Table lamps used in pairs on 
end labl. give balance Th é 
are effectwe against this un- 
usual background. (Courtesy, 

Lord «&* Taylor) 

est in indirect lighting, but at that time 

indirect lighting meant only one thing— 

arranging a row of lamps around the 

molding and throwing the rays of light 

toward the ceiling. However, in small 

rooms or those having low ceilings this 

tvpe of illumination is very hard and 

trying, for the light is too close to the 

eyes. But the attractive new lighting 

fixtures which partially reflect and 

partially diffuse the light now make 

indirect lighting possible. Fixtures of 

this type are often (Continued on page 228) 

Lamp at right has a tole base in 
green or red with parchment shade 

: natural color. (Courtesy, Gim- 
hel Brothers) 

va 

1735 

The table and floor lamps in 
this room are Early American 
in design. (Courtesy of Lord 

© Taylor) 

For a Colonial interior the 
lamp below with purple glass 
and while porcelain base is 
lovely. (Courtesy of Gimbel 

Brothers) 
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The American Home furnishes a house 

Part sii The sunporch 

ELIZABETH H. RUSSELI 
Drawing by Lu sild 

E HAVE finished the fur- torm ot decoration. The work iS done 

nishing and decorating of with a sharp pointed stick, which lea 

our small Queen Anne house a little groove in the moist materi: al. 

inside, and, to close the series, we shall If you wish, tiles may also be set in it 

give you a few suggestions for equipping before it hardens. A small colored tile ae 

the sunporch which opens onto the en- set at the intersection of the squares is I 

closed garden in the rear of the house. an effective touch. 

With spring at hand, we shall begin to There is a central light in the ceiling 

use our outdoor rooms more and 
a | Tt ° more, and designers and manu- niin 

Y Re et ho RE es eee = Reis 
facturers have been busy provid- —e 

ing us with lovely new furniture = J er | 

and accessories for both garden rr } 

and porch. : 

But first let me tell you that the 

porch, which is 10 by 13 feet in 
> ; LIVING RM 

size, has a floor of Portland iN 

cement, marked off while it was 

wet into nine-inch squares which 

is an inexpensive and effective 

| 

| 
| 

| 

Full descriptions (including names of f . 
shops and samples of curtains and wall 
paper), will be sent for three two-cent 

rlamps for each room in this series 

overhead, controlled by switches at 

the living room and dining room 

doors. Floor plugs make it possible 

to connect bridge or reading lamps, 

as you need them. 

Figen ioe HE porch is screened accord- 

- ie © ate Tine to specifications drawn up 
. for us by a screen manufacturer, 

the stiles being of metal and_ the 

wire cloth of bronze. Screening 

is essential to comfort in enjoying 

aca 
your sunporch, since nimble fly- 

f Mat = BS Te a Se ee hairs 9g insects can make life intolerable, : 

a eth » Steel and rattan armchair, with red water espec ially during the twilight and early 

Fart he » proof cushions; 4. St ind rattan settee, eve ning hours when you are most likely ' 
w = th red wat rproof cushions; 5 Tahle with { ’ *,° es | . - } ae 

i ian ; age _ to want to sit in peace and enjoy the vista 
Sut iit i ms ‘in’ r black Formica top and st ys; 6. Urienta f your garden : aes hourglass tabouret; 7. St ind ratian arn 5* P ~ aon om. sngrewen tina ceene a — oe --—— ° ° . 

ee Seem ae = fale @ Minahine sends © Cithin The porch floor is covered with a thick 

n~ered th Java pr rug > | Lunar rice (Continued on page 204) 
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Colorful awnings suitably chosen 

Add indwiduality and person- 

ality to a house 

DOROTHY STACEY BROWN 

HE principles of style that rule 

our interiors have found their 

way outside and to-day awnings 

may now be as harmonious a part of a 

well planned house as the roof or the 

woodwork. Good makes are now so 

carefully designed as to construction, 

fabric that 

give an effect of having been included 

pattern, color, and they 

in the architect’s plans and built in 

one piece with the house. 

T MuSsT be remembered that every 

I awning will not suit every style of 

house, and to dress a dignified Geor- 

gian residence in stripes and colors 

suited to a bungalow would be in ex- 

ceedingly poor taste. A house that is 

restrained and conservative in style must 

have restrained and conservative awn- 

ings. If it is happy and informal and wel- 

coming, its awnings should have brilliant 

colors, varied stripes, and fluttering 

valances. They may be chosen to make 

the house seem nearer or farther away, 

quiet and retiring, or calling wayfarers 

to come in. The art of designing them 

has been carried so far that their choice 

is like a fascinating game. 

When you have classified the style 

of the house, the next point is the cor- 

rect type of awning construction for it. 

A dignified red brick Georgian residence wears awnings with plain green tops and sides whose 
wide cream and green stripes are separated by a narrow tan line. (Courtesy, Olis Awning Co.) 

Awnings are made to fit windows with 

either round or square tops, while for 

casements there is a “humpback” style 

that allows the window to open out- 

ward without rubbing against the awn- 

ing. There are several general types from 

which to choose, the awning with or 

without sides, the tvpe with or without 

An effect of piquant charm gained by the use of drapes and awnings of a 
new style made from Italian sailcloth. Home of Mr. F. J. Twaits, at 
Beverly Hills, California. (Courtesy, Swanfeldt Tent and Awning Company) 

decorative hardware, the roller type 

which is a combination awning and 

shade, and still others that are like cur- 

tains. When fabric colors contrast sharply 

with the house, the awning withoat sides 

is most suitable. The style with sides, 

though somewhat bulky, will, of course, 

give more complete protection. When it 

is chosen, however, the color must har- 

monize or contrast pleasantly with the 

house walls or the awning will appear 

out of place. 

or the exotic Spanish or Moorish 

house or one with rather elaborate 

detail, the awning whose decorative 

struts end in battle-axes or spear heads 

makes a delightful addition. How- 

ever, this is a detail to be used cau- 

tiously and eliminated in case of doubt. 

The roller awning is a simple and prac- 

tical type which, once in place, demands 

no more care than a window blind. In 

winter it need not be removed but can 

be rolled up under a hood to stay in 

place forgotten until returning heat re- 

minds one of its existence. 

Valances are cut into so many and 

varied shapes that this detail must be 

watched carefully. Some have shallow 

scallops or follow a dignified, curving 

line. Others are deeply cut in an elaborate 

geometrical pattern. (Continued on page 200) 
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The fragile charm of glassware 

Etched poppies meand 
and plate, therbet ala 

Lovely sets come to us in many modern shapes as well 

as colors and patterns reviving an old art 

ELISEBETH RUTHERFORD HERE is, perhaps, no medium 

in which the spirit of to-day is ex- 

pressed so perfectly as in glass. 

Modern as it is in spirit, the new glass 

for the table shows very little influence 

from those experiments in solid geometry 

called art moderne. More than any other, 

the old English and Colonial motifs are 

important in design. 

Yet glass is usurping functions that we 

used to consider sacred to china or metal 

being used now for service plates, and 

finger bowls. Even our beloved china tea 

cups have their rivals. It is, indeed, a far 

cry from the early days of the seven- 

teenth century when in the more isolated 

communities of America people lived 

and died without ever seeing the sub- 

stance called glass. We of the twentieth 

century are at the opposite pole; our 

vindows have increased in size and num- 

ber until we may almost be said to 

ve in glass houses; many of the loveliest 

house ornaments are made from glass 

artists numbered among the great 
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names of to-day. And this season, if we 

choose, we may eat and drink from vessels 

of glass whose shapely beauty, color, and 

workmanship might well put the golden 

ones of a Belshazzar’s feast to the blush. 

EsT of all, great wealth is not needed Right: Topaz glassware, @ 

to possess this new beauty. If our complete dinner service in- 

purses are lean, it is possible to dress cluding platters, vegetable 

our tables in glassware at an ex- dishes, and the soup cups 
Phas ‘ 7 shown, ts featured on this 

tremely low price, each piece costing Spanish walnut table. Fruit 
only the humble quarter of a dollar or and ivy are the chief decor- 

even less. On the w hole, however, there ations, Spanish lace run- 
ners and squares, yellow 

: | » ; candles and silver complet- 
better pieces, even though it means : ’ 

a Ae ing the picture (Courtesy, 
oe) Fostoria Glass Co.) 

is more lasting satisfaction in buying the 

acquiring them (Continued on paae 

Left: After-dinner coffee by the fireside is served in 
modern silver with sparkling topaz cups. The nut dish 
and mint compote match the cups. (Courtesy of Fostoria 

Glass Co.) 

The charm of crystal and black is here developed in 
“ Millefleurs’’ glass. The sparsely sprinkled cut flowers 
on the goblets are echoed on the plates. (Courtesy of 

R. H. Macy e Co.) 

OCG EIT PE OR OR ors 
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ina for the very, very young 

Should he selected to tempt the 

, 
wee ones appetite 

JANE WARREN 

INCE eating and everything con- 

nected with it are so important 

in a child’s life, it behooves the 

grown-ups who rule the world to make 

meals just as interesting as they can pos- 

sibly be. Little people should have little 

dishes, mugs that are easy to hold, 

plates with high rims to keep the cereal 

or spinach from escaping. And, what is 

more, the decoration of such ware must 

be chosen with thought for its owner’s 

tastes. (Continued on page 218) 

On this delightful set Uncle Wiggily capers along, paw in 
wing, with Grandpa Goosey Gander. Baby Bunting, Bob 
Cal, and Nurse Jane appear too. This set will please any 
child loving the fe nut ry characte: (Courtesy, Jam 

WeCreery © Ceo. 

From German y comes ; enameled s l war Cx 
tremely durable for children’s dishes. The tray has a aroov 
lo catch crumbs and sp 1 milk. The rounded knife and 
dull pronged fork are of stau tleel. (Cour R. H 

Wacy «> ¢ 

For the child who loves cals, thes d amug wtth a spotl d 
climbing kitten for a handle, a cereal bowl with two kitlens 
and a grasshopper singing on the bottom, and a pair of 
prim salt and pepper shakers. (Courtesy. Gimbel Brothers) 
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Over a serving table or buffet in the dining room ts an excellent place to hang a 

* o 
a a. : eta Gy 

rare old piece of silk as 
an interesting decoration. (Photograph by Mattie Edwards Hewitt; Marion Sims Wyeth, architect) 

F illing the great open spaces 

Rugs, wallpapers, and India prints that 

HE wall hangings of medieval 

days, things of beauty that they 

were, had a definite mission in 

covering up cracks and keeping out the 

cold. The modern wall panel, while not 

physically necessary, is nevertheless im- 

portant in warding off that chilly sensa- 

tion induced by a room that is cold in 

feeling and effect, though its heating ap- 

paratus may leave nothing to be desired. 

Wall panels provide big spots of warm, 

bright color, which lift and humanize 

a room that is too set and neutral. They 

are equally good in pulling together, 

with a big quiet area of tone, a room 

where colors are badly used. 

Analysis of rooms where the effect is 

too cold will nearly always show the 

deficiency to be in the treatment of the 

walls, or in a lack of treatment. Imagina- 

tion that is adequate in planning attrac- 

tive floor cov erings, furniture, and cur- 

bring relief to dull walls 

LEE McCANN 

tains seems to run short when it comes to 

walls. Many decorators suffer from the 

delusion that they have remedied this 

when they hang small mirrors and place 

ornaments at about the level of the eyes, 

and for the higher reaches depend upon 

lighting fixtures for points of interest. 

Such things as these are usually too small 

to be important in the larger scheme of 

the room and themselves need some 

definite background or complement to 

set them off. 

ALL hangings willachieve this, con- 

forming to the spaces for which 

they are destined, so that the eye is 

rested and pleased as much by the per- 

fect proportion and balance as by the 

color and design of the hanging. 

The particular kind of wall panels and 

draperies to be chosen is, of course, always 

governed by the kind of room and space 

to be filled. One presupposes that the 

walls are in a plain tone, either painted or 

papered. Once in a while a panel of 

some solid colored textile is required to 

tone down a room that is papered in an 

unquiet pattern, but for the most part it 

is more variety (not less) that is sug- 

gested by the use of wall panels. 

Old shawls, such as Paisley or em- 

broidered silk, and old pieces of brocade 

and damask or chintz are not only de- 

lightful in a decorative sense, but like a 

family portrait convey an implication 

that one has ancestors. Old things have 

a subtle feeling about them of tone and 

texture that seems to lend them a special 

beauty. It is quite the style now to frame 

a treasured bit of silk (all that is left per- 

haps from a radiant gown of a century 

ago) or a motif from an original toile de 
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Jouy print. Even rare laces show their 

choice patterns in this way. Such frag- 

ments of the past, appropriately framed, 

make a new kind of “picture” that is 

charming on the wall, placed directly 

against its surface or against a length of 

brocade or damask that provides a 

becoming and emphatic background. 

a HEN in doubt, use an India print ze 

VY has become a maxim with many 

who want to bring into a simple room a 

certain amount of pattern and who like 

the Oriental contrast that these popular 

low-priced draperies give. Most of them 

are printed on Manchester cotton and, 

while colorful and effective, do not have 

the softness of the old prints. Quite 

lately there has come into New York a 

limited number of India prints made 

entirely in the Orient and having the 

texture and tone of old prints because 

they are made by the old process. The 

natives of India eel Waave the cotton 

by hand. Hand weaving gives the cloth a 

certain body and roughness that closely 

resemble a lightweight, natural linen. 

This is printed in old patterns with 

vegetable dyes. It is then ready to be 

carried by camel train hundreds of miles 

to the nearest shipping depot. According 

to size, they can be found from the 

smaller squares to the large two and half 

by three yard sizes for prices that range 

approximately from sixty cents to four- 

teen dollars. 

Many simple rooms with the quiet, 

somewhat standardized type of furnish- 

ings that people of limited means and 

conservative taste instinctively assemble 

The dmerican Home 

a strip of wallpaper 
Photograph by Ri 

erill Smith; both llustrations 

esting piece of tap 

ire improved by an exotic note intro- 

duced in an Oriental wall hanging. 

Numdah rugs from India can some- 

times be purchased for as little as $11.50. 

These rugs come from Kashmir and 

are made of goats’ hair and decorated 

with bright primitive embroidery of the 

type one sees in India crewel work. They 

are just as attractive on a wall as ona 

floor. If one requires special dimensions 

it is better, however, to buy India crewel 

work by the yard. It can be bought ina 

fifty-four-inch width, embroidered on 

cotton, as were the old pieces, for $8.50 

to $15.00 a yard, with a wide choice of 

patterns. 

4ROM the South Seas come fascinating 

k tapu panels made from woven tree 

bark. Rich brown, dull red, and black are 

usually the colors used in these. Tapu 

panels look particularly well in rooms 

furnished in oak or walnut. They come in 

three sizes of which the smallest, seventy 

by thirty inches, costs only $10.00. The 

larger sizes are $20.00 and $30.00. 

All-over embroidered Chinese _por- 

tires are quité soft and lovely in their 

coloring and are in keeping as wall drapes 

vith almost all of the simpler styles of 

furnishing, looking their best perhaps in 

rooms where there is something of the 

Chippendale influence. A limited number 

ol these are now on sale for $20.00. If 

you have ever bought any, you will re- 

member that they always sell for about 

$45.00 a piece. The ones which come on 

a white ground are only $12.50. All are 

full length. Textiles of rayon or rayon 

mixed with linen or silk also provide 

effective wall hangings. 
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Roger H. Bullard, architect, and Louis C. Jaeger, associate, de- 
signed for us this excellent reproduction of a very early Colonial 
type of house. The architects suggest painting the exterior walls, 
which are of thin clapboards only 3 inches to the weather, a dark 
old red, and painting the window sash a cream white. While 
this color scheme is entirely proper and very effective, a less strik- 
ing scheme may be substituted. The whole house could be stained 
a warm weathered brown, with the roof a darker shade of the same 
color. In this case, the window sash would be a dark red. The 
cubical contents are given as 26,000 cubic feet, which at 55¢ a 

cubic foot would make the house cost $14,300 to build 

2 WALL 
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HOUSE IN RED AND WHITE 

Colonial colors might be used with this house 

designed for THe AMERICAN HOME 

DINING ROOM | # 
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<a, rw Jan R n ck Thomson, ars hitect of this attrac. 
‘ \ York Colonial house, suggests white. 

hand plit ; nale wall » Oray wood lrim, 
n blinds for the exterior. The roof 
tained in two harmonizina colors 

> , 
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ECONOMY OF PLAN AND CONSTRUCTION 

The architect estimates $15,000 would build this &-room house with 

attached garage designed for T \ IN H ~ . — 

J ; The first floor plan, belo 7 house contains 39,600 cubic | 4 
| ng and unusual pou / / all feel, which at 50¢ a cubic foot, would 

. win u raditional Colonial man: l cost $19,800 to build. However, the 
GR RAG & / | dinu 0m, Openina or } ” 4 } j f |} ver thal by conomiz- f 
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A house in the best traditions of the Cotswold style is this 
one designed for us by Otho MeCrackin, an architect of 

Hutchinson, Kansas. It contains approximately 25,000 

cubic feet, which, at 55€ a cubic foot would make the 
house cost $1 5, 7 50 lo build 

THE SIMPLE BEAUTY OF THE COTSWOLD 

DIN 

A house designed for THe AMERICAN HoME 

Seu 

-—1P- 

A, HALL 

S . 
beoci ah 
a <L- 

LIBRARY. 
OR... 

GUEST- ZR 
1B*0"x I}-0" 

mM: 

LIVING RM- 
Zi-O%K io" 

The first floor plans above show an 
interesting arrangement of rooms. 
The central hall gives access to the 
dining room, the kitchen with a 
dining nook in one corner, the 
stairs, a lavatory, and a small 

guest room or library 

CL. 

BED ROOM. 
12'S x I3*6 

The architect suggests masonry construction 

for the house, with a stucco exterior and brick 
and stone trim covered with a thin brush coat 
of stucco, the roof to be of variegated slate with 
tones of green predominating. An interest- 
ing feature of the second floor plan shown 
above is the large closet opening off the hall 
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THE PENNSYLVANIA COLONIAL TRADITION 

Designed for THe AMERICAN Home 

by CARL A. ZIEGLER 

/ lstlor walls and a pent eave over 
described in the article Lwin anak ppeeeoggy 

facing page and tllustrated in the (3-0 -K a43-0° 
h, are customary in the Penn- 
Color al hou fe. Mr. Zi ler 

( hical contents of this 
4 O yj CUD feel, and if 60¢ 

rt house would cost $19,800 
T/ small house at the right in 

drawing can be used for gard n tools 

Led hoom 
64/96" 

The first floor plan, above, pr f the —— 
arrangement of the traditional plan. Th 
wood closet, with a door leading to the 
outside, is an interesting feature. Th 
second floor plan, at right, contains thi 
bedrooms, two bathrooms, and a maid's 
room and bath. The latter is « 
garage and is reached by a Separate star. 

Led Loom 
4°0"4/46°O° 

The master’s suite includes a comfortably 
sized dressing room. Each room tis well 

supplied with closets - 
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Colonial precedents for the American home 

Some of the 
haped back 

recent additions made to this house are not suited to the style. 

The third in a series of five articles dealing with regional traditions 

this month the Pennsylvania Colonial house 

chairs had a carved, 
and chamfered legs 

ti 
4} i 

gs 

A 

LURELLE VAN ARSDALE GUILD 

HE town house found in the vicin- 

ity of Philadelphia was usually 

rectangular or square in shape 

and built of brick. 

In the rural district brick appears in 

the more pretentious homes, but most of 

the country houses were of stone. 

Native stone in quantity led to a distinct 

type of stone house which we may 

classify easily as Pennsylvania. 

Brick and stone are sometimes combined. 

On timber houses stone or brick ends 

are not uncommon. (Continued on page 210) ; 

The general proportions, how 

T} 
ill 
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Photograph by P. B. Wallace 
In old Pennsylvania Colonial house used as a model for the modern adaptation shown on the facing page. Certain 

wer, are typical 

ladder-back chairs had heavy 
stretchers and ru th seals 
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At the right is a fireback that 
depicts the head of Stiegel 
who made the finest glass of his 
lime. Fireplace implements, 
also usually of iron, surround 
it. The pipe tongs, at left were 
used to pick up coals with 

which to light pipes 

Water benel CONS tS 
rmall, flat cupboard w 
and parallel drawers 
form above. (Courtesy ¢ 

J. G. Stickles A Chippendale style of chair. Chippen- 
dale served as the model for the greater 
number of Philadelphia cabinetmakers. 

(Courtesy of Wallace Nutting) 

Open and closed dressers were 
found if every hou fe They 
had the characteristic rat-tail 
hinges as shown on the doors of 

the dresser at the right 

Another type of ladder-back 
chaur with the rush bottom seat 
and the curving slats so popu- 
lar in Pennsylvania homes. 
Courtesy, 1. & 7.G Stickley 

In the provincial furndure on 
finds painted chests. Iemblems 
and religious or symbolical de 
ian ‘ ri ul a (Cour if ry, 

/ P Aardrup 

Te 
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The costs of building a house 

We consider the construction of roofs as well 

N OUR first article we outlined the 

specifications of our ‘“‘model”’ house 

and quoted contractors’ estimates 

to prove that, in the neighborhood of 

New York City, it would cost $17,000 

to build in stucco. This price we took as 

our standard, and last month we showed 

how the other materials for walls, brick, 

wood, and stone, would affect this base 

price. The tables of price variation pre- 

viously published are repeated at the end 

of this article. This month we shall con- 

sider other features of the exterior de- 

sign and construction. 

OOFS are important architectural 

R elements and should be deter- 

mined by the style of the house. Their 

selection is a matter to discuss with your 

architect. It is not necessary that a roof 

be costly to be attractive, although there 

is no doubt that a direct ratio between 

cost and beauty exists. But a good 

architect can do wonders to make the 

least expensive roof look attractive. 

Wood shingles are particularly suited 

to houses of Colonial origin, but they 

may be used on practically any type of 

house. In however, the 

building code forbids the use of wood 

some cities, 

shingles. Houses of Mediterranean pre- 

cedent usually have roofs of tile, while 

other styles, such as English, French, and 

Norman, use all types of roofs with, per- 

haps, a preponderance in favor of slate 

or simulated slate roofs. 

There are five general types of roofing 

materials: shingles, either wood or com- 

position; slate or simulated slate; tiles, 

either flat or half-round; rolls of com- 

TERRACE 

“DINING RM- 
IS x 14 

‘LivinG: Room- 
14 X 22 

KITCHEN H 

2 CAR 

GARAGE 

as foundations and terraces 

JULIUS GREGORY, A. I. A. 

Fditor’s Note: This is the third in a 
series of articles by Mr. Julius Gregory in 
which the effects on architectural character 
and on costs of construction caused by the 
use of different building materials are de- 
scribed and commented upon. Mr. Gregory 
is a well-known architect of New York and 
he designed for The American’ Home a 
house that can be built of stone, stucco, 
brick, or wood. This we have taken as the 
model for the series. 

position material which resembles, shin- 

gles; and metal. either flat or molded. 

Wood shingles are usually of red cedar 

and the best grades are edge grain, cut 

so that they will not warp or curl. Cy- 

press also is used for shingles, although 

more for side walls than roofs. Slate, or 

thin stone quarried from the ground, 

comes in different qualities and colors. 

Shingles resembling both slate and wood 

are made of asbestos mixed with cement 

and of asphalt covered with a mineral 

or metal surfacing. Tiles are made of 

burned shale and of concrete mixed with 

asbestos. There are other materials and 

other types of roofing on the market, but 

those mentioned are probably the most 

common. 

TtHE type of roofing will be decided 

po in consultations with your archi- 

tect. The quality will depend on the 

owner's pocketbook. Also the architect 

should decide on the way the roofing 

material is to be laid. The Perfection 

18-in. wood shingles which have been 

specified for our model house in stucco 

are generally laid five and one half inches 

The house designed by Mr. Gregory which is taken 
as the model for this series of articles. It can be 

built of brick, stone, wood, or stucco 

to the weather. This exposure varies 

with the climate and with the pitch of 

the roof. 

T7HE roof color is important architect- 

f per and must be selected to 

harmonize with the wall treatment and 

with the surroundings. How often as we 

drive about the countryside do we see 

roofs as obstreperous as billboards and 

as noisy as 5-ton trucks! The roof should 

not obtrude on the architectural com- 

position nor on its natural background. 

Where the colors are variegated they 

should blend smoothly and not look 

blotchy. Furthermore, the roof should 

not have a hard or flat look such as 

may come from selecting the wrong 

colors or laying the material incor- 

rectly. To emphasize the proportions 

of the walls, should use a_ tone 

contrasting with that of the walls. For 

example, the beauty of a white house may 

be greatly enhanced by a roof of black 

slate. Wood shingle roofs should be stained 

not only for effect but for durability. It 

is wise to stain the wood a darker color 

than desired because the stain tends to 

bleach out. Roofing nails should be of 

galvanized iron when shingles are used 

and copper when slate or tile is used. 

The following table shows how much 

the use of different roofing materials 

would add to our base price of $17,000 

—which is the cost of building our 

model house in stucco with an 18-in. 

Perfection shingle roof. The unit of meas- 

urement for roofing materials as specified 

on page 234 is a “square,” meaning 

one 

100 square feet. (Continued on page 234, 

' 
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Our spring fabric fashion parade 

Shows an unusual array of textures, colors, and designs 

HERE are fashion showings in 

the fabric as well as in the dress 

world. Spring and fall “openings”’ 

are followed by fashion reports such as 

this, telling just what the chic window 

and the smart chair should be wearing. 

We started to limit this fashion fore- 

cast to the sprightlier chintzes, 

and emphasizes the ensemble idea 

LOUISE BONNEY 

and sheer rayon taffeta, hand-blocked, 

for glass curtains was designed by Don- 

ald Deskey and used in the photograph 

on the opposite page. The glass curtain 

material iS a new weave, sheer enough 

cretonnes, and linens which appear 

every spring, tempting us to a 

general freshening-up throughout 

the house, until we found a brand 

new idea in ensemblizing drapery 

and upholstery materials too good 

to be missed. We found, too, a 

tapestry of unusual design, and a 

lovely printed rayon satin, so new 

that it had not even been chris- 

tened. These are all “ personality” 

fabrics which may lift a chair or 

a wall or a whole room out of 

the commonplace. 

Let us start with this new 

idea. The ensemble of hand- 

blocked and plain linen for up- 

holstery, rayon rep for draperies, 

The striped fabric in the center is 
rayon Shiki—rayon warp, cotton 
Alling. (Courtesy, Lord e? Taylor) 

Below is an ensemble of rayon | 
net on the left and double-faced 
rayon satin on the right. (Cour- 

tesy of Stern Brothers) ” 
<a 

A Waverly print inclined loward 
geometry is used on this metal 
chair. (Courtesy, Stern Brothers) 

a 

- 

to let in all the light in the world. Can 

you see that the design in these glass 

curtains is the same as in the upholstery? 

The ensemblizing has gone still further, 

tying up the eggplant of the linen with 

the same shade in the rep, and a pinky- 

mauve in the glass curtains—subtle har- 

mony which spells repose and 

charm with no effort at all! 

Suppose you should see in your 

favorite store the blocked linen 

There is always a stripe in a 
fabric fashion show. The one 
below is in linen by Robert 

MeBratney Co. 
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Above ts a new Waverly fabric 
of the Vally We relthier vartely 
with tempting fruits. It is cool 

looking for summer time 

Diana and her agile playmates, de- 
signed by Tom Lamb, and printed on 
rayon satin, represents a new tech- 
nique. (Courtesy, Dupont-Rayon Co.) 
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The old-fashioned lace curtain comes 
into style again in a chintz with an 
adapted design. (Courtesy, Lehman- 

Connor Co.) 

A Currier and Lv Sf pr unt with en- 

gine and ship sleps into the modern 

world ona Waverly fabric shown below 

illustrated, and should decide it was just 

what you needed for upholstery in your 

informal, much-used living room. In egg- 

plant with the design in oyster white it 

would seem an acceptable choice for a 

room which must please everyone. Hav- 

ing selected the upholstery, then would 

come the major problem of finding 

draperies and glass curtains to harmon- 

ize—not at all a simple job, I need not 

tell you that! 

© MATCH the plum color and to find 

— harmonious foil for glass cur- 

tains, might take you hours and leave 

you defeated in the end! But in this 

combination the artist and the manu- 

facturer have done all your matching 

Old-fashioned attics yield treasures like the 
fabric from which the chintz above was pat- 
terned. (Courtesy of Lehman-Connor Co.) 
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Stars, leaves, and other little 
things — Colonial design from 

the Waverly Sabric line 

Above is a sample of the new pro- 
cess—photogravure printing. De- 
sign taken from a Victorian linen. 

(Courtesy, Stern Brothers) 

and all your worrying for you. It is the 

first time in American fabric history, as 

far as I know, that such a complete job 

of ensemblizing has been done. With the 

hand-blocked linen they have planned a 

heavy rayon rep for the draperies in the 

same color. The foundation of a success- 

ful room is thus obtainable with little 

effort. If you do not like the eggplant 

and want to be a little more daring, you 

can try a vibrant green or a warmer 

rust-orange combination. 

We have been afraid of color in our 

homes. No doubt of that. But goaded 

by the decorators and the magazines, 

we have also splashed around too vio- 

lently in it. The vivid cretonnes of a 

few seasons ago were an example of our 

The latest idea in ensembles. Fabrics 
designed by Donald Desky. (Courtesy 
of Lehman-Connor Co. and Y psilanti 

Reed Furniture Co.) 

laudable, but hardly livable, attempt 

to break away from neutral and safe 

colors. So this effort of the artist, the 

manufacturer, and often the stylist of 

the store to help us out by ensemblizing 

may save us the agony of indecision. 

NOTHER interesting example is the 

A ensemble of rayon satin draperies 

and rayon net glass curtains stylized by 

one of our leading stores. The colors of 

the draperies are repeated in the net, 

and the color harmony is agreeable 

and calculated to (Continued on page 224) a 

RNY GRIT 
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Still time to make a garden! 

Even 

E pleasant days of May make 

garden work a real pleasure and 

nature usually sees to it that 

warmth and moisture are just right to 

make seeds sprout and grow so that 

there may be flowers in plenty through- 

out summer and fall. 

All Hardy Annuals, often sown in early 

April, may still be started in early May; 

and, as though they knew that they were 

late in starting, many of these plants 

grow with astonishing activity and, be- 

fore late summer, catch up with those 

that were sown earlier. If you live in a 

region where the summer weather is 

likely to be quite hot and dry, however, 

some care must needs be given to the 

selection of what to grow. 

Petunias, of course! In beds or borders 

massed together, the free and continuous 

blooming Hybrida and Balcony (single, 

large-flowering) types will make a show- 

ing that few other Annuals can equal, 

and none excel. Petunia Rose of Heaven, 

pink, is one of the show- 

iest while for a richer 

color Balcony Rose is very 

good, Balcony Blue and 

Balcony White rank with 

4 q lovely late 

at their best. 
with all the Javerite blooms 

by Mattie Edwards Hewitt 

in hot dry places ambitious Annuals 

? 
answer the season s summons 

ALFRED PUTZ 

those in size of flower and quantity of 

bloom. This Balcony type of Petunia is 

all too little used for beds and borders, 

and is unusually good when grown in 

porch and window boxes where the pend- 

ant, flower laden branches will gracefully 

drape the sides and front of the window 

box, covering it entirely. 

The Tickseed (Coreopsis tinctoria), 

golden yellow with dark mahogany- 

brown blotches borne continuously for 

many weeks, is both a responsive border 

plant and also good for cut flowers. But 

the Cape Forget-me-not (Anchusa capen- 

sis) and a new variety of this showy 

Annual named Blue Bird having indigo 

blue flowers are highly desirable for 

sandy warm soil. 

S THERE indeed any Annual that will 

thrive and bloom, even during pro- 

longed periods of drought, like the Large- 

flowered Pimpernel! 

(Anagallis)? Its dainty 

fering garten five-petaled flowers come 

in pastel shades of blue, (Photograph 
lilac, scarlet, and crimson. 

There are many others just as valu- 

able that must be given a thought: Blue 

Cornflower (Centaurea cyanus), Cos- 

midium, Cosmos, Chinese Forget-me- 

not (Cynoglossum); and sweet-scented 

Four O'Clock (Mirabilis jalapa) will 

add a gay note of abundant beauty to 

any garden. And then there are such old 

timers as Annual Larkspurs in shades of 

blue and rose and also white; Love-in-a- 

Mist (Nigella) with its blue flower 

nestled away in a mist of greenery; 

Nasturtiums, Drummond Phlox, Portu- 

laca, Sanvitalia, Scabiosa, Sunflowers 

(large and small)—-what glorious colors 

all or any of these will bring into the 

garden! 

The Tender Annuals that usually are 

sown in May about the time the Maple 

leaves are unfolding include such gems 

as Blue-eyed African Daisy (Arctotis 

grandis) and Celosia in both its tall form 

known as the Magnifica type, and its 

compact Cockscomb form (Celosia cris- 

tata nana); Chinese Woolflower (Celosia 

Childsi) of intermediate growth is one of 

the best known of them all. 

For garden houses, porches, and 

trellises, there are (Continued on page 238) 
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Yes! You can grow prize Dahlias 

It’s just the will to watch and tend—the 

plants are willing to grow 

SAMUEL NEWSOM 

ROWING Dahlias is no matter 

of mystery, although one who 

has just caught the Dahlia fever 

may think that the monster blooms seen 

at some show last fall, or even in some 

neighbor’s garden, were the result of some 
Right: Penn Charter (Lyn- mvsterious secret of cultivation on the \ 

7 dora), Decorative. Golden 
° > grower. = 

part of the gr er \ . Yellow, a Pennsylvanian 
First of all, consider the location. novelty 

Dahlias must have sunshine, but in some 

localities many delicate varieties are 

likely to be injured if they are exposed 

to the burning sun throughout the entire 

day. In such cases place the dahlia bed 

so as to receive all the morning sun and 

be shaded, partially or wholly, from 

three o'clock in the afternoon. This 

matter of too much sunshine is not a 

problem in the majority of sections of 

the country and a sunny, well drained 

situation is, therefore, generally best 

for the Dahlia. By the same 

token, the matter of 

strong winds has to be 

trash 

which later 

would interfere 

with cultivation and 

growth. At the first spad- 

ing, a liberal coat of well-rotted 

horse or sheep manure can be used; 

or a good commercial fertilizer, in about 

the same proportions and quantity as 

used for a potato patch. 

Stakes should be set out before putting 

in the plant or tuber in rows about three 

Above: Eagle Rock Wonder feet apart. Many a Dahlia experiment has 

(Broomall - Success), Hy- ended disastrously in early September 

brid Cactus. Orange and because the plants were not properly 
orange-buff, of California stabed. 

origin 

taken into con- 

sideration 

(this is 

Y PREFERENCE is for stakes from 

M two to five feet tall, depending 

upon the height which the variety 

attains. Those three feet high are the 

most successful for my use; the tall 

the stakes were in the way of many of the 

case in blooms which switched against them. 

California, A three-foot stake allows the bush to be 

for example) _ braced thoroughly at the main stalk, the 

and it is likely that blooms growing above the stakes and 

the same trees that will hiding them completely. 

furnish partial shelter The time for planting varies; three or 

against late afternoon sun, will four weeks before the last spring frost is 

also serve as a windbreak. a general rule—I am speaking of plant- 

In preparing the soil of the dahlia ing tubers, of course, as green plants 

bed, spade as deeply as possible. This must not be put out until after all danger 

should be done at least twice before of frost is gone. In California, Dahlias 

planting, to produce a well pul- may be planted from the end of February 

fick), Decorative, Onchid- verized loam. After each spading, right up to June, while along the Atlantic 

pink wth burguady rake the surface and break up seaboard, the planting time is usually 
reverse. From Oregon all clods; removing stones and from the first of May (Continued on page 282) 

Arthur M. Hyde (Mas- 
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Chrysanthemums in the open garden 

Relative hardiness of different types according 

F YOU now have growing in your 

garden Chrysanthemum plants that 

flowered last fall, there is no need to 

hurry working about them when spring 

comes. I have proof that 90 per cent of 

the losses in Chrysanthemums come from 

premature uncovering, usually during 

the month of March, before the cold 

weather has entirely gone. Very often, 

gardeners are deceived by a few 

warm days in the early part of 

that month, and the plants begin 

to show signs of life. Perhaps 

you were lucky this year and 

did not get things all cleaned 

up too early. As a matter of 

fact, this same rule applies to 

hundreds of other Perennials, 

that come through the win- 

ter unscathed, but to suffer 

and die in the first few days 

of early spring. However, if 

you have the plants now 

growing, pinch out the tips of 

the shoots two or three times 

in order to induce the plants 

The Anemone type having tubular 
central florets of the same color 
as the outer rays is a welcome 
variation. Mrs. Ballagh (above) 

to climate and season 

CHARLES H. TOTTY 

to make a dwarf and robust growth, 

rather than one tall straggly stem. If 

your bed is protected on the north 

and west, the plants will be so much 

better. 

Even if the first frost of fall does 

catch the few open flowers in the early 

part of the season, it will not hurt the 

unopened buds, and you can pick off 

the injured flowers from the plants, after 

which you will have quantities of perfect 

blooms for several weeks. Where your 

plants are set out in clumps in a 

mixed border of hardy Peren- 

nials, they can be protected from 

the first frosts by covering 

with a sheet or plant cloth. 

Hardiness is relative, any- 

way, and when you think in 

terms of hardy Chrysanthe- 

mums, the exact type con- 

cerned depends very largely 

on where you live. Broadly, 

the term “hardy” means a 

plant that will bloom out- 

doors with practically no pro- 

tection and persist outdoors 

through the winter and in suc- 

ceeding (Continued on page 274) 

The Early Large-flowering type 
offers the gardener a great range 
of color and the blooms are most 

useful for cutting (below) 
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Peruvian Daffodil is an amaryllis-like plant with white fragrant 
flowers in June and July. Its proper name is Ismene Calathina 

Summer bloom from spring set bulbs 

Unusual but Ss ectacular owers to adorn even the northern , P 

—_ 
HEN a 

bulbs are mentioned, most 

summer blooming 

of us think at once of the 

Gladiolus, Lily, Tuberous Begonia, and 

Dahlia. And indeed these are all most 

beautiful and we would not be without 

them, filling with beauty, as they do, 

certain gaps in our borders where earlier 

flowers have bloomed and faded. But 

there are a number of others that can 

also be grown even in northern gardens, 

that will add color, variety, and interest 

to the border, and which are no more 

tender or troublesome than those with 

which we are more familiar. 

The Summer-blooming Hyacinth (Gal- 

tomia or Hyacinthus candicans) is a 

garden if planted now 

JESSIE F. GOULD 

most distinct addition to any border with 

its four-foot spikes of waxy-white bell- 

like flowers blooming throughout the 

summer. This is one of our plant immi- 

grants coming to us from Southern 

Africa, and in the northern garden should 

be lifted in late autumn after the foliage 

has ripened, and then stored in a cool, 

dry cellar through the winter, just as 

Gladiolus are treated. Clumps of these 

can be planted among the Perennials, as 

their white blossoms will not clash in 

color with those of any other plants. 

Where it is difficult to winter Foxgloves 

(as is the case here in Minnesota) these 

summer Hyacinths will be most useful 

when a tall, spirelike effect is needed. 

T BEARS quantities of seed which ger- 

I minate readily, and if sown in early 

spring in a flat box with a woven wire 

bottom (for good drainage), and set on 

the ground through the summer, little 

bulbs about the size of peas will be 

formed by fall. Before the ground freezes 

the whole box can be put into the root 

cellar where the bulbs will remain dor- 

mant through the winter. The following 

spring they should be planted out in a 

well prepared bed, fertilized with bone 

meal, giving each little bulblet a space 

of two inches, with (Continued on page 270) 
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May-flowering Tulips have longer stalks than the Early and a greater 
variety of color shadings. Arethusa and Rosabella seen in the foreground 

Tip-toeing through the Tulips 

W hile they are in bloom make your choice of kinds 

OLOR is, of course, the outstand- 

ing point of attraction in the 

Tulip—bright, gay, diversified 

color. Couple this with the practical 

assurance of bloom wherever the gar- 

dener chooses, and you have the reasons 

why the Tulip is the favorite of the spring 

garden. No other flower is so welcome, in 

our desire for gaiety after the long, dreary 

winter. Tulips give the climactic burst of 

warm color to the crescendo that started 

with the cool white Snowdrops, the yel- 

low Aconite, the blue Squill, the golden 

and silver tinted Daffodils. 

Nearly all Tulips succeed wherever 

any Tulip can be grown at all—and that 

is practically everywhere except in the 

real South. There are some few varieties 

that succeed well enough in Holland, 

although they have not been introduced 

successfully in America, but the general 

to have at planting time 

C. J. VAN BOURGONDIEN 

list of varieties included in the catalogues 

of the American dealers are successful 

from one end of the country to the other, 

and, after all, the vagaries of certain 

varieties that are lovely in Holland and 

will not succeed in this country consti- 

tute a scientific and, in a certain sense, 

trivial matter, when there is such a 

wide variation of type and color with 

Ww hich we can succeed. 

HE way to make a success of a tulip 

5 gente is to gather together the 

spring bulb catalogues, and take them 

to a neighbor's garden, where there 

are Tulips in bloom; or go to some 

of the public parks where exhibition 

collections are planted; and there check 

up on the colors of individual varieties 

seen in mass and make your own study 

in color combinations, deciding for your- 

self from the objects right before your 

eyes just what color schemes you want 

to carry out next year. 

ERY likely you will see in one cor- 

bY ow of such a garden a display of 

color, hemmed in by flowering shrubs, 

a rainbow to brighten the entire garden 

stretch. Last year we saw one particu- 

larly attractive planting—the rose-col- 

ored Hammer Hales, one of the popular 

Cottage varieties, alongside another 

beautiful Cottage variety Avis Kenni- 

cott, clear light orange with black 

base; then came Blue Celeste, double 

Darwin, one of the finest of the blue 

tints; next the brilliant carmine red 

Pride of Haarlem (Darwin); and then 

a tone richer, Faust, (Continued on page 258) 
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Summer season vegetables to carry on 

ee Particular varieties of special quality that fit 
—EEE 

home garden needs 

Le IS the late varieties of vegetables ADOLPH KRUHM seeds are sown, and the roots remain 
after all that surpass in that most solid in spite of dry or hot spells. 

ie essential quality in anything you’ early August when really good radishes To turn from a rather unimportant 

want to eat—flavor. This means the late are rarely found on the market bench. vegetable to one of outstanding merit 

3 type—you know, early, midseason, and You ask why? The market gardener and usefulness, take Lettuce—the most 

late—not late sowings of early types. raises a crop that quickly grows into popular of all salad plants, full of vita- 

Late maturity with comparatively long money. When Radishes produce edible mines, too! It also contains opiates in 

season of growth and real flavor seem roots in three weeks from sowing and mild form, and as a result the eating 

to be correlated. sell at five cents fora bunch of six small of a head of a Butterhead variety may 

To be sure, some of the midseason va-_ radishes, it pays. When it takes four prove conducive to a good night’s rest 

rieties are of as high quality as the later weeks to produce roots five times the to people inclined to suffer from some 

sorts: Stringless Green Podded Bean, size of the early kinds and he only’ kinds of insomnia. Please note that ] 

Golden Bantam Sweet-corn, Thomas gets ten cents for a bunch of six of them, emphasize Butterhead, for among sev- 

Laxton Pea, etc. But generally the finest it does not pay. That is the real reason eral hundred varieties of Lettuce listed 

qualities are stored in the late maturing why Chartier Radishes are not found on in seedsmen’s catalogs, only about one 

kinds, though I have to qualify the term the market bench. Yet it is the one Rad- fourth belong in that class. And in that 

“late.” For example, let ustake Radishes. ish you should grow for a midsummer class only two deserve mention as serving 

Here we find early, midseason, and late supply in your own garden; and to have the gardener during the late summer 

kinds in early and late classes. The late at its best sow seeds during late June season, when the rest simply will not 

class consists of the Chinese and Spanish for a late July supply, and throughout ‘“‘perform.” California Cream Butter —_ 

types—not sown until July for fall and July for August use. It takes just about and All Seasons are the “‘star perform- 

winter use. The same holds true of Tur- thirty days for Chartiers to grow to ers’ for the home gardener who wants 

nips, Carrots, and other familiar root normal size, an inch in diameter and perfect Lettuce from the middle of July 

crops. five inches long. And the more rapidly until early August, from seeds sown 

summer heat makes them grow, the during the latter part of April. 

INCE we are on thesubject of Radishes, crisper you will find the roots. 

the tidbits of the garden, there is one White Icicle, among the early long, HE subject of Beans recalls to my 

variety among the scores available that pure white Radishes, has been called fps the days when I was the 

beats all of them for quality. The Char- ‘absolutely insipid” by various friends most ardent champion of the Dwarf or 

tier or Shepherd Radish is what I call of mine. But try Long White Vienna or Bush type. I still believe in them as the 

a “good sport.” When all the “extra Lady Finger, the midsummer type of ideal kinds to grow in gardens of limited 

early” and “midseason early” disap- Icicle. Long White space. But in all fair- 

point the gardener by becoming pithy, Vienna isanother Radish . ness to the tall-grow- 

Chartier saves the day and gives crisp, that gives the home gar- a a — =~ ing or Pole Beans, I 

solid, well-flavored bulbs for the best dener his money’s worth pro see cy aye gtd «2 must confess that none 

part of three weeks during late July and within forty days after things the market supplies lack of (Continued on page 280) 
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In the Attic Celotex makes you a pleasant extra 

room, guarded from severe weather —and hand- 

some in a natural buff color. 
SSR eee es oe ee 

On the Sun-Porch Celotex maintains an en- 

at joyable temperature all year ’round and blends 

1B attractively with colorful furnishings. 

Y youve always wanted 

d ... Build them of Celotex in the 

i waste space of your home—and enjoy 

protection from extreme weather 

... that gives finer, smoother plastered 

surfaces. 

When applied to the outside of houses, 

as sheathing, Celotex adds structural 

OU can have new health and com- 

fort in the home you are now in by 

remodeling it with Celotex. 

This remarkable insulating material 

will transform wasted space in the attic or 

basement into comfortable extra living 

rooms... bed rooms... recreation rooms 

for your entire family. 

Moreover, Celotex will make these 

rooms enjoyable and healthful to live in 

all year ’round, because it snsu/ates against 

extreme heat and cold... shuts out pene- 

trating chill and dampness. And it reduces 

fuel bills by retarding furnace heat leakage. 

If you prefer plastered walls and ceil- 

ings there is Celotex Lath —a plaster-base 

that is designed to reinforce against 

plaster cracks and eliminate lath marks 

In the Basement Celotex 

turns wasted space into pleas- 

ant recreation quarters, and 

keeps you comfortable despite 

extreme temperatures outside. 

strength ... makes walls tight, sturdy and 

permanent. 

Ask your contractor, builder or archi- 

tect for further information on Celotex 

—and write us for our interesting new 

booklet, Celotex Cane Fibre Insulation. 

THE CELOTEX COMPANY 

919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Member of the Home Modernizing Bureau of the 
National Building Industries, Inc. 

In Canada: 
Alexander Murray & Co., Ltd., Montreal 

” SALES DISTRIBUTORS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

Reliable dealers can supply you with Celotex Standard 
Building Board and Celotex Lath 

; 

The word 
CELOTEX 

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.) 
is the trademark of and indicates 

manufacture by | 
The Celotex Company 

Chicago, Illinois A 

CELOTEX BRAND 
INSULATING CANE BOARD Deemed 
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Plan wisely and you plant we 

Space allotment over the little plot is a thing 

HE small place is not a large 

estate in miniature but an in- 

dividual to itself. One cannot 

have small pools, small streams, small 

parks, and small roadways on a city lot. 

He can have his formal garden, his serv- 

ice area, and his “out door room’’——and 

that is about all. The house, garage, 

drive, and service area on a 50 x 150 ft. 

place will have to be about as big as on a 

200 x 200 ft. place. 

The first step, then, is to locate the 

house. In locating the house, consider the 

front yard first. The function of the front 

yard is as a foreground for the house. 

The house of one to three stories should 

be set as far back from the street as it is 

wide. That is, a house that is thirty feet 

wide should be about thirty feet from the 

street if it is to present the best first 

impression on the visitor or passer-by. 

EWER mistakes are made in the set- 

back from the street than in locating 

boundary lines. It is usually considered 

better if the house is not in the center 

of a narrow lot for this leaves two rather 

narrow strips that cannot be used to 

any advantage. As a rule, the kitchen 

side of the house should be about four- 

teen feet from the boundary line. This 

fourteen-foot space would be taken up 

with four feet for a hedge, eight feet for 

for careful consideration 

WALTER B. BALCH 

a drive and two feet between the house 

and the drive for a strip of grass. One 

may reduce that by having a wall or a 

fence on the line and no grass strip by 

the house. Then the drive should be nine 

feet wide and this is the nearest that the 

house should be to the boundary line. 

If the lot is seventy-five or more feet wide 

the minimum of nine feet should not be 

used as it gives an unnecessarily crowded 

appearance. If the lot is one hundred 

feet wide, sixteen to twenty feet should 

be allowed between the house and the 

boundary line. 

HE rest of the service area, that area 

fsbo to drying clothes, the garage, 

the garbage can, and the coal delivery re- 

quires thought. The problem is to place 

these where they will be convenient yet 

not obnoxious. Place the garage as near 

the street as you dare or can. There is no 

need to have a concrete drive running 

down the side of the lot, for the back 

part of the modern home is the play part 

Typical developments of an 
50 x 150 ft. plot with the simplest 
on the right. Shade, service, and 
heauly are combined to fit varying 

average 

conditions 

for the family. Have the kitchen, garage, 

driveway, and coal delivery window al] 

on the side of the house nearest the 

boundary line. This is the service area 

and leaves the wider side of the lot and 

the rear to be planted to grass, flowers, 

and vegetables. 

Planning and planting are two sepa- 

rate steps. It takes thought and care to 

do either, but one cannot do the planting 

till the planning is done. A very satis- 

factory way to accomplish the most for 
the least is to sit down quietly of an 

evening and do the planning. Draw the 

grounds to scale and draw in the house, 

garage, and drive. Next make an ap- 

proach to the house. Concrete is never 

very decorative, so have as little of that 

as possible. Draw up a plan and send it 

to the nurseryman for a quotation. If it 

costs more than you want to invest the 

first year, put in only part at that time 

and add to it as time, funds, and in- 

clinations indicate. 

NE may work up a section at a 

O time. However, it is better to plant 

first the slower growing plants so that 

toward the end of the building of the 

gardens all will be maturing about to- 

gether. 

In planning the plantings, consider the 

house. Around the (Continued on page 276) 
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YROFAX seat 

gas service... no matter where you live 

Wou Lp you like a modern kitchen with a 

genuine gas range in your country home? 

You can make it yours—even if you live 

in suburb or country, many miles beyond 

the end of city gas mains. 

Pyrofax is a genuine natural gas, re- 

fined, purified and compressed into steel 

cylinders. To enjoy its use go to the 

Pyrofax dealer in your vicinity and pick 

Pyrofax two-cylinder system is simple as ABC. Dia 
gram shows direct piping from cylinders to range 

out the range of your choice. The Pyrofax 

man will set it up and take away your old - 

stove. He will set up a neat cabinet out- 

side your kitchen door and in this install 

two cylinders of Pyrofax Gas, connecting 

them to your gas range. 

At once you will have gas for cook- 

ing, a blue, intensely hot flame. Each 

cylinder holds enough Pyrofax to last an 

CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS CORPORATION 

Carsipe anv Carson Burpina, 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 
Carsive anv Carson Buipine, 230 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 

PYROFAX GAS SERVICE 
Sg .. T T = N ~ 

Unit of Union Carbide [Ts ¥ and Carbon Corporation 

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES—TREMENDOUS STOCKS 

— UNFAILING SERVICE— NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTION 

average family two or three months. 

When one is empty you turn on the 

second or reserve cylinder and the 

Pyrofax man replaces the empty with a 

full one. The Pyrofax two-cylinder sys- 

tem prevents your ever running out of gas. 

Pyrofax is the product of one of 

America’s foremost manufacturers — 

the pioneer in the compressed-gas-for- 

cooking field. Behind each cylinder 

of Pyrofax are years of experience 

which imitators cannot duplicate. 

Read what these few out of thou- 

sands of satisfied users say about 

Pyrofax—*‘Since our change from 

kerosene stove to Pyrofax and a 

gas range we think we are living 

in a new world.” “I recommend 

it without reservation.” (Names on 

request.) 

NEW LOW PRICES 

The complete Pyrofax installation 

—including gas range—now can be 

had at an amazingly low price. Con- 

venient terms may be arranged. A 

small down-payment will bring you 

the gas range of your choice and com- 

plete Pyrofax installation. Look for 

the name Pyrofax. It protects you 

against imitations. 

PYROFAX DIVISION AH-5-30 
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation 
30 East 4and St., New York, N. Y. 
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago IIl. 

(Please address office nearest you) 
Please send me some of your interesting literature on 

Pyrofax and the name of the nearest dealer. 

Name__ 

Address____ 
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Luxurious warmth 

at getting -up-tzme 

Every morning like a June morning 

when Iron Fireman does your firing 

Set your Iron Fireman thermostat 

for 6 o'clock. Promptly at six the 

Iron Fireman wakens automatically 

and starts to work. It fans the 

slumbering coals into a bright flame. 

It feeds fresh coal to the fire just as 

needed. In a few minutes if you were 

to look into the firebox you would 

see a bright, steady flame. Soon this 

warmth starts to penetrate the 

whole house, wherever you have the 

heat turned on. By seven you 

awaken in a warm room. 

That is one of the luxuries which 

the Iron Fireman brings. Another 

luxury is the knowledge that Iron 

Fireman is safe. Still another is the 

knowledge that Iron Fireman heat- 

ing is so economical that you can 

afford an abundance of heat. Then 

there is the automatic regulation of 

warmth. For Iron Fireman prevents 

overheating just as automatically 

and just as positively as it prevents 

underheating. 

Take all of these luxuries to- 

gether. Then consider that Iron 

Fireman also gives you a substantial 

reduction in your fuel bill. This fuel 

Eron Fireman 

AUTOMATIC 

the machine that 

COAL 

made 

saving is not a manufacturer’s 

claim. A recent compilation of sav- 

ing figures supplied by home owners 

themselves showed an average re- 

duction of 45.61 per cent on their 

fuel bills. 

For your own information have 

an Iron Fireman engineer survey 

your present heating system, and 

give you a report as to what Iron 

Fireman could do in giving you 

better heat for less money. Get the 

facts and figures. Write for literature 

or ask for an engineer to call. Iron 

Fireman Manufacturing Company, 

Portland, Branches in 

Cleveland - St. Louis - Chicago - 

Oregon. 

New York. Dealers in principal cities 

of the United States and Canada. 

BURNER 

coal an automatic fuel | 

Colorful awnings suitably chosen 

Continued from page 175 

In deciding on the widths of the 
scallops it is important to know 
whether the fabric is to be widely or 
narrow ly striped, as wide stripes call 
for wide scallops, and vice versa. In 
general, deeply cut valances give a 
casual, informal air to a house, for in 
the least breeze they will stir and 
flutter like small banners 

The best fabric to choose is a heavy, 
stout cloth that can 
upon to keep its appearance and give 

be depended 

long wear, and the finest qualities 
have woven-in designs Be sure that 
colors are fast and that the yarns 
have been dyed before weaving for 
such awnings are reversible, giving 
an equally delightful effect from both 
inside and outside. In the long run, 

awning will most the best prove 
economical, retaining colors and 
shape after years of use 

After all 
settled, there comes the most im- 
portant question of all—that of find- 
ing the right color This is nota diffi- 

these questions are 

cult or mysterious task and simply 
consists of deciding which color is 
most important in the house and 
choosing an awning to harmonize. 
The most important, or predominat- 
ing color is not necessarily that most 
used, but the one which stands out 
and is strongest, as for example the 
red of a tile roof. A touch of green 
in the pattern is good, for it will har- 
monize with the trees and lawn. But, 
in general, most good, clear colors 
will blend with the natural back- 
ground just as do the bright and 
varied shades of a flower garden. 
Houses whose predominating colors 
are warm and neutral, such as gray, 
white, off-white, cream, or y ellow will 
take almost any well styled awning. 
When the strong color is red, tan, 
brown, or pink the problem is less 
simple, but usually red or orange 
tones are best. 

Awning manufacturers now claim 
that they have evolved color combina- 
tions which express various moods. 
For example, alternating green and 
brown stripes express comfort and 

——————____ 

vitality; stripes of varying width > 
brown, green, and red suggest info, 
mality and sunshine; wide tan stri 
with very narrow lines of black 
green, and red have a message of hos 
pitality and warmth. The signif. 
cance of various colors are SO well 
worked out that we give them hen | 
as a guide to those who may be play | 
ning their awnings: Brilliant colo, 

informality, nearness, hos 
pitality; low-keyed colors—quiet, dis 

tan—warmth ' 
vitality; orange~| 

sunshine, liveliness; blue—serenity 

suggest 

tance, conservatism; 
comfort; green 

distinction; and red—energy. 
This season there are more designs 

than ever from which to choog 
plain stripes, figured stripes, an/ 
stripes that vary from wide bank 
to narrow lines. Designers tell us tha | 
wide stripes give an effect of breadth} 
and strength, narrow stripes suggest | 
conservatism and delicacy, and jp. 
tricate designs are associated with 
liveliness and gaiety. The new figure 
stripes are very tempting with they 
geometrical motifs which seem to ke 
derived from American Indian pat. | 
terns, but they are appropriate only} 
for very informal houses. The ma| 
jority of homes are better suited to} 
simpler stripes or even entirely plain} 
fabrics. 

When our awnings are chosen and 
in place a little care and attention 
will help greatly to retain their firs 
freshness and them almost 
permanent additions to the home 
whereas carelessness can ruin them 
in one season. They should never k 
pulled up while even slightly wet o 
damp. When in this condition, ke 
them down and keep them so until 
thoroughly dry or the result will & 
mildew with rotting fabric and ugh 
black spots. Dust and dirt should o 
casionally be removed by bouncing 
the awnings up and down with th 
pull ropes or tapping lightly with 
switch or carpet beater. Once ina 
while give them a thorough cleaning 
by simply turning the garden hose 
them. 

make 

Thi ' Amer ican © ‘dlonial house USES awnings whose alternating wide 
green and narrower tan clipes are separated by narrow lines of 

and red. (Courtesy, Otis Awning Co.) black, yellow, 

\& 
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Make your new home 

warm and tight with 

‘WooU’ 

from 

OOD 

Thick, fleecy , exible... this true 

insulation proofs your home 

against cold and wind..saves fuel 

Here, in pictures, are the facts 

about true house insulation — 

facts that every home-builder 

should know. 

The large picture shows why 

flexibility is of basic importance 

in house insulation. 

Note how Balsam-Wool, in 

fleecy, blanket-like strips, fits 

snug and tight between the fram- 

ing members of the house. 

In cracks and crevices,around 

doors and windows, in all the 

difficult places, Balsam-Wool 

tucks in. 

Everywhere that cold and wind 

might enter, it blocks the way— 

as only a flexible insulation can! 

Like sheep’s wool 

The smaller picture shows 

Balsam-Wool in the recom- 

mended full-inch thickness. 

Itlooks amazingly like sheep’s 

wool. It practically equals the 

actual warmth of sheep’s wool! 

Thus in Balsam-Wool alone 

you get the great triple efficiency 

of 1. flexibility 2. full inch thick- 

ness 3. the highest insulating 

wy, 

value ever attained in practical 

house insulation. 

Balsam-Wool insures you a 

really heat-tight home — warm 

in winter, cool in summer. A 

truly modern home, always com- 

fortable, more readily salable. 

How it saves you money 

True insulation, with Balsam- 

Wool, is one of the few things 

you can build into your house 

that will actually save you money 

year after year. 

The first cost of Balsam-Wool 

is small — only 1% per cent, on 

the average, of the new house cost. 

You save the major part of this 

at once. A smaller heating plant 

is required in a Balsam-Wool 

house —a smaller boiler, fewer 

or smaller radiators. 

You save every winter on fuel 

bills — from 25 to 40 per cent. 

Thus Balsam-W ool actually pays 

you dividends every year. 

In old homes, too, Balsam- 

Wool used as attic insulation 

cuts fuel costs, provides new 

year around comfort. 

THICK... FLEXIBLE 

Bey FESS 

It tucks in! 

Not a crack or a crevice to let in cold 
or wind when your house is insulated 
with thick, flexible Balsam-Wool. In 
houses already built, Balsam-Wool is 
applied to attic floor or roof. A sim- 
le, easy way to make your present 
use warmer, your fuel bills smaller ! 

7 7 + 

Send for sample 

and booklet 

Let us send you the complete facts 

about insulation and Balsam- 

Wool. Examine for yourself a 

sample of the actual material. 

Mail the coupon. 

Sold only by retail lumber dealers 

WOOD CONVERSION 

COMPANY 

Cloquet, Minnesota 

Also Makers of Nu-Wood—the All 
Wood Insulating Wall Board and 

Lath 
Sales Offices in Principal Cities 
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** WOOL’? FROM Woop! 

Balsam -Wool is made from the clean, 
pure fibres of northern trees. The 
fleecy “wool” is firmly held between 
strong, tough creped Kraft liners. 

are waterproof, wind-proof and 
virtually puncture-proof. Balsam- 
Wool itself is fire-resistant, vermin- 

proof, permanent 

Wood Conversion 
Company 

Dept. G-3, 
Cloquet, Minn. 

Please send me sam- 
ple of Balsam-W ool 
and Free Booklet. I am interested 
in insulation for 

0 Anew house 
0 Attic of present house 

Name.. 

FO EE ree Slr 

Balsam-Wool Blonker 

INSULATION... EFFICIENT 
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“COLONIAL” AWNINGS 

for 

COLONIAL HOUSES 

DO you live in a cozy Dutch Colonial house . . . whose gambrel 

roof and sheltering eaves contribute to its atmosphere of hospitality 

and comfort? Then you want cheerful, warm-colored awnings of 

Otis Awning Fabrics ...deeply scalloped to flutter gaily in the 

summer breeze. 

But whether your home is English, Colonial, Spanish—or a 

bungalow, whose informal charm is pedigree enough . . . you will 

find a group of these attractive new Otis fabrics created especially 

for your type of house. 

The colors of each Otis design are woven into the cloth. These 

rugged fabrics are reversible, as beautiful on one side as on the 

other. They remain beautiful for many seasons, too, for the dyes 

are the most permanent available. 

An awning manufacturer near you will show you these splendid, 

gorgeously-colored Otis Awning Fabrics ... and the awning style 

book which points out the designs correct for your type of house. 

The coupon below will bring you a free Otis sample and a beau- 

tiful folder showing in color the Otis designs. 

WOVEN IN COLORS 

OTIS COMPANY, 385 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 

Please send, without charge, your folder The Correct Awnings for Your 
Home, a sample of Otis Awning Fabrics and the name of the nearest awning 
manufacturer who has a copy of the style book pictured above this coupon. 
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The American Home furnishes a house 

Continued from page 174 

fiber which is made up in 12 by 
12-inch units, the complete rug be- 
ing any multiple of these units which 
you wish to order. The rug we have 

made in a used for our porch is 
smart combination of alternating 
black and gold squares. This fiber 
wears marvellously. In fact the rugs 
made of it are practically indestruct- 
ible, and come in such a wide range of 
colors you are sure to find something 
that would be harmonious with any 
decorative scheme. 

The furniture for the porch is rather 
unique and unusual. The settee and 
low chairs are made of metal (which 
has been enamelled a rich shade of 
dark green) and strong, finely woven 
cane. The designs have the clean dis- 
tinguished lines that modern tur- 
niture has made popular, and there 
is nothing fussy to care for in the 
frankly structural pieces which are 
so good looking. The cane is natural 
color, against which the lobster-red 
cushions are most effective. The ma- 
terial of which the cushions are made 
is colorproot and will not fade, so 
they may be left on the chairs through 
the summer, if you wish. 

A great Oriental 
stands in one corner, and there was 

peacock chair 

never a more distinguished summer 
chair made than this, with its woven 
borders in black around the spread- 
ing top. The low hour-glass stool is 
also an Oriental piece, made of woven 
rattan, with black decorations. The 
exotic cushions which are piled in the 
chairs are covered with the unique 
batiked cottons of Java, in the deep 
blues, blacks, and rust reds which 
they have perfected, and which are 
indestructible. Tea, or cooler refresh- 
ments may be served from the 
low table with a top of black glass, 
whose straight legs are made of the 
same metal as the chair frames. The 
smoker’s comfort is provided for by 
the smoking stands in black, picked 
out with red, which are placed at hand 
on the porch. The largest stand of the 
three has a central portion of metal 
where burning cigars and cigarettes 
may be dropped and quickly ex- 
tinguished, thus preventing stale 
odors. 

Porch shades provide artificial 

shadow when needed, as the after. 
noon sun has a habit of finding its 
way through the foliage in unexpected 
places, and an adjustable blind is a 
great convenience. 

Wall pockets add a decorative 
touch to any porch, and offer a wide 
range of choice in their design and 
material. We have used two unique 
models in Spanish wrought iron and 
pottery, filled with the cool green 
sprays of ivy. Bringing a bit of green 
onto the porch ties it nicely with the 
garden, so that you have the real feel. 
ing of an outdoor room when you are 
sitting there. Tall pots of oleanders 
and bamboos add a great deal toa 
porch if you are willing to care for 
them, especially if they are in the 
decorative pots of Italian ware, 

If you do not care for the rolling 
shade screens you may have great 
pull curtains made of awning cloth 
in the tones of Venetian boat sails, 
in orange or stripes, or a deep, beau. 
tiful blue. One porch I have in mind 
has beds of purple verbenas and pink 
petunias beside it, and is equipped 
with long pull curtains of brilliant 
blue awning cloth that hang in heavy 
folds, making a brilliant color com- 
position with the pale pink stuggo 
walls of the house and the glowing 
flower beds. 

With this article we conclude our 
“The Home Fur. 

nishes a House’’ which began in the 
October, 1929, issue. We shall be glad 
to continue sending descriptions of 
the furnishings, addresses of manufac- 
turers or retailers, and samples of 
curtains and wallpapers, if the in 
quirer Ww ill enclose Six cents in stamps 

series American 

for each room desired. The series ran 
as follows: 

October, 1929. 
November, 1929 
December, 1929 pie 

The Master’s Bedroom 
The Guest Room 

The Kitchen 

The Living Room 
The Dining Room 

January, 1930 
February, 19350 
March, 1930 oc as « 6a 

The Bathroom and Linen Closet 
i rere osu 

The Hall and the Many-Purpose 
Room 

May, 1930. The Sunporch 

The peacock chair is named 
from the shape of the back. 
(Courtesy, Gunn oe Latchford) 
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ENTRANCE TO THE HOME of Judge William E. Hirt, at Erie, Penn. Brick 
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as well as wood homes are made more beautiful by painting with Outside Barreled Sunlight. 

Fine Homes Everywhere 

made more beautiful with 

this Modern Paint 

NEVITABLY they attract and hold your 

attention . . . Homes of real distinction. In- 

tensely white, richly lustrous, they stand out 

among their neighbors. Painting with Out- 

side Barreled Sunlight has given them new 

personality . . . new charm. 

Owners are delighted. Never before have 

they seen such beautiful whiteness. Painters, 

too, are enthusiastic. Not only does Outside 

Barreled Sunlight enable them to do a more 

satisfactory job, but the result often brings 

unsolicited orders. 

Outside Barreled Sunlight is made by an 

adaptation of the exclusive Rice Process 

which perfected Interior Barreled Sunlight, 

the famous paint enamel used on walls and 

woodwork of thousands of fine homes. 

Outside Barreled Sunlight costs a few 

cents more per gallon than “just paint,” but 

the difference is amply justified by lasting 

beauty and durability. 

Send today for a free booklet, “The 

Whitest White House in Town.” 

U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co., 7G Dudley 

Street, Providence, R.I. Branches: NewYork, 

Chicago, San Francisco. Distributors in 

principal cities. (For Pacific Coast, W. P. 

Fuller & Co.) Retail dealers everywhere. 

OQuTSIDE 

Barreled Sunli 

Reg. U.S. 

ght 

Pat. Off 

=e 

| 

ee 
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The sparkling new whiteness of Judge Hirt’s home 
has caused much enthusiastic comment. 

BotH Forms OF BARRELED SUNLIGHT are sold 
in cans of all sizes, 5-gallon buckets, and large drums. 
Extremely easy to tint any desired shade with oil 
colors. peg of 5 gallons or over tinted to order 
at the factory, without extra charge. 

U. 8. GUTTA PERCHA PAINT CO. 
7G Dudley Street, Providence, R. I. 

Gentlemen: Please send me— 
O Your booklet “The Whitest White House in Town” 

0 Information on Interior Barreled Sunlight 

Name 

Street 

City. State . 
0 Send free can of Outside Barreled Sunlight to my painter. 

His name and address are given in margin below. 
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Modern 

WALLPAPER 

can modernize a koom. 

.. consensus of opinion among decorators today 

is that modern furniture has still to find itself. But 

modern wallpapers have arrived. 

With their advent, walls have taken on a new im- 

portance, almost a stellar role. No longer do they mere- 

ly enclose a room—they give it character, life, brilliance 

—they date it . . . Modern walls can carry conventional 

furniture with them into the new day —if papers are 

cleverly chosen for line, color and feeling. 

Because each room is a 

special problem—be- 

cause wallpapers often 

look different in large 

areas than they do in 

small samples — because 

the proportionsofaroom, 

its exposure, its uses are 

all so important—be- 

cause sunfast papers are 

now obtainable if one 

knows where to look for 

them ... The Wallpaper 

Association has estab- 

lished a Consulting Dec- 

orators’ Bureau the ser- 

vices of which are yours 

for the asking . . . In 

addition, two booklets 

have been prepared— 

“How to Modernize Your 

Home” and “ Which Wall- 

paper and Why.” 

ASSOCIATION 

or UNITED STATES 

10 EAST 40 ST., N. ¥. C. 

Send 25 cents for both the booklets 
mentioned above and 50 large- 

sized samples of actual wall papers. 

| 

| 
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The dining room chairs were found in Canada where 
their seats were made of thongs laced as are snow shoes 

The kitchen that became a house 

Continued from page 168 

The little old windows with their 
small panes of greenish glass were left 
as they were originally P but doors were 
cut in here and there to open on to 
porch or lawn, rooms were added at 
the back in an ell that had a second 
story. Stairs were put in a dining 
room that had grown as il by magic 
out of two or three large closets; 
other windows were cut in, their 
panes matching in size those of the 
older windows. And now, at last, the 
kitchen had ceased to be a kitchen 
and had become a home ol peace 

| and comfort. In apple blossom time 
the whole plac eis a bouquet of love- 
liness, for the spreading branches of 
the old trees peer into every window, 
hang over each door, and carpet the 
flagstone walk with their pink and 
white petals as shown on our cover. 

Although used only as a summer 
home, the little gray house has all 

the conveniences that make for 
all-year-round comfort. There ar 
telephones, running water, bath 
rooms, and electricity this last be 
speaking an electric range, vacuum 
cleaner, an electric washer and drier, 
refrigerator, as well as all the numer 
ous table conveniences that make 
home life run so smoothly in thes 
modern days. It also makes possible 
an electric floor polisher, a necessity 
indeed, since these wide-boarded 
floors are kept so waxed and polished 
that one can see dancing reflections 
from the fire in them. 

The living room of to-day was 
actual kitchen of that old service & 
Its chimney of warm-toned 
rises unashamed from the floor to 
low ceiling. The walls of this room 
of wood in narrow strips painted§ 
pale gray-green that contrasts Wi 
the highly (Continued on page @ 

At one end of the living room under casement win- 
dows which admit floods of sunshine is the piano 
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THE SPIRIT OF MODERN PROGRESS in Old New England is 

typified by three great skyscrapers now nearing comple- 

tion in Boston...all equipped throughout with 

RUSSWIN Hardware. In specifying RUSSWIN, the 

| der 7 

| architects and others responsible for the United Shoe 

| Machinery Corporation Building, Rollins Building and 

the Hotel Manger, took into account the security of 

| RUSSWIN locking devices... its base of bronze or 

brass; metals not affected by time, wear or weather. . . 

its world-wide reputation for distinctive beauty of de- 

sign in keeping with this new type of architecture. . . 

the perfection of its workmanship, and a life-time of 

I trouble-free service that RUSSWIN Hardware is bound 
Wii / . ; ‘ 
| to give. RUSSWIN is being 

| jim chosen for homes, churches, 

) public buildings and struc- 

=a tures of every size and type 
>» ,; 
| throughout the nation. 
— ‘ i The ROLLINS Bidg. 

efor | Russell & Erwin Manufac- Thames 8 Seema i, Ml 
e are ‘ 7 Contractors : 
bath- | turing Company (The Thompson-Starrett Co., New York City 
st be- | 7 , RUSSWIN Dealer 
an | American Hardware Cor- Chandler & Barber Company, Boston, Maus. 

drier, poration, Successor), New 
}umer- : ° . 
mle Britain, Connecticut—New 

= York, Chicago, London. 
OSSIDIE | 7 
cessity 
oarded 
lished 
ctions 

ee ee ee] me maemle , 

kn on ae ae, se The UNITED SHOE MACHINERY Bidg. 
Architects 

Parker, Thomas & Rice, Boston, Mass. 
Associate Architect 

Henry Bailey Alden, Boston, Mass. 
Contractors 

Geo. A. Fuller Company, Boston, Mass. 
RUSSWIN Dealer 

Chandler & Barber Company, Boston, Mass. 

Mis oe cme ns me me ee ee 

yy > ae 
SSW] 

Bs 5 E* ER ws 

a’ DISTINCTIVE N 

HARDWARE 

Hardware that lasts ~ “Base Metals of “Bronze or Bras 
HOTEL MANGER 

i} Architects 
| Funk & Wilcox, Bosten, Mass. 
| Consulting Architects For the architect's convenience, Russwin Hardware és illustrated 

I Geo. B. Post & Sons, New York City and described im Sweet's Catalogus, Pages C-3137: C3216. 
iH Contractors 

1 i dit Blome-Sinek Co., Chicago, Il. 
1) I RUSSWIN ‘Dealer 

) Chandler & Barber Company, Boston, Mass. 
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“"WALTILE CHANGED 

ALL MY PLANS » 

1 
» ¥ 

“Originally we planned to have Ambler Asbestos Waltile 

only in our kitchen” . . . writes one of Philadelphia's 

charming Main Line hostesses . “but as soon as the 

Waltile was put up, it looked so charming, and was so 

practical, that we decided to use it in both the laundry and 

butler’s pantry. Waltile was so much better looking and 

easier to keep clean. Friends of mine have told me how 

wonderfully it lasts, and we found it was surprisingly 

inexpensive.” 

You will be every bit as delighted if you specify Ambler 

Asbestos Waltile for your own walls. Ambler Waltileisstain- 

proof .. . fadeproof . . . many delightful colors, with 

gleaming du Pont finish. Mail the coupon today. | 

You will be interefted in our famous AMBLER ASBESTOS 
SHINGLES — beautiful, wearproof, fireproof. Send 

for illustrated booklet —no obligation, of course. 

AMBLER ASBESTOS WALTILE 

AMBLER ASBESTOS SHINGLE & SHEATHING CO., AMBLER, PENNA. 

Please send me your free folder in color. 

AH-530 

American Home 
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The kitchen that became a house 

Cor nul 

dark a 
black. At 

are shel\ es 

brown floor so 
to 

one side of the chimney 

polished 
brown as be almost 

for books in gay tones to bring color 
to the green walls. Below are closed 
shelves for magazines while built-in 

the 
the 

between door 
behind 

This couch is very lovely in its cov- 

bookcases stand 
in the side wall couch. 

ering of green chintz with design in 
orange and mulberry, colors that are 
found in the wing chair near-by. The 
large oval rug before the fireplace is 

and in 
of the 

most unusual both in size 
color as it holds all the tones 
chintz and walls, and covers nearly 
the entire floor space. At the other 
end of the room is a comfortable arm- 
chair close to the grand piano which 
1S placed below the casement win- 
dows. These windows are hung only 
with golden sunny gauze that seems 
to have caught and held in its meshes 
the sunlight that floods the room. 
Quaint mahogany tables and rush- 
bottomed and Windsor chairs com- 
plete the furnishing of this livable 
room. For lights there are electri 
lamps for use when needed, but the 
light usually is furnished by candles 
in old brass candlesticks. 

The guest room opens off this 
room at the left. It is in the wing 
holding the entrance ste] The 
walls are literally pictures in wo rd, 
as the knotty pine panelling has been 

color This is a 
develo, I 

natural 
buff slow ly 

left 
creamy 

In its 

d fr om pag 9 % 

brown tones in places so that the 
walls show the grain in such lovely 
design as to actually seem like wood. 
land scenes. In this room are quaint 
old beds of a deep ivory color with 
counterpanes in blue and white 
check, the wide-boarded floor made 
warm with braided rag rugs. As inthe 
living room, the curtains are merely 
glass curtains of gauze. 

The dining room runs across the 
entire house opening from the living 
room by a door beside the chimney, 
One has only to study the marks gi} 
showing on the floor to see how many 
entries and closets were thrown to- 
gether to make this room. With doo 
at either end of the room openi 
directly on the lawn, there is the feel 
ing of eating almost out of doors, 
sunny is it. The walls are deep 
cream and, like those in the living 
room, are of wood. The floor is brown 
and on it is used a braided rug of 
many hues. Color is given also by the 
curtains of cream linen gaily figured 
in blue and orange while rare old 
Wedgwood and Spode dishes in a 

cabinet lend their soft 
tones to that end of the room. The 
chairs are most unusual. They were 
found in Canada where their seats 
were made of thongs laced as are 

mahogany 

shoes. 
Back of the dining room is the com 

plete, modern kitchen and over all 
runs the second story with its four 
bedrooms and bath. 

Snow 

Colonial precedents for the American Home 

Continued from page 185 

Stone work was highly developed in 
ornamentation about windows and 
doors as well as on excellently de- 
signed cornices 

cornice 1 prominent The was ever 
feature of the Pennsylvania house. 
\ pent eave m irking the division of 
the first and second floors is common. 

Roots were either hipped gvabled 
ind dormers were frequent. 

In many houses we find i center 
section with end vings 

Inside woodw rk was ornate even in 
the simplest country home. 

In the city house we find exquisitely 
carved panelling, mantels, and door 
and window frames. In many cases 
these equalled or, at least, rivalled 
the well-known work of Samuel 
McIntyre of Salem. 

In glass, metal, and furniture they 
excelled in their peculiar trades. 

Pennsylvania furniture should be 
divided into two classes city and 
provine ial, 

English 
the 

German peasant flavor. Both existed 
other. 

had the 
province! il, 

furniture City 
Georgian feeling; 

within a few miles of each 

PROVINCIAL FURNITURE 

Sturdiness vas the keynote of con- 
struction 

Chests were painted. County em- 
blems, religious or symbolical designs 
were used. In most cases two parallel 
drawers appear beneath the chest. 

Chests were made as a rule of pine, 
white wood, and walnut. 

The hardware was well made and of 
sood design. 

Feet were of the bracket type. 

Chests of drawers were usually 
found in walnut, sturdy in propo® 
tion, with brasses, round fluted com 
ners, and bracket feet. 

High chests of drawers were quilt 
common. 

Highboys had pad or web feet, m@ 
carving, and a flat top. 

Open and closed dressers were found 
in every house. They had the charae 
teristic rat-tail hinges. 

They differed from those of New 
England in that many of them wet 
two-part cupboards. 

Moldings were heavy. 

Water benches are perhaps unigi® 
to this locality. They consist of 3 
small flat cupboard with doors 
sometimes parallel drawers in 
form above. 

Benches were common on on 
porch. Windsor (Continuedon pagea 
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The American Home 

ILE. oddly shaped Si-wel-clo saddle 
seat and bowl fulfills a vital mission. 

The purpose of each curve and dip is not merely one of 
grace and beauty. They aim to place organs and muscles 
in a free and natural position—stimulating them to 
complete action. 

Doctors give full credit to the Improved Quiet Si-wel-elo 
for aiding them in their battle against constipation, The 
very comfort of the saddle seat minimizes the unhygienic 
tendency, especially noticeable in children, to grudge 
suflicient time for proper elimination. 

While the term “quiet” is comparative, we may safely use 
the word in connection with the operation of the Si-wel-clo. 
No gushing, gurgling noises will resound throughout the 
house to annoy you and embarrass your guests. And with 
the Si-wel-clo’s desirable attribute of quietness comes the 
life-long beauty of all-clay and a mechanical excellence of 
fittings which obviate the frequent visits of the plumber. 

OUR GUARANTEE—We make but one 
grade of ware—the best that can be produced 
and sellit at reasonable prices. We sellno 
seconds or culls. Our ware is guaranteed 
to be equal in quality and durability to any 
sanitary ware made in the world. The 
Te-pe-co trade mark is found on all goods 
manufactured by us and is your guarantee 
that you have received that for which you 
have paid, 

THE TRENTON POTTERIES 
COMPANY 

Trenton, New Jersey, U. S. A. 

National Exhibit Rooms 
101 Park Ave., New York ity 

Entrance on 4ist Street 

Sales Offices in 
Philadelphia, Boston and San Francisco 

Export Office: 115 Broad St., New York City 

The owner of this by ay epeitense 
i with t est t 

Sore PE-PE-CO” in other words Send 10c for our plan book Ni 
V-1 “Bathrooms of Character. 

——————___ 

Colonial precedents for the American Home 

Continued from page 210 

and fiddle-back were the popular 
styles, in most cases painted with 
designs of the character used on 
painted chests. They were well made 
and stood hard wear. 

Smaller side C hairs had the same 
feeling as the benches and correspond- 
ed to the Connecticut Hitchcock. 

The painting was in most cases well 
done but the chairs were sometimes 
ot poor proportions. 

Other chairs were of the same design 
that was generally in use throughout 
the country such as ladder-back and 
Windsor in all variations. 

The round-about or heavy Windsor 
was highly developed in Pennsyl- 
vanila. 

The ladder-back chairs had heavy 
ball stretchers and the back slats 
were shaped. Rush was used in seats. 

Tables were found in walnut, pine, 
maple, and < herry and the t ypes are 
generally the same as in the other 
states. 

The tavern or stretcher table seems 
to be the most popular and had 
turned or chamfered legs and, i 
many examples, a center stretcher. 

Duck-foot and pad foot tables have 
heavier legs terminatin 1 larger 
feet. 

Many ol the tables have one local 
peculiarity two drawers are found 
and quite commonly in different 
S1zes Trestle and saw buck tables were 
u sed ilso. 

Grandfather clocks with brass and 
painted wood dials with cases of pine, 
oak, cherry, and walnut had a com- 
manding pl ice in the Pennsylvania 
he mes 

The clock-on-the-wall, and the shelf 
and banjo clocks also were in dé 
mand. The cloc k box IS, perhaps, 
unique to this state. 

Initials and dates were carved and 
painted on many pieces of turniture, 
and from the many religious sects 
in the state we find great variety 
of decorated secular furniture that 
does not conform to any set of rules. 

A Moravian chair that has a carved 
shaped back and chamfered legs 
stuck through a wooden seat might 
have been in character a Swiss chair, 
yet it Is entirely replaced in another 
part of the state by a chair of Windsor 
type 

There is not a State ol the original 
thirteen states in which we find a 
greater variety of influences 

The kas is found and it is prac tically 
identical to the examples found in 
other states 

Smaller pieces of furniture such as 
pipe boxes, knife boxes, racks, pic- 
ture frames and boxes all have the 
peasant decoration 

Ironware showed a strong flair for 
design. 

Stoves were molded with religiog 
and symbolical scenes and deg; 
Hinges and locks were skilfully 
made. The tulip was the basis of many 
motis. 

Iron kitchen utensils were used in 
great number. 

Birth, marriage, and death ceri. 
ficates were gaudily decorated. 

Samplers were carefully worked out 
in the same characteristic designs, 

Slipware pottery of brown lag 
with designs in cream was in great use. 

Rarer examples were in colors and 
the designs were scratched into th 
pottery. 

China with a spattering of color ona 
background and a peacock or some 
other motif for embellishment was 
known as spatterware. 

Stiegel made the finest glass of his 
time. It had a Germanic feeling 
Enamel inscriptions were used. 

Glasses were panelled, engraved, and 
had color fused in for decoration, 
Some were molded, some swirled 
and others had diamond and quilted 
lorms. 

Every type of glass was made to fit 
the needs of the people. 

Plaster figures were used as mantel 
ornaments. 

CITY FURNITURE 

The furniture of the Quaker aity 
was an outgrowth of the simpk 
country sty les. Prosperity, the cabinet 
makers newly arrived from England, 
and the desire for luxury created the 
demand. 

Savery, Randolph, Gillingham, ané 
Gistelowe were the outstanding 
cabinetmakers. 

Sav ery was know n to have made 
simple ladder-back chairs as his 
initial work. A Savery highboy is one 
of the most valuable pieces of Amer 
can turniture. 

Chippendale served as the model for 
the greater number of the Philadel- 
phia cabinetmakers. Their furniture 
was made in walnut, mahogany, @ 
< he ry. 

Tea tables were graceful. The pedes 
tal type had a finely turned 
acanthus decoration, shell feet, 
ball and claw feet. Savery even went 
so far as to use marble on his p# 
tables. 

Ornateness was carried so far on the 
highboy we find not only the acanthw 
motif and ball and claw foot, 
dentil moldings, rosettes, 
round columned plasters, flames, 
even busts of figures—a true classe 

, 
of wood carver’s art. 

Ha 

| 
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Tue House [tseELtF Grows 

OvERNIGHT —Its Beauty 

Grows FOR YEARS 

IF YOU WANT AN ATTRACTIVE, COM- 

FORTABLE VACATION HOME-—-AND ONLY 

YOUR DREAD OF THE FUSS AND DELAY OF 

BUILDING HOLDS YOU BACK-—-THE HODG- 

SON METHOD IS THE ANSWER TO YOUR WISH 

You cxoose a floor-plan from our book- 

let; we build your home in sections and 

ship it to you ready to erect. With local 

help you can have it put up in a short 

time, without litter, confusion, or un- 

expected expense. If you want us to 

handle the job completely, we will send 

a Hodgson construction foreman to 

supervise all details. 

People of means are choosing Hodg- 

son Houses, even when price doesn’t 

count. For the quiet charm of a Hodg- 

son House comes from architectural 

““fitness’’ and good taste. Each year its 

beauty seems to increase . . . so simple 

are its lines; so well does it blend with 

rugged landscape or leafy background. 

The sections fit tightly together, held 

rigid by heavy key bolts, and the fin- 

ished house is sturdy and durable. Hodg- 

son Houses everywhere have withstood 

the severest storms. You will have no 

repairs for years. Selected cedar and 

Douglas fir are used in construction. 

Details are carefully finished. Solid brass 

hardware, glass doorknobs. Walls, roof 

and floors are insulated with Celotex. 

Our free illustrated book K__ gives 

you a great variety of pictures, plans 

and prices. Also shows furnishings and 

outdoor equipment. Write for it today, 

to E. F. Hodgson Co., 1108 Common- 

wealth Avenue, Boston, Mass., or 6 

East 39th Street, New York City. 

HODGSON Houses 

That Rubbish 

Problem — 

Witx oil or gas for fuel, you will 

appreciate what we mean by “that 

rubbish problem” — no place to burn 

paper, scraps and other household 

waste that accumulates so rapidly. Any 

method is only a bothersome make- 

shift — unless you have a Kernerator. 

The Kernerator — pioneer flue-fed 

incinerator — receives all waste and 

rubbish as well as all garbage. 

The Kernerator makes immediate dis- 

posal of rubbish and garbage, as near 

to you as your kitchen wall. Just drop 

all refuse into the handy hopper door 

— what could be more convenient? 

KERNER INCINERATOR COMPANY 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

Your architect 
will tell you all 
about the 
Kernerator and 
the company 1222 North Water St. 

behind it. OFFICES IN 150 CITIES 

KERNERATOR | 
FOR NEW AND EXISTING BYILDINGS 

ee 

DISHWASHING 

SINK 

Manufactured by 

THE D. A. EBINGER 
SANITARY MFG. CO. 

409 W. Town Street 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 

a new ideg 1e Built-in 

Dishpan 

draining. 

estal legs. 
particulars. 

Scouring, drying and storing a bungle- 
some dishpan is now eliminated from 
the dish washing task- the “EBCO” 
Sink provides a permanent built-in 
dishpan and drying compartment 
equipped with special wire basket. 
Both of these compartments are self- 

The EBCO is obtainable in 
white and colors—in all sizes—with or 
without workboard or adjustable ped- 

Mail the coupon for full! 

Send Complete Information 2bout the 

—“EBCO” DISHWASHING SINK — 
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The finest window screens 

“« « « « you can buy 

\ 

A section through quide showing 
lug in selvedge of screen wire which 
prevents sagging. A“non-sagging” 
feature found only in Rolscreens 
—Ffully Guaranteed. 

Fifteen Patented Features of Rol- 
screens ore essential to practical 
rolling window screens. 

Rolecnaane are typical of 
the luxury, beauty and 
alluring conveniences of 
the modern day. 

Because Rolscreens ere 
permanent— built in the 
windows to stay——they 
require no fall storing or 
spring re-hanging. This is a 
great saving of labor and 
expense, and no storage 
space forscreens is needed. 

Easily Rolscreens are rolled 
up out of sight and pro- 
tected whene ver the win- 
dows are « ed, summer 
or winter. When it is desir- 

as at le to open the winaows 
during cold months k |- 
screens may be were ! to 

protect costly draperies 
om KY ang soot COV- 

! 
ered sills 

! f ‘rn? 
The ef ency of k reen 

manufactur rogqucestne 
finest window 

3nd the prices 

surprisingly low. 

screens 

Illustrated Rolscreen Booklet 
mailed upon request, 

If you are rey 
dow screens 
remodeling y 
be interested in the Rolscreen 

cing your WiInN- 
building or 

urhome ‘ rwill c y iVVitt 

Booklet. ” » » > » » 

ROLSCREEN COMPANY 

388 Main Street Pella, lowa 

The American Hom 

China for the very, very young 

Continued from page 178 

During the last few weeks some of the 
grown-ups who make the rules about 
spinach and soft boiled eggs and apple 
sauce seem to have decided that they 
cannot have it all their own way, tor 
ever so things in many tempting 
children’s tableware are appearing 
in the shops. There is just about as 
much variety as anyone could wish. 
The child who loves nursery rhymes 
may have pictures of his favorites on 
his dishes; whether he prefers horses 
or dogs or rabbits or cats there is 
not the least difficulty about satisfy- 
ing his wishes. Christopher Robin, 
and Uncle Wiggily, Little Red Riding 
Hood, and many others are all simply 
waiting to be chosen. 

Best of all, 
either cheap, medium pri ed, o1 costly 

these dishes may be 

as the purse of the buyer dictates. 
Some of the ten cent stores have de- 
lightful mugs and _ plates decorated 
with gaily colored figures of children 
and animals and at the other end of 
the scale are sets of the finest English 
bone china, durable and be utifully 
finished, which cost $7.50 for four 
pieces. But it would be rash to state 
that the majority of children will like 
the expensive ones best 

As a rule the sets include a plate, 
a cereal bowl, and a mug. Some add a 
milk jug; others have both a large 
and small plate and, in most cases, 
the pieces may be bought separ itely 
if desired although the ensembles are 
so charmin that most peopl will 
preter to have them complete 

For practi il qualiti ind ior i 
beauty too, it is hard to find ything 
which equals the Germ ets ol 
enameled teel Ot « they are 
extremely lurable 10 iil con- 
sideration. It takes a ver 1 knock 
indeed to even chip these eces and 
they must not be confus« th ordin 
ary che ip enameled M Che finish 
is exceptionally good, iree I m flaws 
and roughness and of a smooth, tine 
texture. Their decorat irticu- 
larly plea nd ae edi t mold 
a child’s taste tow ird simplicity and 
clear color Three piece sets are 
priced at $2.24 

In the me ware are the semi- 
circular trays that are made to fit 
into the oden tray of a child’s 
highchair. These have the useful 
device of trough along the inside 
which should effectively catch crumbs 
and even spilled milk. The lors and 
patterns come in great variety of 
which the one in the ph t graph on 
page 178 is typical. The price $1.59 
or $2.24 according to quality. 

Before leavin the metal ware we 
tive baby 
$1.89 up 

must also mention the attrac 
hot plates, priced from one 

I rom Italy com sel that looks as if it had been 
decorated by children for children. (Courtesy, R. H. Macy & Co.) 

1 jour-ptece 

——__ 

' 
and guaranteed not to rust as they ar 
nickel plated on brass. The porcelais | 
lining is decorated with pictures ¢| 
animals, of Red Riding Hood and he | 
wolf, of gnomes or children and even 
with rabbits and Easter eggs. Metal 
covers may be bought separately, 

Even Italian potters have turned | 
their hands to making ware for chil | 
dren and one of the most original and 
cheery sets to be found is shown in the 
picture. The funny figures in green, 
blue, and rose will appeal to any chil 
because they look just like the pic. 
tures he draws himself. Jug, Plate 
bowl, and mug cost $3.96. A some. 
what similar design from Germany 
with conventionalized clowns in gof 
blues and reds on deep yellow is yen 
inexpensively priced, the plates Cost. 
ing twenty-four cents, cups thirty. 
four, and mugs twenty-four and 
twenty-nine cents. 

In these days when doctors adyig 
against forcing a child to eat, wornel 
mothers will decide if they must not 
coax, they may at least tempt. That 
certainly the function of the extrags 
dinarily amusing German cat chim 
“I’m sure there isn’t a child wh 
would refuse to drink his milk out@ 
that mug!’”’ said one experienced 
mother of a now grown-up family 

with an activ 
spotted pussy climbing up the gd 
She seemed to know, so we put him 

when she saw one 

in the picture and he costs fifty-nim 
cents. He might be companioned wih 
a flat plate or dish with high sides 
which rewards one when the foods 
all gone by showing a scene of two 
kittens singing a duet to the accom 
paniment of a cricket. The bowls og 
thirty five cents and the plates fifty. 

We found also very good looking 
and most inexpensive pieces ina 
rather fine earthenware with clearly 
outlined patterns of a boy and a rab 
bit in y ellow and green on white. Th 

fifteen cents, and 
mat« hing mug, cereal bowl, and larger 
small plate cost 

plate were twenty -nine cents each. 
We very much doubt if any of the 

sty les shown will give suc h real delight 
as those that have pictures of the 
characters and scenes from favorite 
animal or fairy stories. Just observe 
the gay abandon with which Unck 
Wiggily capers along on the plateinthk 
illustration on page 178, paw in wing, 
with Grandpa Goosey Gander. Any 
devotee of the bedtime stories whose 
prim Nurse Jane and mischievous 
Baby Bunting and the bad Bob Cat 
in their gay colors racing round the | 
edge of the plate will love them @ 
once and older people will like them 

excellent for their durability and 
finish. 
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TUSCANY 

Teaspoons are $11.50 for siz; Dessert Forks $20.50 for siz; A Commencement Set of 26 first es- 
sentials in a serviceable, partitioned, velveteen lined case, is $67.35. The 5-piece tea service 
illustrated is $450:00. It is in the beautiful hand-chased Tuscany design, the newest of the 

THE FIRST THOUGHT of BRIDE and GRADUATE 

9 XQUISITE SOLID SILVER] Imperish- 

able, beautiful. The one table silver that can be 

used day in and day out without losing its worth 

or its beauty oe whose authority is never questioned eee 

that is correct, fashionable, precious cee A bride and 

her sterling — twin symbols of beauty — the two are 

inse arable. Surely nothing can ever take the place of 

<< for the wedding or graduation gift cee lovely 

sterling is SO expressive of “family”, of “position”, of ood 

taste and judgment. The three designs ‘Tlustrated 

as fine solid silver 

are 

. popular favorites. They are — 

and with a classic should be . .. statel ; symmetric 

| beauty which the fi anging fashions cannot eflace. If 

ea UL es 

FT Watson Sterling| I 

you wish, you ma purchase your Commencement Set 

Sole plan ... Tell us which de- 

sign best suits you-— and your home — and we will 

on the convenient 

be happy to send youa beautiful brochure of the com- 

plete service. 

THE WATSON COMPANY, ATTLEBORO, MASS. 
347 Fifth Avenue, New York 37 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago 

643 So. Olive Street, Los Angeles 

The ‘Watson Company, Attleboro, Mass. 

Please send mea brochure of the 
in procuring a service of 

__design. I am interested 
pieces on the convenient budget plan. 

Name —_— 

Address _ - —— 
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—don't worry rea the heater. 

| filled it this morning! 

OF for an overnight trip . . . mind free for 

business . . . thank goodness the folks don’t 

have to worry about keeping the house warm 

. the coal in the boiler will last for a full 

day at least! 

What a convenience it is to have your house 

heated the easiest and cheapest way—by the 

Newport Magazine-Feed Boiler. This is the heater 
that feeds itself from a large overhead reservoir of fuel. 

As one Newport owner reports,‘‘In the coldest weather 

we've had, we've filled the magazine but once a day. 
In ordinary weather, it will hold enough coal to last 

several days, and in the mild Spring and Fall periods 

our boiler runs well onto a week without refilling.” 

"aie 

Y.OU 

too ee 

should 

HEAT 

this « e 

EASIEST 

This is Newport convenience, equalled only by New- 

port economy. Newport is the boiler that burns the 

cheap small sizes of fuel, like No. 1 Buckwheat or 

Pea coal, that Newport owners buy 
for as much as $5 or $7 less per 

ton. Typical is the case of Mr. H. 

C. Specht, Springfield, Mass., who 
writes, “The coal formy new NEW- 
PORT cost me $90.00 last winter 

against $160.00 the previous win- 

ter with my old heater—I saved 

$70.00." 

The Newport has brought easier, 

cheaper heating to many thou- 

AY ee @ sands of homes and, further, has 

convincingly demonstrated its 

adaptability to many fuels—coal, coke and oil—as 

well as its ability to give uniform heat with a minimum 

of attention. Whether you're putting in a new heating 

plant or replacing an old one, it will pay you well to 

get the 4 Basic Facts of Newport heating first. Send the 

coupon placed below for your convenience and we'll 

be glad to send you complete details on “HEAT— 
the easiest and cheapest way''—without obligation. 

As NEWPORT 

AND MAGAZINE FEED 

) BOILERS 

Installed by your own heating-man. 
ee 

| NEWPORT BOILER COMPANY 
400 West Madison St., Chicago, III. 
Yes! I'd like to know how to Heat the easiest—cheapest way—no obligation of course. 

NAME - 

ADDRESS — , . 
Distributors in all principal cities, U.S. and Canada 

A comfortable 

a 
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Continued from page 170 

one-room h yme is very noticeable and 
distasteful; everything must be ship- 
shape and well cared for That is why 
neatly tailored covers aré much 
more desirable than the « 1 covers 
which do not fit and, laid over the 
bumpy bedding on some couches, 
proclaim their owner’s bad taste. The 
tailored cover should be made with 
piped seams and pertect I! h So 
that it may be turned fr e to 
time from back to front, to distribute 
the wear. 1] hard, lon pillows, one 
at either end of a couch to its 
trim, tailored effect. Thess« ld be 
stuffed with hair, not down, and prac- 
tically form arms for the couch. 

Some Tuxedo sofas are very good 
looking and become excellent full 
width beds when needed and hence 
make a very good choice for the living- 
bed-room apartment. They are so well 
made nowadays that the same 

h that 
springs 

1 
are not used for the coux come 
into play when the bed is | ened, so 
the wear is distributed and _ the 
springs do not sag. 

And there is the day-bed, which is 
inexpensive, and good looking. It 
may be bought with a mahogany or 
map! le finish in a Colonial desi with 
a spring and cushion top t fit. A 
decorator, who lives in a room 
apartment shows with pride her 
charming day bed of walnut, in sim- 
ple lines, covered with chint: ith a 
black background having t quaint 
straggling design of fruit and flowers 
in apricot, mauve, old rose 1 dull 
blue, with leaves of a most de a- 
tive jade green. This cove sats" 
with green glazed chintz, a on the 
bed are square chintz cush , some 
covered with ipricot, an me with 
jade green. Against a wall with a 
natural linen-colored backg the 
effect is very distinctive. 

ABI MUST DO DOI 

The next piece of tur ture to be 
considered is the tabl l tl OM 
has a kitchenette, and y tend to 
prepare m«¢ ils here, this piece ful 
niture, like the couch, must louble 
duty There are marvelous tables for 
this, having tops which « pen out into 
a surface large enough f eight 
people to dine round. Eith i sturdy 
gate-leg table or a Duncan Phyfe re 
production vith charmin ines is a 

lightful the ty 
table, and cannot 
with eithe 

A secretary desk is, I think, the best 
purchase that one can make for a One- 
room establishment as it provides q 

pigeon holes, and 
three or four deep drawers for stor. 

or even two, alj 
necessary linen may usually be kept 

writing surtace, 

age. For one person, 

in the three lower drawers, leaving 
the to »p drawer for the flat silver. iL 
the 
placed 

top compartment books may be 
and the whole effect of the 

deal toward 
Colonial models 

in either mz iple or mi rhogé ‘ny are very 

secretary does a great 
furnishing the room 

Lor rd looking. 

CHAIRS ARI IMPORTANT 

Chairs come next, 
There 

niture which has a more personal ap- 
comfortable chair 

Ww hen 

and they are 
important. Is no piece of fur. 

peal than the big, 
into which sink you you get 
home at the end of a hard day. Do 
be extravagant on this article of 
furniture, anyway. Scrimp and gaye 
until you can afford to buy a really 
good, well-built, comfortable chair 
And, as soon as you can afford it, add 
one or two more got rd models. A wing 

a touch of dignity toa 
and is very comfortable, & 

a small foot 
Straight chairs am 
room is used asa 

of these wil 
do duty asa desk « hair also. Ladder. 
bac ks or Windsors usually have good 

fill 
ments handsomely. 

Several small tables add greatly to 
the comfort and convenience of your 

You or mor 
beside your couch, and others by your 

Books, 
potes tor candy, and jars or bowls of 

tables, 

c hair adds 
room 
pecially if have 
stool 
necessary if 

you 
before it. 

the 
dining and room, one 

proportions and these 

room. will need one 

armcharrs. cigarettes, com- 

flowers may stand on these 
adding greatly to your decorative eéf- 
fects. End tables come specially de- 
signed to stand by couches, small oval 
butterfly tables are delightful, and low 
incidental tables look well in any room. 

a one-room home, table and 
best daily use. 

There will probably be an overhead 
light but do not use 
them any more than you have to as 
the aspect of the room is so much mor 

under the subdued rays of 
for enter- 

For 
floor lamps are for 

and side lights, 

charming 
portable lamps. Of course, 
taining, especially for card parties, you 
will need more brilliant illumination. 

Floor lamps are useful to stand 
back of (Continued on page 222 

good look ind, 
(Courtesy 

and very appropriate 
, Lord & Taylor) 

require 

99\ 
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is not a matter of cost but of method 

The Heatilator is a double-wall metal 
orm around which the masonry is 
laid—according to any architectural 
Plan desired. It surrounds the fire 
with an extra heating chamber which 
takes in cold air and sends out warm 
air, through grilles placed in the 
mantel or even in adjoining rooms. 
The additional heat thus gained 
equals that of a warm-air furnace reg- 
ister. Smokeless operation is guar- 
anteed plus double heat from the 
same fuel. Made in many sizes. 

tite for particulars and nearest 
dealer’s name. 

Loews a fireplace cost hundreds 

of dollars or be of the cheapest 

possible construction, it will positively 

give double heat, without smoke, if it 

is built with a Heatilator. 

This we fully guarantee. You simply 

can’t go wrong if you use the Heatilator 

method of construction. You will be sure 

to avoid the things that so often make 

ordinary fireplaces of no practical value. 

The Heatilator practically pays for it- 

self. 

flue, savings in damper, firebrick and con- 

As it is a complete unit up to the 

struction nearly cover the purchase price, 

while fuel economy gives a distinct saving 

And this saving is even larger in camps 

everywhere and in small homes in mild 

climates, where the heating efficiency of 

the Heatilator fireplace makes unnecessary 

the purchase of stoves and furnaces. 

There is nothing in a room that adds 

more of cheer and comfort than a fire- 

place that burns without smoke and which 

really heats. Build your new fireplaces 

or remodel your old ones with Heatilators 

and make perfection certain. 

Heatilator Fireplace Unill 

THE HEATILATOR COMPANY 

564 GLEN AVENUE 

COLVIN STATION, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

ee eee ae i ae eee ieee cee 

We plan to build 

Your Name 

HEATILATOR COMPANY, 564 Glen Avenue, Colvin Station, Syracuse, N. Y. 
Please send particulars, without charge or obligation. 

, remodel . [which?} 
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Cheltenham-Eton No. 246 

You Wil 

Satisfied 

ever Be 

Until... 

“When you think of new 

effects for your home 

your thoughts turn natu- 

rally to new draperies, 

new wall paper, new fur- 

niture ... But you will 

never be satisfied with the 

effect you secure until you 

conceal those ugly, old- 

fashioned radiators.” 
Devon No. 100 

And when you study the average American home, who can 

question the accuracy of the above statement? It is such a 

simple thing to conceal old-fashioned radiators and, in so 

doing, add immeasurably to the charm of a home. Hart & 

Cooley radiator enclosures offer the simple means. Not 

only will you find them truly decorative pieces of furniture, 

but because they are designed and constructed by men with 

long experience in the heating field, they are truly efficient. 

Their air-insulated tops make them practical as window 

seats or tables. They can be relied on to direct efficiently | 

humidified air into the room at the “living level”. | 

Unlike less sturdy enclosures, they will not give under 

heavy weights, due to their bolted angle iron construction. 

Adjustable rubber-tipped feet prevent the slightest rattling 
and guard against scratched floors. Then, of course, they can 
be absolutely relied on to protect walls and hangings against 

radiator smudge—a big saving in redecoration expense. 

Hart & Cooley radiator enclosures can be obtained in a 

wide variety of designs—in sixteen beautiful colors and 
twelve natural wood grain effects. If you will fill in and 
mail the coupon below, we will send you, gladly and 
promptly, an interesting and well illustrated booklet which 

will give you full details. 

Tue Hart & Coorey Manuracrurtve Co 
Hart & Hutchinson Co., Successor \ 
New Barrain, Conn. 

Gentlemen: 

Please send me booklet illustrating your radiator enclosures 
and name of your nearest dealer. 

Name 

Address 

. 
Bamsereesncssosssevneessy evenonennenssnneey 

THE HART & COOLEY MFG. CO., NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 

EXPERTS IN HEATING EQUIPMENT FOR 25 YEARS 

Le 

A comfortable home in one room 

Continued from page 220 

your club or wing chairs, behind 
tables, or by your piano, if you 
have one. The selection of lamps 
requires careful thought. Too many 
people think the shade of a lamp 
should be brilliant and the lamp base 
dull in tone, when the exact opposite 
is much more charming. You may 
have as bright a lamp base as you 
wish, in fact this is a good way to 
bring color into the room, but let 

As red 
absorbs light it is not a good color 
the shade be softly neutral 

for a lamp shade but, alas, it 1s 
often used. Even a soft rose tone is 
much better used as a lining or inter- 
lining than as an outside cover for a 
shade. Soft tan georgette pleated and 
made up over cream or pale pink is 
delightful. 

The room is now taking shape.We 
shall assume that we have attractive 
walls, either painted in a neutral 
tone, or papered with a small, self- 

With 
these we have a neutral floor cover- 
toned design of wallpaper 

ing or interesting small rugs placed 
to good advantage. 

The couch is made up, with pillows 
invitingly piled on it, the secretary 
is in place, the books housed Fasy 
chairs, with shaded lamps by them 
invite relaxation. We still need drap 
eries, pictures, and accessories 

DRAPERIES 

For the draperies there is the 
widest range in texture, color, and 

Theatrical 
s now for sale in a 

price. gauze, the ever 
popular fabric, 
new line of colors and comes also 
with wool embroidery, both allover, 
by the yard and in bands which may 
be used for tie-backs Many of the 
voiles and marquisettes will do 
double duty, for if they are hung full 
enough no over-draperies are neces- 
sary, although a room usually looks 
better for them. 

For the complete and proper equip- 
ment at the windows one should 
have simple glass curtains hung full 
and straight with over draperies whi h 
may be just decorative and looped 
aside with tie-bac ks, or more prac- 
tically attac hed to rings to be drawn 
as twilight approaches. Chintzes, 
reps, wool voiles, printed linens, vel- 
vets, brocades—whichever you « hoose 
will depend on your scale of furnish- 
ings, and the amount of money you 
wish to spend A shaped valance 
adds a great deal to the decorative 
value of the window draping 

If your room has a restricted out 
look into a courtyard, or of just a 
drab vista of roofs and chimneys, 
your golden opportunity for the in- 
troduction of color and interest is 

Chintzes 
may bring a veritable flower garden 
through your draperies 

into the room, and a delightful one, 
too. To a sophisticated city dweller 
the sight of gay flowers on curtains 
and cushions glowing under the light 
of shaded lamps or dancing firelight 
gives almost as much pleasure as a 
view of a real flower garden, sun- 
drenched and scented. Any way, it is 
the city dweller’s substitute and must 
be accepted and planned as such. 

Long draperies may or may not be 
lined, although lined curtains wear 
about four times as long as unlined 
ones. For chintz it is not always neces- 

sary to do this as the light coming 
through the fabric is quite charming, 
but heavier materials should always be 
lined. Linings may be made of up- 
holstery sateen which is wide and 
wears well. It should always be neu- 
tral in color, cream or taupe which 
harmonizes with everything being the 
usual tone employed. 

PICTURES SHOULD BE SUITABLE 

The pictures that you will dis. 
play should be those suitable for a 
living room, and never those personal 
ones which should be in evidence 
only in the privacy of a bedroom, 
One fine picture or wall hanging 
over the couch will add balance to 
the room. If you decide on a wall 
hanging it is not at all hard to make 
one yourself as odd lengths of beau. 
tiful fabrics may be bought at sales, 
Try to get a breadth wide enough go 
that you will not have to piece it, 
although piecing does not detract 
from its beauty, for you may always 
cover the seams with metal gimp. 
It is, however, less trouble to make 
a plain hanging. It should be lined 
with sateen, and interlined with cot- 
ton flannel if the fabric is thin. The 
edges may be turned toward the front 
and then covered with metal gimp or, 
if you are willing to spend the time 
on it, they may first be bound before 
the gimp is put on. The metal gimp 
must be basted on very carefully, 
not too tightly, and with neatly 
mitred corners. Then it is caught 
down on both sides with stitches as 
nearly invisible as possible. It may 
be hung by flat loops of the gimp, or 
by rings sewed on at six-inch inter- 
vals on the back and run on a rod, 
which in turn is suspended from the 
picture molding. If light weight, the 
hanging may be thumb-tacked to 
the wall. 

A much less expensive hanging may 
be made of a breadth of cotton toile 
de Jouy in an interesting design, pos- 
sibly a reproduction of an old French 
historical scene, or a breadth of color- 
ful chintz simply finished with a 
glazed chintz binding in a contrast- 
ing color. 

Block prints in color or engrav- 
ings, etchings, and old prints in black 
and white are all good in a one-room 
apartment, as they have distinction 
and individuality. They should be 
framed in narrow black frames and, 
if small, hung in groups. 

ACCESSORIES 

Book ends, ash trays, vases oF 
jars for flowers, and bowls or boxes 
for cigarettes will complete the list 
of usual accessories, and these should 
bring in and play upon the colors 
used in your draperies and cushions. 
In this way the color scheme holds 
together and blends harmoniously. 

The one-room apartment should by 
now have become a home, and, when 
your draperies are drawn, your 
shaded lamps lighted, and you have 
relaxed in your most extravagant 
chair with a favorite book in your 
hand, you should be able to look 
around complacently and feel that 
there is no discordant note—all Is 
harmonious in your small, but per 
fect, kingdom. || 
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Closes a 

warped garage 

door tightly 

We have all had the exper- 

ience of pulling and tug- 

ging with a stubborn garage 

door. Long exposure to 

the weather usually warps 

it so that even if the bot- 

tom of the door is in place 

the top is still out of line. 

Here’s a Garage Door Bolt 

which will correct this an- 

noying condition. Notice 

the curved ends of the rod 

at top and bottom. When 

the handle is swung to the 

right, these curved ends 

pull the most stubborn door 

into place. The handle 

drops behind the project- 

ing plate, locking the door. 

Ask your hardware dealer 

to show you Stanley Garage 

Door Bolt No. 1053. If he 

doesn’t have them in stock 

he will be glad to get one 

for you. This improved 

Door Bolt has taken the 

place of antiquated door 

equipment on thousands of 

garages all over the country. 

THE STANLEY WORKS 

New Britain, Conn. 

STANLEY 

HARDWARE 

| 

| | 

Mah
e yo

ur ga
rden 

a summer living 

room / 

Just imagine a stretch of inviting lawn Do You Remember 

bordered by bright beds of blossoms and Jn 

set about with gaily colored tubs, tubs Birthday’ 
. r : : The treat that mother had 

made comfortable with cushions to sit UP= for you? The rich creamy 

on, tubs with table tops attached, for home made Ice Cream. No 
other Ice Cream tasted like 

books or tea. Mother’s. The secret was 
in the home blended ingre- 

Z dients. and home freezing. 
Rainbow Tubs of chinese red, nile green, An Alaska Electric Freezer 

AZure blue or can Ary ell DW TI + makes om a 4 have home —— dete: Te yellow. rey can frozen ices. Write for book- 

Picture a line of little trees, planted in 

be carried to your Sunroom or another _ letof deliciousrecipes forma 

| garden nook, at will. See how much charm ag ee 

you add by including a bird bath, sun dial, 

or winding walk of colorful iron stepping 

stones. 

These unusual pieces are just coming on the 

market. If your dealer does not yet carry 

them, we will gladly send delivered prices 

and complete information so you can buy 

direct from the factory. Mail coupon be= 

low for the new “Rainbow Book of Gar-= 

dens” to get delightful suggestions for 
, “Electrical Unit patented and 

making lawn and garden nooks more mfd. by the Leaievitie Electric 
; Mfg. Co.,1nc,,Louisville,Ky."” 

livable and interesting. eaten eaters 

GARDEN FURNISHINGS ~ : 

Division, ALASKA FREEZER CO., Wanchendon, Mass. 

is 
WW 
if 

i 

t 

wt all 

Tue Acaska Freezer Co., Inc., Dept. As, Winchendon, Mass. 

We are interested in: 
O Rainbow Garden Furnishings 0 Alaska Electric Ice Cream Freezers 

Please send booklet and name of nearest dealer 

NAME ADDRESS 

The Seven 

Advantages of 

Metal-Frame 

Screens ... 

1—They are modern 
2—They let in more light 
3—More economical— 

longer life 
i—Smarter in appearance 
5—Rigid, they won’t warp 
6—May be installed inside 

or out, to harmonize 

with architecture, 
decorative plan, or 
color scheme 

7—Easy to put up and 

remove, requiring less 
storage space. 

You will want the latest ideas on 
screening in the new booklet, 
“Screens that beautify and 
modernize,” published by the 
Association of 
America’s _fore- 
most screen de- 
signers... free to 
readers of the 
American Home. 
Use the coupon %! Ns 
below. * een OF 

SERVICE BUREAU 

The Screen Manufacturers 
Association of America 

Member Representatives in all principal 
Cities 

as Pad He 

ow 

Mail coupon for this inter- 
esting, free booklet today. 
Two editions — specify 
which you desire. 
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*“CANDLEBACK’’ CHAIRS 

SPRAGUE & CARLETON, INC., KEENE, N. H. 
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nm FLospitality Secret 

Jrom Old New England! 

Imagine the succulent flavor of steaming turkey and 
| cranberry sauce, or hot syrup trickling slowly over butter- 

ed flapjacks. They knew good things in old New Eng- | 
land; good things in food and good things in furniture. 
The Colonial Dining Room has been a symbol of hos- 

pitality and cheer for more than two centuries. 
Even to-day, the maples of these New England Hills are j if 
still being fashioned into polished furniture—beautiful 
reproductions of the choicest pre-Revolutionary pieces. 

Details of this Colonial Dining Room, and other attrac- | 
tive room arrangements, are yours for the asking in this 
new booklet “The Beauty Secret of a Colonial Home,” | 

telling of distinctive furnishings and quaint decorative 
ideas. It is published through the courtesy of two of 
New England’s oldest Furniture Makers, and can be ob- 

tained by mailing the coupon below. 

oat \ 

This graceful Lowboy is ideal 
for silver and napkins. Authen- 
tic indesign, beautiful in finish, —— 
and reasonable in price, these 
Salisbury reproductions will be 
treas' among your choicest 

SSESSIONS. 
Yuet tare the solid maple 
7 ec Table” whose spa- 
cious leaves will raise to com- 
fortably seat eight people 

‘Salisbury: 

COLONIAL FURNITURE 

SALISBURY BROS. FURNITURE CO., RANDOLPH, VERMONT 

MERCHANTS & MFRS. CO.—Dept. A5 
P. O. Box 1574, Springfield, Mass. 

0 Please send free Booklet “The Beauty Secret of a 
Colenial Home” (© Please advise wherel can purchase, 

—— _—- 

These “Candleback” chairs with quaint 
candlestick and pretty red candle perch- 
ed on the chair back are completely de- = 
scribed in this booklet. Their lightness 7" 
and grace makes them especially suited 
for bridge and other impromptu affairs 

Name Address___ 

The American Home 
$$ 

A new ‘Uncle Tom's Cabin”’ 
printed on linen by Robert Me- 
Bratney Co. (Courtesy, Lord & 

Taylor) 

Our spring fabric fashion parade 

Continued from page 189 

furnish an easy base from which to 
work out the scheme for the rest of 
the room. The sheen of the satin con 
trasts pleasantly with the shimmer of 
the more fragile net, while the color 
and design become more elusive in the 
glass curtains. Pick out one of the 
base colors for upholstery, relieve it 
by another, perhaps, and your color 
problem is over 

So much for the new ensemble idea 
which is finding its way from the 
dress world into that of fabrics, and 
on to the new design ideas in cre- 
tonnes and chintzes! These seem to 
be historical; charming, certainly; 
entertaining, usually; and in some 
cases perhaps they represent a new 
method of interesting the modern 
child in the social aspects of history! 
Chosen from the lines of three differ 
ent manufacturers, these designs 
would seem to indicate a trend. Look 
at the S. S. Marmora with its inade- 
quate looking wheel, its deck with 
gay marquee—churning along on top 
of a handsome Victorian flower bed. 
And the sturdy little steam engine 
with its huge carrier, its preposterous 
mud guards, and its driver’s seat be 
hind the dashboard. In semi-glazed 
or plain chintz this comes in a rather 
conservative color range, a good 
choice for curtains in the masculine 
rooms of your house. Pleasant blues, 
reds, greens, golds on backgrounds of 
gray-blue, tan, mustard, black, or 

rust-red. The water is refreshingly 
blue, by the way, with the whitest 
of white waves. These steamships and 
the steam engines made their first 
appearance incidentally in a Currier 
and Ives print. 

It seems like an absurd idea, before 
you see it carried out, to copy the 

Nottingham lace 
curtain (the kind that used to hang 

parlors) on chintz. But it 
is really charming, due largely to the 
clever color planning by a _ house 
that stylizes its fabrics carefully. 
The background of the material which 
looks so much like the mesh of the 
curtain in the photograph, is really a 
network of fine biege lines on differ. 
ent colored backgrounds, while the 
naive, stilted design is printed in soft 

design of an old 

in “‘best’”’ 

colors rose, tans, browns, yellows. 
If with some of the rest of the world 
you are “going Victorian,”’ and can- 
not quite stand the idea of an aw- 
thentic Nottingham lace curtain, 
try this substitute. Or even if you are 

want 4 
quaint, rather amusing fabric for any 
not going Victorian, and 

room, this will please you. No, our 
attics certainly are not safe from 
the designers these days! 

Not only lace curtains, but old bed- 
spreads have been dug out in the 
search for interesting designs. In the 
case of the rose and strawberry pat- 
tern, the scraps found in a quilt 

(Continued on page 228) in a Cape 

“ After Dark’’ moves from an old Hoboken theater to 
printed McBratney linen, designed by Dorothy Trout 
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Which of These Best Sellers Did You Put 

Off Buying When They Were $2°° to$50 Each? 

New, for the first time, you can get Will Durant’s famous best-seller, THE STORY 
OF PHILOSOPHY, for which over 290,000 people paid $5.00— for only $1.00 
Printed from the plates of the original edition, including 7 full-page illustrations. 
Think of getting this and 82 other $2.50 to $5.00 Best Sellers—including Wells’ 
OUTLINE OF HISTORY; RASPUTIN; WHY WE MISBEHAVE: etc., etc.—for 
$1.00 each! Check now the ones you want on the list below. See them at your 
beokstore—or encircle numbers on the Free Examination Coupon—and get them on 5 
days’ approval without paying a cent. 

5 SCIENCE REMAKING THE 27 LINCOLN’S OWN STORIES— 
" a. a W. Caldwell and * Anthony oo. $2.00 

win E. Slosson rmer price, 
Former price, $2.50 28 BY CAMEL AND CAR TO THE 

6 AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BEN- * PEACOCK THRONE—E. Alex- 
* JAMIN i om ander vows, 

‘ormer price, $2.00 rmer price, $3.00 
7 A BOOK OF ‘OPERAS—-Henry E. 29, 4 A SECOND BOOK OF OPERAS 

Full Library Size 

Star Dollar Books are each 
54% by 8% inches; full-sized 
books, handsomely bound in 
cloth, beautifully printed 
from plates of original $2.50 
to $5.00 editions. Many with 
illustrations. A library of 
best sellers now within reach 
of all. See them at your book- 
store or select from the list 
below and send the coupon ? _— lel. Former price, $2.50 —Henry E. Krehbiel. ‘ $2.25 

DGE OF THE JUNGLE—Wil- rice, 
9. liam Beebe. Former price, $2.00 30. CIRCUS PARADES Jun Tully. 
ll — tk 8 — FOUR MONTHS” AFOOT’ IN * —Judge > indsey an 

Wainwright Evans 23.60 31. SPAIN ee A. Franck. $3.00 
Former price, 0 rmer price, 

12. THE RIGHT TO BE HAPPY— 33. FAERY LANDS OF THE SOUTH 
Mrs. wuwens Russell 93.00 * SEAS—Hall eae Nordhoff. 94.00 

‘ormer price, ormer price, ‘ 
13. CLEOPATRA—Claude Ferval 34. SHANDYGAFF — Christopher 

rmer price, $2.50 Morley. Former price, $2.00 
15. IN BRIGHTEST AFRICA—Carl 35. THE NEW BOOK OF ETI- 

E. Akeley. Former price, $2.50 QUETTE—Lillian Eichler. 

= BIRD NEIGHBORS ~—'Nelije mue rnitz — Neltje 
Former price, $3.00 36. Blanchan. Former price, $5.00 

az wr 3 OUTLINE OF HISTORY— 37 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 
. Wells. This world famous * BENVENUTO CELLINI—Trans- 
4, in one volume. Unabridged. lated by J. Addington Symonds. 
1,200 pages, with all original il- Former yee. $8.50 
lustrations, mens. etc., etc. 38. er IT can SS TOL wot 

ormer price, $5.00 ‘ormer a 
20. THE STORY OF PHILOSOPHY 39. THE LOG OF THE SUN—Wil- 

—Will Durant. This celebrated ry Beebe. Former price, $6.00 
work complete and unabridged. 40. ; ~atemeall — Charles Wright 
, Pages. 7 full-page illustra- Gra Former r price, $2.50 
jons. Printed from the plates 42. ADVENTURES OF AN AFRICAN 

of the original high-priced edi- tei, Theodore Canot. 
oon, read by gver a million pee. om encoun tain ne 

rmer price, $5.00 § r —Philip 
21.3 RECOLLECTIONS AND LET- 43. Guedalla. Former price, $5.00 

RS OF GENERAL ROBERT 45. CATHERINE THE GREAT— 
E aua—Cupiein Robert E. Lee. Katherine Agtheng. , 94.00 

rmer price. $5.00 ormer price, 
22, THE LIFE OF PASTEUR—D. 47. TRAMPING PON LIFE—Harry 
23, ASTRONOMY “FOR EVERY: 9, SIX’ ans’ IN Tale SiaLAy 4 EVERY- BOD Y—P: en” S. Newcomb. 50. JUNGLE—Carveth Wells. 

24, 

SEND NO MONE 

and 
the 

Former price, $2.50 
BY LIFE AND WORK—Henry ord in collaboration with Sam- uel Crowther. Former price, $3.50 

52. 

Pay Nothing in Advance 
—Nothing to Postman 

is hard to beli = ah, arte eo such book value pos 

mail it without money. 

That is why we are mak- 
this FREE EXAMINATION OFFER. 

coupon to mark the titles you want 
Read the 

Former price, $3.00 
THE SAGA OF BILLY THE 
KID—Walter Noble Burns. 

Former price, $2.50 

books for 5 days. 

for 5 days’ approval. 

53. 

55. 
56. 

57. 

58. 5, 

59. 

60 

61. 5 
63. Er 

64. 
71. 
72. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

5 DAYS’ 

EXAMINATION 

FAMOUS TRIALS OF HISTORY 
—Lord Birkenhead. 

Former price, $4.00 
THE CONQUEST OF FEAR— 
Basil King. _Former M., $2.00 
TRAINING FOR POWER AND 
LEADERSHIP — Grenville 
Kleiser. Former price, $3.00 
THE BOOK OF LETTERS— 
Mary O. Copter 

Former price, $2.00 
HE NEW DECALOGUE OF 

SCIENCE—Albert E. Wiggam. 
Former pene. s $3: 00 

THE BOOK OF WOODCR — 
Ernest T. Seton. 

Former price, $2.00 
NATURE’S oie, ae 
Blanchan. tory peice, © 
THE MAUVE DE Thomas 

Fo — os $3.60 50 
PAUL BUNYAN—James Ste 3 

Former price, $2. 
JUNGLE DAYS—William Beebe, 

ormer price, $3.00 
BEGGARS OF LIFE—Jim Tay. 

Former price, $3.00 
A LAUGH A DAY KEEPS THE 
DOCTOR AWAY—lIrvin Cobb. 

Former price, $2.50 
MURDER FOR PROFIT—Wil- 
liam Bolitho. 

Former price, $2.50 
A PARODY OUTLINE OF HIS- 
FORE—Deng Ogden peewes OO 

Former ee .00 
THE Lee bed f~ 8 0 
J. Langdon-Dav 

Former price, $2.50 

FREE 

Then send us only $1, 
plus 10 cents postage, for each title you 
keep. 

many titles are 

If you do not admit this the biggest 
book value you ever saw, return the volumes 
and forget the matter. The editions of 

limited — don’t delay. 
GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING CO., Dept. 
85, Garden City, N. Y. 

PHI
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OTHER 

ty? $2.50 to $5. 

_ BEST SELLERS 
| 

79. EDISON: we MAN AND HIS 
WORK—G. eee 

E Rae. $4.00 
81. 7 Pi | MEANING “OF LIBERAL 

me _ ——— t n 
rice, $3.00 

82. EMINENT VICTOR ANS—Lyt- 
ton Strachey. 

Former price, $3.50 
83. REVOLT IN THE DESERT— 

* T. E. ee 
ormer price, $5.00 

85. THE STORY OF MY LIFE— 
* Sir Harry H. Johnston. 

Former price, $5.00 
86. PSYCHOANALYSIS AND LOVE 

* —Andre Tridon. 
Former price, $2.50 

87 STUDIES .IN .MURDER—Ed- 
* mund L. Pearson. 

Former price, $3.00 
88. WILLIAM CRAWFORD GOR- 

GAS: HIS LIFE AND WORK 
—Marie D. Gorgas and Burton J. 
Hendriok. Former price, $5.00 

89 HOW TO LIVE—Arnoild Bennett. 
= Former oie. ¥: $5.50 

90. ABRAHAM LINC Lord 
* Charnwood. Former price, >. 00 

92. DISRAELI AND GLADSTONE— 
D. G. Somervell. 

Former price, $3.50 
93. CREATIVE CHEMISTRY—Ed- ° win E. om ~ 

ormer price, e. 00 
94 HEAD HUNTERS OF HE 

* AMAZON—F. W. Updesraff, 
Former price, $6.00 

95 GENTLEMAN JOHNNY BUR- 
* GOYNE—F. J. Huddleston. 

Former price, $5.00 
96. TRADER HORN—Al motes P. 

Horn and a — io 
‘ormer e. .00 

97 THE FRUIT. OF THE F. Y 
* TREE—Albert aouere Ww 

Former price, $3.00 
98. WHITE SHADOWS IN THE 

SOUTH SEAS — Frederick 
"Brien. Former price, 8 $5.00 

A 99 THE DOCTOR LOOK LOVE 
* AND ie ~~ Collins, M 2. 

r price, La so} 
BOB, SON oF . BATTL E—Alfred 

100. Oliphant. Former preys $2.50 
101 ““HOSSES” — Compiled 

* Charles Wr ~ Gray. 
ormer ss, S 

102. PERFECT BEHAVI 
Ogden Stowass. 

Former price, $2.00 
103 ADVENTURES IN Consane- 

* MENT—David Grayso 
Former price, $2.00 

104. ¢ COUNT LUCKNER, THE SEA 
EVIL—Lowell Thomas 

Former price, $2.50 
105. THE RED KNIGHT OF GER- 

MANY—Floyd Gibbons. 
Former price, $2.50 

— 106. WHY WE MISBEHAVE—Samuel 
Schmalhausen. 

Former price, $3.00 

bho th “J 

PFE, 

107. f 

108. * Rene Fulo 

ME REVOLT 
anal Wainwri 

OF eMODEEN 
Ber B. Lit 

Beer Ben 1,0 
THE whee 

ormer 

109. ning 3 . 
9 110.5 UTIN Lon NTIN 

Former price, $5.00 

> lil. TH Po OF JESUS Emil Lute 
112. tite ecbupy x ‘oF AN 

ia MAN-—James 
i f- 00 

113. SHANTY mies 4 os 50 
114. AN "Bonsels. ¥—Walde- 

— Te. $4.00 
POON— 115, THE GREAT HOR 

° Eugene Weigy. 
Former price, $5.00 

| GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING CO., Dept. 85, Garden City, New York. 
Please send me the STAR DO! BOOKS encircled below. I will either 

send you, within 5 , $1 pl will | rocarn the Goan wi ys. P. x ¥-3 2 i or each volame, or 

| 7 ‘ ‘ ~~. 7 of | You Want 
19 21 22 23 

| 24 27 28 29 30 31 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
42 43 45 47 50 55 56 57 58 59 60 é1 I 
re 9 1 02 

l 103 104 «105 «#4106 «#4107 «#4108 «1109 «©1110 «81h «=6112 «26118 «614 O15 
| DOMED 0.000 800000005006000065) 606s thon enw ee eeeeseeabebyes Pena e eee sc 
| Please print plainly. 
FT eee SEN eae 

1 CANADIAN ORDERS $1.10 per book, = with order. 
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| | Our spring fabric fashion parade le 
} 
| Continued from page 224 

| | | ' Cod attic had to be ripped apart by the fabric with the Diana moti 
(4 and pieced together again to com- a graceful Diana with several agile fe 
a | plete the design, which is repro- playmates. This process is important 
' duced here in this unusual chintz. because it produces a SUMptuoys 
i Do not be misled by the seemingly looking fabric, heavy and lustrous, 
H strong contrast in the background, for of great decorative value, at a ridley. 
i all the colors are soft and faded look- lously low price. Have you been I 
| ing-—gray-green and tan stri pes with searching for a not-too-expensiye 
Hy a thin line of jade green to give ac- oe or damask for a wall-h S 
ih cent; the flower and fruit motifs in ing Try this slightly gathered, and 
i quiet gold, red, and green. eae from an iron rod. Do you want 
| The libraries as well as the attics impressive hangings for those long, 
! have been ransac ked tor inspiration. French windows which seem to cry 

And here comes a new version of for elegance. 
Uncle Tom’s Cabin—a _ one-color We are now left face to face with a 
print on real linen, unbelievably few “‘modern”’ fabrics that are not | N 
cheap, in sepia on tan, green on na- really so modern after all. They a | pe 
tural, and black on natural. Pig- illustrations of good design in the | a 
tailed Topsy, Eliza negotiating her modern spirit, good enough to |iy | 
famous ice passage, rheumatic Uncle amicably with the new or the old, Sp 
Tom with his banjo, Simon himself, The diamond pattern used on the fol 
and little Eva resting on a fleecy glider chair shown on page 188 js Wi ; , as Te i 

Ordered by Williem Byrd, cloud they are all here, weaving effective because the geometrical mo. ey’ 
Virginia land-owner, from their way about in a design that has tif is given variety by the addition | sat 
Perry & Lane, London, 1690. rhythmical movement a vell as of a formalized leaf design and move- | op 

i picturesque value. The designer of ment by the continuing diagonal line. | kil 
} | this fabric, Dorothy Trout, an artist The inspiration really came from an | rea 

| and a teacher of art, has done alsotwo — old German wallpaper. no 
| others for this same manufacturer, The leaf, fruit, and berry design is i 
| one harking back to Jo Dick and tempting, isn’t it? It should be sing Sai 

the other to dfler Dark for inspira- it was created by one of our most ha 
tion. interesting designers, Vally Wiesel- Cal 

New design ideas spring up abun- thier, whose work always has person. Pr 
e dantly in every fashion fabric show, ality. Although this fabric appears | of 

but new techniques are rare. There with brown, blue, and black back- | 
are two illustrated—thoroughly suc grounds, my favorite shows it with ¢ 

| cessful from any point of view First, white or cream, the motifs being | 
is the vel ety, soit design of flowers worked out in clear flame, yellow, ~ 

| in diamond pattern on chintz. Defi blue, and hyacinth.. 
| nite line replaced by a hazy outline Last of all-—-two new stripes. One 
and shaded masses bring ymething in linen with lively flecks of white | 

HUS lav ishly d IC 1 Mr. Byrd f irnish his ho ise of a third dimension into the design, on stripes ol red, green, and blue— | 
with items bor Q ht from overseas. Un Joubt- an effect never before achieved even hardy color combinations for out-of | 

b ° = t . | in hand cok red fabric ~ The bac k- door or sun sorch furniture. The other 
‘ edly his neighbors envied him, they with their | ty o- a | 
t aw? ' | grounds are sott blue, rea se, or is a more elegant rayon Shiki, ny 
' home-made things. Hov N times s have changec : plum, with the design in misty white, well planned color combinations, with | 

Today, the starkly simple ie ire of Mr. Byrd's beige, or pastel. The secret lies in blues, plums, tans, or grays dom: 
neighbors iS combed from attics, antique sh ps a photographic engraving a new nant. A lovely material formal in color 
and auction sales, eagerly sht by ardent printing process. and weight, informal in texture, I 
P sIlectors at v hatever soaring price The other new techniq nd is that can be used equally agreeably 0 

: , P siete acleeed | of printing on rayon satin, illustrated informal rooms or more dignified ones Appl 

| : I. 4 a Se 
den 

Inconsciously, the wood-working craftsmen of 

those early days created a style; lasting because | Light imaginativel y — 

inherently beautiful; exerting today its persua- | 2 a 

sive appeal because it expresses so perfectly in | Continued from page 173 

: native American WoO oods the SIME ole / h onest, rug- supple mented by rows of lamps In « losing, may I ask you to reread 
ged temper of the times that gave it birth I. plac ed in niches in the wall or behind that portion of Mr. Haskell’s plea 

; ai some important or strategic arc hitec- wherein he tells us that light can be 

SEWING TABLE No. 5070 In the Stickley shops at Fayetteville, N.Y +, PAINS- tural feature of the room.Lamps, too, brilliant, intimate or meditative, and NO 

A faithful copy—in line, taking craftsmanship faithfully copies the price- | glow with color in the base as well as made to cast fantastic or tranquil Ne 

' ithe sewing table of the less originals collected there, in order that a | — the — — — 6%: 9 pres ya — a re By 
Early American period . . ‘. 5 A _ - —- amps are made ot burnished metals ana careriu thoug it as to jus w 

cere, ey ena, nation -wide longing Soe Early Americana may that serve as reflecting surfaces as well you want your light to do for you, EC 
- is . be inexpensively satisfied. | as mere fixtures for the light they hold. then select your fixtures and use yout an 

In lighting, as in other phases of _ light accordingly. If your house is a m 

} decoration, it is not necessary to ad- informal, gay little one, make yout do 

You are cordially invited to visit ew utes of Early here in every detail to the period of lights twinkle merrily and hospitabls W 

Et Americen furniture—and the work-shops—at Fayettevi ms shige Y. the room. In fact, we are getting If your house is formal and dignifiec tw 
H Meanwhile may we send you our free illustrated booklet F? away trom the strictly “period” room in feeling, make your lights add tor 

and find pleasure in blending several dignity to those thin gs you already it 
periods as well as in combining several have instead of using many, ineflec 

a fabrics and colors in the one room. tive little splotches of light all ovet 

i b ilt by 7 Lamps, too, should be diversified to the house. If you are doing over you 

f UL avoid monotony, yet each lamp must livi ing room or library, use light that 

F y i | | Y Y appear to be part of the original will be meditative and tranquil no 

S | C kK ‘D scheme as well as designed for one forgetting, of course, to provide 

HT special place in the room. And, if you quate light for reading. In your 
will try to keep the lamps away from _ rooms the light may be intimate 

} oS Feycteville the center of the room as much as softly glowing. Let us not think o 

if possible, you will find it much easier electric light as something m 
| to knit them into the background and utilitarian, but as something thri 

make them appear, as do your wall _ to play with, as the marvelous decor GI 
fixtures, an integral part ol the archi- tive opportunity that it is if han 1021 

i i tecture of the room. imaginatively. 
' 
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All germs... all dirt... 

swiftly FLUSHED away 
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No toncer need the modern housewife 
perform that most unpleasant of all tasks 
—scrubbing an unclean toilet bowl. 

Such a thing is old-fashioned now. 
Sprinkle a little Sani-Flush in the bowl, 
follow the directions on the can, flush, and 
watch the toilet grow spotless before your 
eyes—snow-white. And you have the 
satisfaction of knowing that this simple 
operation provides perfect sanitation, 
killing all germs, eliminating all odors, and 
reaching even to the hidden trap which 
no brush can touch. 

Free yourself from household drudgery 
Sani-Flush is sold by grocery, drug and 
hardware stores in convenient punch-top 
cans, 25c; in Canada, 35c. The Hygienic 
Products Co., Canton, Ohio. (Also makers 
of MzLo—a fine water softener.) 

Sani-Flush 

WANTED: Representative in each town for 
new easy selling proposition to home- 
makers. Generous commissions, bonuses 
and sales helps supplied. Especially at- 
tractive offer to club or civic workers. 
Apply Box 30 % The American Home, Gar- 
den C don City, | N. Y. 

Burn Your GARBAGE 

and R U UBBISH™ in the 

Every scrap of rubbish—every bit of 
garbage can be deposited in the 
“Genico” as it accumulates. How neat 
and sanitary! oo solutely no odor while 
material is drying or burning for the 
downdraft carries it off through the flue 

When the “Genico” is full—it holds 
two bushels—simply lift the cover, 
touch a match to the contents and let 
it burn. 

pa é Wwely green 
with black and nick« 
trimming, making the 
Ger “a d coration 
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GENERAL INCINERATOR CO. 
Alliance, Ohio, U. S. A. 

When you buy genuine 

French Provincial 

Woven Wood Fence 

you invest in 

lasting decorative charm— 

A boundary that becomes part of che natural beauty of your 

estate as are its trees and shrubbery. Time turns its graceful, 

slender palings (made of live chestnut saplings) a soft silver 

which blends into a landscape as fittingly as its design adapts 

itself to any type of architecture. 

a screen that’s protective— 

A decorative screen that does sentry service between your 

property and the lights of the highway, the trespassing gaze 

and contact of the outside world, adjoining properties which 

conflict with the harmony of your estate. 

and permanent economy. 

Economical in that its initial cost is its last! Time does not 

weaken it...its sturdiness remains intact. Water cannot rust che 

Copperweld rust-proof wite with which its staunch palings are 

woven together. Changing fashions do not affect it. It is always 

a thing of beauty, utility and durability. 

The French Provincial Woven Wood Fence comes in 

five foot sections in heights 18", 3/10", 411", 66", 8 

and 10’ and is imported solely by Robert C. Reeves Co. 

Look for the name French Provincial on every section. 

Guaranteed for 15 years 

Robert C. Reeves Co. 
Established 1860 

101 Park Avenue + New York City 

Largest and Oldest Distributors of Wooden Fences 
in the United States 

Write for Descriptive Booklet “Fence and Defence” __ 

"\\ 
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wonder 

you 

froze 

F your radiators were half 
dead the past winter, it was 
probably because the cold 

air couldn’t get out to let the 
steam enter and heat all the 
sections. Cadwell No. 10 Air 
Valves remedy this. They allow 
the cold air to escape and the 
radiators to heat from end to 
end. Put Cadwells on all your 
radiators now, while those 
shivery days are still on your 
mind; otherwise you may for- 
get it. 

Even With a Hot Fire 

radiators are often only partly 
hot because, when steam enters 
it forces the cold air to the end 
where the air valve is. If that 
valve is worn out, clogged, or 
poorly designed, it will not let 
the cold air out—and until it 
can get out, part of the radi- 
ator remains stone cold! 

The Cadwell stays open un- 
til all the cold air is expelled, 
yet is so sensitive that, at the 

first touch of steam, it shuts up 
light and the radiator heats 
completely. If your dealer can’t 
supply Cadwells, we will send 
them for $1.00each postage pre- 
paid. Anyone can attach them. 
Guaranteed for five years. 

The Beaton & Cadwell Mfg. Co. 

New Britain 23 Conn. 

CADWELL 

No. 10 AIR 

VALVE 

Allows 
the 

Radiator 
to Heat 

From End 
to End 

For Steam Heat t Only 

MAIL THIS COUPON 
Send No Money 

The Beaton ¢ Cadwell Mfg. Co. 
Dept. 10, New Briiain, Conn. 

f your dealer can’t supply you with Cadwells, 
send us his name, and we will send you one or 
more valves for $1.00 each. Send no money: 
merely pay postman. 

Name 

Address 
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J 'ST about the latest in closet “VERY housewife who hems 
space-saving devices—the new a skirt has use for one of 

kulcrum hanger to attach on wall these skirt gauges which mark 
or door. Made of finely buffed both sides with a touch of tailor’s 
nickel plated heavy gauge steel chalk to insure perfect hanging 

f in 3 sizes: 6, 8, and 10 spaces; Gauge against white background 
f $1.40, $1.65, and $1.95 respect- does not swivel, 65¢ p’paid 

ively, postpaid USA. Every Amer- Gauge at girl’s night has rul 
ican family has urgent use for at extends beneath skirt and metal 

; least a pair in these days of smaller swivel rod holding chalk for eas 
: space and higher rents! marking; $1.65 p’paid USA 

ERE’S the cleverest HR EE real brooms in ' 
all-steel garden set nice gift boxes. Left t 

I’ve seen, $5 complete! Tool Right: “ Handy Andy” auto 
handles in bright colors. broom; handy handle for 
Set includes bright blue out-of-the-way places; no 
and yellow straw basket, soiled hands; for fine up- 
trowel, transplanting trowel, holstery or snow on wind- 
spading fork, weeder, prun- shield. “Flamingo” hearth 
ing shears, straightening broom in. brilliant hand- i 
line and steel pegs, kneeling tinted colors. “ Round Rob- 
pad, 12 steel markers. in” sturdy efficient whisk- | 
Smaller set of trowel, spad- broom; red, blue, green or 
ing fork, weeder and trans- yellow. Best construction 
planting trowel, $1.25. Both $1.25 each, or 3 for $3, 

! express collect post paid. USA. 
{ 

HESE four glazed pottery dishes in attrac- 
} tive colors have neat covers tor use in a 

retrigerator or on kitchen shelves. Housewives 
will appreciate the need of keeping things cov- 

| ered to prevent certain odors from contaminat- 

IR changeable spring days when colds, Ch wpe. ete. Largest holds a lag rh AN INSURANCE policy against broken 
i sinus or bronchial troubles revive, this ee ee nee anen OF Leen aa = d glassware and china, done in tough long- t | a og — > ‘ . complete set postpaid east of the Mississipp! : , E Side 

; electric inhaler gives relief. Plugs in light re lasting rubber in smart marble patterns: sea 
socket, put in the inhaler balm, or whichever — green & white, buff & black, pink Tennessee 
you find most beneficial: Vick’s, benzoin, or verde antique. Raised edge on 3 sides, 

1 etc.; press button and soothing vapor is sloping drain grooves. Passed by Modern 
id made. $2.25 p’pd. with tube balm Pr Long lasting; attractive. $3.50 Res; 

express collect. Cha 

aioe She 
IGHTNESS, | strength | 

ii and long life combined ANOEMAN” model Arc 
; with smart lines, three new- equally good for can- wall 
i est models of the now fa- oes or speed boats. Straight 
i mous Sno-Shu chairs chosen rocker rails protect plank- 
i by Admiral Byrd for his ing by even distribution of 
i Antarctic expedition. Fin- weight. Used by hikers for 
i est selected ash and snow- pack carrier! Fine for beach 
i shoe rawhide; unaffected or fireside chair. In a canoe 
i} by weather, special slide keeps weight low. Seat 6)” 

feet, can’t injure lawn grass. from floor. Folds to 15 x 
[his “Veranda” model 24 x 54”. Weight only 4; 
without arms $15, back OATMAN” model. swivel lbs. $9 each. All packed 17 
folds down. With arms (as hooks at front hold se- individual cartons. Price 
shown), does not fold; curely to thwart. Folds 15 x FOB Maine factory. 

$17.50. 20 x 4”; wt. 37 Ibs. $7.5 ' 
_ aes ee — > ‘25 7” _ — 

; 
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Residence of Howard Swallow, 

Esq., Danville, [1l. Lew is and 

Dougherty, Architects. Concrete 

masonry walls and partitions; 

lower story faced with stone; 

upper story, balf timbered port- 

land cement stucco. 

Concrete simplifies construction 

for home builders 

The man about to build a home will find in port- 

land cement concrete a building material that suc- 

cessfully meets almost every requirement. 

In foundation and basement floor, the use of 

concrete is simply a matter of course. Above 

ground, almost any kind of a 

available in many pleasing shapes, build rugged 

firesafe walls of rare beauty and distinction at sur- 

ptisingly low cost. 

For the floors? Unquestionably, concrete—par- 

ticularly the first floor, to isolate basement dust 

and fire hazard. Concrete floors add refinement 

wall you may desire can 

successfully be built of 

concrete, in one form 

or another. Concrete 

and provide a rigid base for partition walls. They 

can be colored, if desired, and patterned, or cov- 

ered with any material. 

For the roof, concrete tile is colorful, long-endur- 

masonry units, now ing, firesafe. Build with concrete, and your home 

will be far more beautiful, more 

comfortable, more enduring —and 

you will very likely save money 

Consult your architect 

Residence of Harry Angle, 
d Lh Sh Ki if Chattanooga, Tenn. Percy 

aM € & » Fe. Shepherd and Chas. B. Sears, 
7, Ys is lite, Concras aa — CONCTE e Pro aC Ss 

walls faced with buff portland — 
Z, ia ri ro Residence of Dr. Walter Dickson, Houston, Texas. G.O. Thiel, jor informa COlL__ Architect. Concrete masonry walls, faced with gray portland 

cement stucco. 

PORTLAND CEMENT C‘ssociation— 

Concrete for permanence and firesafety CHICAGO 
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HELPS for your Summer Home 

Each ready to lighten the work or increase the fun in your house or garden. 

Some save toil, some. save time . .. all are interesting, distinctive . . . like 

the hundreds of other things offered by ‘The House of Fine Housewares’... 

’- aids to housekeeping, gardening, and entertaining you won't find elsewhere. 

Utility Bex 
Contains the seven essential tools 
for household odd-jobs, with a gen- 
erous assortment of hooks, thumb 
tacks, nails, screws, etc. . %7.75 

Saves so much bother, and helps 
keep things ship-shape. 

nom 

Rat akt air ane 
Electricutter 

Just place Electricutter on ice, turn 
on current, and you get a dozen 
perfect ice cubes in five minutes! 
In dark porcelain enamel, complete 
with chipper . . . . 84.50 

Vil Ban 
oo. RN ree ma x at 

3 Wenderful Aids ‘a 

Bean slicer—Turn the crank, and . 
beans emerge thinly sliced. $2.00 
Pea huller—Feed peas into rub- 
ber rollers, turn crank. $1.25 gy 
Bean stringer—Simply slide bean ‘y 
across the safety blade . . %.60 

te 

Rice Ball may 
In this ball, rice cooks to suit con- 
noisseurs. Each grain becomes 
deliciously soft and flaky, and is 

tes. > drained fluffy dry when ball is lifted 
2 out and hung up. Of aluminum, 
‘ 6 in. diameter. . . . $2.25 “2 

» Wry 
“ee, . Pie. 

i ae 
Garden Hose Faucet 
A very gay touch for your garden 
or lawn. This dove-handled water 
faucet (interchangeable with or- 
dinary faucet) is finely made of 
highly polished brass. . 7.50 
Comes also in bunny, dog, horse, chan. 

ticleer and elephant designs. 

OPEN SOFT ree a 

Luggage Rack 
Holds bag or small trunk for 
packing—or tray for bedside break- 
fasts. Size closed,7" 23" 22". Mahog- 
any, walnut, white or ivory #7.00 

$8.50 LY 
Indispensable in the Guest Room 

“—~ 

Lacquered, any color 

Kneeling Mat 
Made in England of Chinese rushes: 
padded with water-proof bottom. *1.50 
Trowel or fork, 12 in. over-all. *.95 
Trowel or fork, 20 in. over-all. *1.00 
Dibbler, 13 in. over-all. . . 
Tools of Sheffield steel with varnished 

ash handles. 

*.55 

Aeecordion Hanger 
» “Keeps frocks or suits neatly, in 

& little space. Fastens w ith two screws 
to wall or door. Holds 20 hangers. 
‘Height, 8 in. Pulls out to about 36 
in. Closes completely. $2.25 

All metal, nickel dipped. 

Send check, money order, C. O. D. instructions, or charge account references. 

Delivery prepaid within 100 miles—to points beyond, charges collect. 

(Write for our folder H “SMART HOUSEWARES”) 

Hammacher. Schlemmer 

145-147 EAST FIFTY-SEVENTH STREET ~ NEW YORK 
Vear Lexington venue ~ Phone: VOLunteer 4700 

The American Home 
nas TT 

The fragile charm of glassware 

4 Jj fitd da 

i hunting the counters 
ces Such care \ lly 
cher colors, more | 

me ata time al 
for reduced { 
a harvest of 
ing decoration, and a lower pe 
ol breakage 

Both in high priced and less ex 
pensive glass there are certain trends 

in the new table 
ity and variety without 

appearing 
add to its beat 
outmoding the previous ishions 
Thus green and amber promise to 
retain their popularity, Especially 
for spring and summer thev are firmly 
established, for what is more ppetiz 
ing than 1 salad on a gree I i ; plate, 
or a luncheon set whose amber glass 
seems to trap and store the Vs ol the 
sun? In spite ol this the newer current 

\ different direc- is setting in two ve 
tions——-on the one s de toward darker, 
ncher colors ind on the other toward 
crystal Deep tones such as we see in 
precious fragments ol Roman glass 
are coming back, curiously « ugh, 
just at a time when with 1 with 
the Romans of the Empir isS 1S 
filling so many roles hitherto held by 
china. Wonderful blues uch the 
Etruscans used are amo the love 
liest colors shown in the DS and 
there is a great range ol hades. A 
very deep jewel tone resembles sap 
phire or lapis, a gay in bet ver shade 
is almost cornflower, and a ther 1s so 
pale that one wonders whethe t is 
blue, or merely an effect on the light 

Many shops are featul gf a daescen 
d ant ot the wondertul old bv glass 
which was regarded as suchat umph 
of the art when Johar Kunckel 
perfected it in 1679 on the Isle of 
Peacocks at Potsdam. This tou comes 
in a variety ol shades, the best ol 
which are deep wine tone ve rich 
in effect when used in conjun ction 
with dark oak furniture. N as then 
true ruby is somewhat « * ve, Io 
the color ; obtained by the addition 
ot gold to the metal Nevertheless 
a really fine color can be found this 
season in sets where blet ind sher 
bets cost $20.00 a dozen and other 
pieces are pl! ed in Pp t 

It seems that the ambit t glass- 
makers of the middle age to create 
a substance indistinguishable from 
precious st es has re still 
another jewel tone is in | I 
a glorious amethyst It t ire 
quent and very attractive version Is in 
the two-toned stvle which mounts an 
imethyst bowl on a cle ystal 
stem, priced at $10.00 a dozen. 

Indeed, the two-toned or tw » color 
dea is bein irl ed out in all 5 reties 

of stemware and finding parti ular 
favor because of the interest com 
binations to which it lend itself 
in table decoration. Color uired 
with a certa daring, such as blue 
and amber or smoky goTee th ame 
thyst, creating certain teresting 
problems in the choice ot the accom 
panying china, flowers, and_ table 
linens. One of the m t harming 
shown uses a clear b Ww I i stem ol 
twisted green ($12.00 a doze 

Giving a more formal air to a table 
than does colored glass, a i he ilded 
is the smartest among effects 1s 
the combination of black and crystal. 
One design is called Millefleurs from 
the tiny flowers cut at wide intervals 
and the shape is old English with its 
deep, almost stemless bowl and square, 
heavy foot. The bowl is clear, bright 

j irom pag , 177 

cry stal; the foot is black. In its en- 
semble this very good-looking glass 
recalls one of Lalique’s creations, but 
because it is of American manufac. 
ture, the price is strikingly moderate. 

It is possible to dress the dinner 
table the Millefleurs 
pattern, which includes several sizes 

entirely in 

of goblets, sherbet, large dinner 
plates, bread and butter plates, and 
cups and saucers. The glasses are 
$1.24 each, the bread and _ butter 
plates 74 cents; other pieces are priced 
in proportion. A black bowl with 
lovely lines sweeping up to handles 
that 

galley can be used as a central table 
recall the bow of an ancient 

decoration ($1.98) finding an ally ina 
graceful black glass comport ($1.09), 
This set is especially effective with 
black and white runners or black and 
white tablecloth and makes a strik- 
ingly original table service. 

The bridge set which many a pre- 
sent day hostess finds essential is also 
developed in black and crystal. The 

sherbet goblets 
on a low, scalloped glass foot. 

plain crystal and 
stand 
There are square black plates with 

The 
handsome 

corners. service for 
black 

scalloped 
four, including a 
cake plate, costs only $4.96. 

It is possible to buy at present 
| excellent really beautiful 

colorings for an absurdly low price. 
glass in 

Europe has sent us some stemware in 
the old English 
rt up-shaped bowl, 

with deep, 
short stem, 

and wide foot. These are of excellent 

shape 
very 

‘metal”’ in smoked green or amethyst 
and will grace your table for 27 cents 
each! If you crave Venetian glass, 
there are low, well shaped bowls in 
green, amethyst, deep amber, and 
other shades that make lovely table 
centers. Venetian glass candlesticks in 
simple shapes are also beautiful in 
blue, amber, or green at $5.94 a pair. 

The finer sort of Venetian glass is, 
f course, always with us, or at any 

rate, winking tantalizingly from the 
shelves of shops. But only a tew ol 
the more 
afford to pay the price for those fragile 

fortunate among us can 

vlasses whose stems are fish or for 
finger bowls in whose depths glass 
flowers lie heaped. 

Heavily cut glass has recovered 
from the disrepute into which it fell 
in the Victorian era under the denun- 
ciation of John Ruskin. Among the 
newest stock of some shops are 
weighty glasses in color, cut so that 
the clear cry stal forms a pattern re- 
calling the relics of great 
crandmother’s day. In fact we are 
told that there are certain antique 
shops of shady reputation which are 

V IV idly 

buying these pieces and selling them 
to the unwary as old and rare treas- 
ures. 

There is some hand painted glass 
in the shops, delightful novelty stuff 
which luncheon 
tables in its gay colors and simple 

shapes. A set of tumblers was particu- 
larly charming, each with pale blue 

suggests informal 

rim and conventional nosegay of 
blue, orange, and green flowers. 
These range in price from 98 cents to 
$1.24 each. We have tried to give 
some idea of the vast range from 
which the lover of beauty may select 
her table glass this year. For on the 
whole the pieces shown are beat 
tiful. 
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Give Draftless Ventilation and Perfect Light Control 
Ask for Catalogue 

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND COMPANY 
290 Pine Street, Burlington, Vermont 

Write for illustrated booklet and costs of these and other designs, including hurdle, post and rail, picket and stockade fencing. Garden furniture, too, of the Same enduring wood. Ask about Habitant erection service. 

HABITANT SHOPS 
Incorporated 

2 WASHINGTON AVENUE 
BAY CITY MICHIGAN 

Sales Offices and Showrooms in 
62 principal cities 

took for the name Habitant 
ps in your local telephone 

directory 
(ee 

The most 

Beautiful Fence 

—but not the most expensive 

HABITANT Good-Will is the most pictur- 
esque wood fence obtainable lovely 
silver-tipped Northern White Cedar 
spaced closely for beauty . . . built stronger 
for permanence. This fence is alike on both 
sides .. . that is why it is called Good-Will. 

Habitant fence comes complete with posts 
all ready to set up. Never requires painting. 
Actually becomes more lovely with age. 
Priced reasonably for such fine fencing. 

ASHABITANT 

FENCE 

AND GARDEN ACCESSORIES 

(ee 

The Colonial table of the 
17th century, with beau- 
tifully turned legs, and 
extension leaves which are 
kept beneath the table-top 

when not in use, has lost 

Send for interesting illus- 
trated booklet “Through 
Colonial Doorways” which 
tells the Story of many other 

favorite Conant-Ball pieces. 
nothing of its convenien¢e 
in the modern home. 

Moreover, it is a distin- — 
guished piece of furniture 
with a hard “Maple” or 
“ Mahogany” lacquer 
finish that. satisfies the 
most exacting demands. 

No, 301 T 

Corner cupboards were favorite pieces of furni- 
ture with our forefathers. ... They still are 
when they are reproductions of the best types 
known to connoisseurs. The original of this 
cupboard was found im Farmington, Connecti- 
cut, and dates from 1740, As a background for 

pewter and china ware nothing is quite so proper 
as the Colonia! corner cupboard. 

No. 309 CG Yer 

From humble origins the “Hitchcock” chair has 
won a place in the affections of many lovers of " 
Colonia) furniture lore. It is pre-eminently a com- P 
fortabl¢é chair, and makes an ideal dining-room 
chair. 

No, 1531-2 

The Colonial buffet, with simple 

lines combined with 
turnings, adds dignity and style 
to the modern dining-room. It 
is spacious . . . commodious 

. complete. Note the beau- 
tifully turned legs . 
ture that always provokes favor- 
able comment. 

elaborate 

. a fea- 

No, 203 B 

GOOD TASTE in Dining Room Furniture is the ability to apply 
one’s knowledge of style and fashion to furniture ... Every 

piece of Conant-Ball Colonial Furniture has been selected because 
it conforms to the high standards set by the master designers 

and carries with it the authority of a classic. 

CONANT-BALL COMPANY 

COLONIAL FURNITURE 

80 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass. 
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See bow attractively an Upsom Relsef Ceiling bas covered un 
sightly plaster cracks. This distinctive paneling . . . heretofore 
limited to expensive construction . . . can never crack or fall. 

R&-cover cracked plaster 

“with. 

Upson Relief Ceilings 

Now you can get rid of ugly, sprawling 

plaster cracks forever. 

Simply apply Upson Board right over 

the cracked plaster, that has been a 

source of embarrassment. There is little 

muss .. no delay. And it is inexpensive. 

Any good carpenter can do the work 

in a few days. There is no fine, sifting 

dirt, that means general house cleaning. 
8 fs , ° . > . 
See You have an interesting variety of 

a aes authentic designs from which to select 

your decorative scheme. The pebbled 

surface of Upson Board shown in 

the border of this advertisement... can 

be finished in the popularcolors of today. 

Upsonized walls and ceilings give a 

house more than new beauty and com- 

fort. They make it easier to sell or rent 

. . add more than their cost to its value. 

The Upson Studios of Decoration and 

Color gladly furnish directions for ap- 

plication and suggestive color schemes. 

Write for their booklets today. 

Re-cover one cracked ceiling with Up- 

son Board—then you will want 

to modernize your whole house 

with Upson Board. 
UPSON 
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The costs of building a house ~ 

¢ mntinued from pag 187 

Pre-stained shingles $100.00 which are not corrodible, such as 
Pre-stained shingles to {4 copper, lead, or zinc. 

butts 200.00 Rainwater conductors such as 
Tile @ $18 per square 440.00 leaders and gutters should be skil. 
No. 1 Ribbon black slate 300.00 fully worked into the architectupgl 
Vermont slate mixed col } design of the house. These are usually 

to 3” thick : 782.00 of one of the metals mentioned a 
Asbestos shingles @ $15 pe although, in Colonial houses, 

square ‘ 360.00 are sometimes of wood. If wood gut. 
ters are of the stock crown mold type, 

If slate or tile used the root they are hung below the eaves Just 
the whole roof will have to be as are the metal ones and they cap 
sheathed with 1” x 6” tongue and be made an attractive part of the oop. 
groove spruce sheath ind ther nice design. However, if the roof has 
covered with a 30-Il ofing felt an overhang, the built-in gutter is bet 
so that if either of the above ma ter. This type should be lined with 
terials are selected $150.00 must b« copper to render it impervious fp 
added to the cost of constructio: moisture; the other kind, the stock 
the preparation of the wooden gutter, should be painted 

Wood or asbestos sh les are laid with some asph iltum preparation 
on shingle laths instead sheathing every two years. Sometimes this type 
This insures a circulat la vhich, is also lined with copper. 
particularly u the wood Dry wells to take care of water from 
shins les iS mport t ic to the root should be placed at least 
prevent rot hiteen leet away trom the house and 

In connection th tl we should be of ample capacity to take 
must consider such items as leaders, care otf the water from the poof 
gutters, and flashings. The latter are No set rule can be made as to their 
those strips of metal one sees around size as the soil conditions vary » 
the base chimneys and in the much, but in most cases a hole five 
vallevs between gabl here the leet deep and five feet wide, filled 
rain might get under the roofing with rocks and covered with a material 
mater [The flash hould be to prevent the soil from sinking in, 
carefully laid and pped so is sufficient. Usually one dry well in 
that there are m pe crey the front and one in the rear of a smal] 
ices through which ture could or medium-sized house is enough. 
ents The foundations of a house ar i 

The best metals t vithstand open generally constructed of the material 
exposure to the elen { ire those most easily (Continued on page 238 

lf l Wa »f 
{ 18” Perfection shingles deduct $ 330.00" 

WOODK Pre ed 18” shingles deduct 78.00 
Cc deduct 205.00" 

Common brick venee: add 550.00" 
(: ’ brick venee! add 985.00 

L2 lid common brick add 1,600.00" 
BRICK < 12” solid face brick add 1,800.00 

Common brick veneer on 
| hollow tile add 1,500.00 

Face brick on hollow tile add 1,700.00 

STONE )>* D e venee! add 1,450.00 
{Solid stone add 1,600.00 

STUCCO ; St » on hollow tile add 1,000.00 

*Note |. Exterio: iting, add $350.00 

**Note 2. Wate ty lor or transparent, add $200.00 

( ( Costs ror A House 

C $17,000 New York City 

New York Cit, $17,000 Minneapolis $14,620 
Atlant: 14,280 Nashville 13,70 
,altime 15,150 New Haven 16,49 
Sostor 16,660 New Orleans 14,450 
uffalo 15,640 Norfolk 14,60 

Chicag: 14,960 Oklahoma 1440 
Cincinnat 15,500 Philadelphia ; 16,320 
Cleveland 17,170 Pittsburgh _ l 
Columbus 14,620 Portland, Maine . 15,13 
Dallas 16,150 Portland, Oregon : , 14,490 
Der M 16,150 Reading , ° 7 
Des Moine 15,300 Richmond ioeakll ] 
Detroit 15,150 Rochester : : . ] 
Eri 16,850 Salt Lake City . ‘ ] 
Grand Rapids 14,450 San Francisco 14,98 
Houston 15,500 Seattle ] 
Indianapolis 16,150 Sioux City 1 
Kansas City 15,130 St. Louis l 
Los Angeles 12,920 St. Paul 1 
Louisville 15,470 St. Petersburg 15,08 
Memphis 14,450 Toledo 15,19 
Milwaukee 15,450 Washington 15,18 
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§ 6330.00" 
78.00 

205.00" 

550.00" 
985.00 
600.00" 
,800.00 

500.00 | 
700.0 | 

450.00 
600.00 

1,000.00 

$14,620 | 
13,70 
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Bride 

you simply, mual 

Lave Alerting 
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EASILY YOU 

OWN THIS 

AND HOW 

CAN 

INTERNATIONAL 

Aterling 

A WOMAN’S PRIDE is never satisfied until she 

sets her table with sterling silver. And so... 

Bride of 1930... 

of waiting for it until “‘some day”. 

. do not make the mistake 

Even though you begin now with a limited 

silver service, let each piece bear the proud 

old superscription . . . STERLING. 

If no one gives you sterling . . . give it to 

yourself. It is really so inexpensive if you plan 

your service ahead and build it up slowly. 

A Starting Service 
++ $64.70 

of Twenty Pieces 

Forinstance, youcan purchase 6 knives, 6 forks, 

6 teaspoons and 2 tablespoons—twenty pieces 

of International Sterling—for only $64.70. 

Fnough Sterling to 
$7 6.37 

A twenty-six piece set—including 4 bouillon 

Serve Four-Courses 

spoons, 4 knives, 4 forks, 8 teaspoons, 4 in- 

dividual salad forks, 2 

only $76.37 

tablespoons—is 

A Formal Sterling Din- about 

ner Service for Eight! $250 

Just think .. . for as little as $250 you can have 

a formal dinner service in International Ster- 

ling for eight people! Silver that will be envied 

and admired every time your friends come to 

the house. There’s no reason why you should 

bo | 

not have the sterling you desire, for at most 

good jewelers now, you can pay for a sterling 

service out of income, the way you purchase 

a car or a radio. 

First... and most important .,,. send for Lady 

Mendl’s book of silver advice. 

Elsie de Wolfe (Lady Mendl) has directed the prepa- 
ration of the most helpful silverware booklet ever 
written. The progression from a beginner’s set to an 
elaborate service is explained. Correct table settings are 
pictured and described and the social etiquette of silver 
helpfully given. A wealth of patterns are illustrated, 

with prices. With this booklet we will send the Book of 
Orchid-—the charming brochure of the much-talked-of 
new pattern in International Sterling. Send 30 cents to 
cover mailing of booklets—a fraction of their cost. 

Fine Arts Division - Wallingford, Conn. 

= <= _ a i ie 
“4366S SSEESESEE ESE 

INTERNATIONAL SILVER COMPANY, WALLINGFORD, GONN. 
Enclosed is 30c, for which please send me **Correct Table Silver’’ and 

**The Book of Orchid.”’ A. H. 5-30 
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The dmerican Home 

“he NEGLECTED Jnuch 

Gouged carpets with the pile gnawed 
through... bruised, cracked linoleums... 
scarred, leg-bitten floors... Tugs untidy 

and wrinkled. 
OR 

Back-breaking labor movin, heavy furni- 
ture... unsightly blemishes on floors... 
leg-chewed carpe ts... rugs in disorder 

from catching on furniture legs. 

“he PROTECTED Inch 

NO MAR RESTS protect floors and floor cover- 
ings from the havoc of small metal slides or 
unguarded furniture legs. They spread the 
weight flat on the floor, and glide smoothly. 

BASSICK CASTERS for furniture which must 
be moved easily—smooth rolling, easy swivel- 
ing, and quiet. They stand up under bard 
service, are designed to give floor protection 

Let BASSICK 

casters and NO MAR RESTS protect your 

floors—and lighten your housework ... 

Buy Bassick Casters and NoMar Rests at your nearest 

hardware or house furnishing dealer today and see 

what a difference they do make. 

Don’t overlook these important items. They pay for 

themselves many times over through the countless 

services they perform. NoMar Rests mean real floor 

protection—a finishing touch of appearance for fur- 

niture. {Buy the socket type if furniture is bored for 

Caster sockets. The “Drive On” type where 

legs have no holes.} Bassick Cast- 

ers mean easy moving furniture 

—they mean lighter housework. 

Bassick 

The“ Drive On” No- 
Mar Rest available 
in four sizes, priced 
as low as 50 cents 

per set of four. 

The “Socket” NoMar 
and other Bassick 
floor protectors on 
sale at bardware 
orfurniture dealers. 

For 34 years the buy-word for fine casters and furniture rests 

THE BASSICK COMPANY, Bridgeport, Conn, AH-3 
Send me descriptive literature showing where and how to use Dassick Casters and NoMar Rests. 

Name. 

Address 

City State 

a 

The costs of building a house 

Cont 

obtained As we said in our last 
article very often enough stone is un- 
earthed in excavating for the house 
to build the foundatior However, 
where stone is not available, cement 
bloc ks, bi K Or poured cement may 
be used. The specificati our 
model house require toundations ol 
stone or poured concrete, but if 
cement blocks were used there uld 
be a reduct 1 of $105.00. Brick would 
cost more than st 

In deciding on the type ot construc 
tion for the foundat reat 
care should be give taining 
the subsurface conditi and using 
the proper means to insure a dry 
cellar. If the walls are or stone, they 
should be plastered on the outside 
with a waterproot cement trom the 
footings to above level. If 
the, are ot! poured c ete, an in 
egral te ohne « 1 should 

be n i th the cement. If they are 
of cement block, the, I 1 be plas 
tered I the out e ti the 
st 1e@ W ill 

The cell l sh te 
proofed th te f 

gz « ny ind th I I coat 
should be € ind it least 
one I t the side 

Howe < ul c lit mn 
is tound here the < sul 
jected to vale pre the floor 
should be I ed th steel bars 
and a membrane-wat« ohng ma 
terial used which 1 Keyed to the 
side walls at the t Che mem- 
brane-waterproofing 10uld 
be used also on the { ‘ the 

nued from page 254 

There are other exterior details to 
be considered, important not only 
from the point of view of design but 
of good construction. Hardware for 
your doors and windows may seem a 
small matter but it should harmon. 
ize in feeling with the style of the 
house, and unless it is of good quality 
it is likely to become corroded by 
the weather. Exterior hardware is 
now made in many patterns to §# 
every style of arc hitecture. Choose a 
pattern which is simple and service- 
able, rather than one which is or- 
nate. In the specifications for ouyp 
model house there is an allowance of 
$150 for finished hardware. 

At the rear of our house, just out 
side the two French doors in the liv- 
ing room, is a terrace which we sug- 
gest might have a flagstone floor, 
Flagstones, both for color and dura- 
bility, seem to be the best material 
for terraces. Slate is sometimes used 
and its effect is very much the same 
as flagstones. The two materials cost 

the 
more expensive It the terrace in our 
house were of brick it would add $144 
to the base price which now includes 
a flagstone terrace. 

If the flagstone terrace is not built 
up the cost can be reduced $100. 
In this excavation twelve 
inches deep should be made. This 
should be filled with cinders and then 
sand, and the stones laid in the sand, 
In cases where the ground is hard, 
the stones can be laid almost on the 
surface and the grass allowed to grow 
between the joints. This is the least 

about same. A bric k terrace is 

case an 

expensive method. 

Stull time to make a garden! 

Lvr 

vine aplenty: Ca: Climber, 
Cypress \ ine, Moonil | ipanese 

Glory, Japane € H ° and Morning | 
Dolichos or Hyacinth Bean ill may 
be sown about the time that the 
Maple trees turn gree 

For greater variety the garden 
we should not overlool h showy 
plants as Amaranth, part larly the 
Chameleon Amaranthus \ salic 
folius) and Joseph s-coat variously 
listed as a gangeticus melencholicus, 
bicolor, tricolor), Cleome, Feverfew, 
Iceplant, Lavatera, Balsam, Kochia 
or Burning Bush, and the Annual 
Lupines all respond reaaquy and do 
splendidly when planted during e arly 
May. 

\ singularly beautiful and eraceful 
flower is Tall Josephine Marigold, 
with quite good size s le blooms of 
rich maroon, edged g ld. In contrast 
to the African type, this Tall French 
Marigold thrives u poo! and dry 
soils 

So far we have not even me ntioned 
that most gl rious ol i! the An uals, 
Zinnia, still often called Youth-and- 
Old-Age. T hese had the days of 
glory almost a generation ag when 
style demanded exact imetry as 
beauty As the vi wpoint changed to 
appreciate the beauty and the grace of 
forms less geometrical, the Zinnia 
lost favor as being stiff and harsh, 
vet such a colorful and easily grown 
flower was bound to interest plant 

of careful 
breeding and selectior made 
breeders who, after yea 

mother 

linued from page 190 

Nature change the flower forms and 
add a range of colors that fits excep- 
tionally well into the present day 
appreciation of rich colors. Reds, bril- 
liant as the glowing fire; yellows 
shading from light primrose to mich 
gold; and even hues approaching 
lavender are now seen and can be had 

The recent im 
troduction of the Dahlia-flowered 
Zinnia has added further interest, 
not only for the size and shape of its 
flowers but also for some most un- 
usual colors. Rich orange-yellow and 
orange-red and shades of rose richer 
than those known in other types are 
now available in this class. 

One of the latest Zinnia types, 
Giant of California, differs from the 
round, rather deep shape of the 
Dahlia-flowered in having still larger 
and comparatively flat blooms. While 
the demand for size has been well 
satisfied by these giant-flowering 
types, the lovely little Cut-and-Come- 
Again Zinnias have given us a type 
that blooms particularly freely, and 
in a mass effect is indeed not les 
showy. Even with the addition of 
these new forms, the beautiful Mam 
moth Zinnias still hold their favor. 

There is plenty to be sown t 
month to make a garden. Lest I may 
be accused of showing unjust parti 
ity toward Annuals, mention must be 
made of Gladiolus and Dahlias and 
other summer bulbs for May planting 
They supplement the Annuals grown 
Irom seed. 

in separate colors. 
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Cool Comfort 

QUIPPING your porch with 
Aerolux Shades is like adding 
an outdoor room to your 

home. Cool, inviting, secluded.... 
a delightful rendezvous for after- 
noon bridge. Aerolux Shades venti- 
late from top to bottom. Admit 
softly diffused light, exclude sun 
glare and heat. Provide a new mea- 
sure of porch privacy. Will not flap 
in wind. Weatherproof colors.... 
in one tone, horizontal or vertical 
stripes. Easy to hang and adjust, 
durable, inexpensive .... priced as 
low as $6.00 for a solid color 6’ x 6’ 
shade. Sold by better department 
and furniture stores. Free booklet, 
“Better Porches”, on request. S 

THE AEROSHADE COMPANY PORCH AN) 
3015 Oakland Ave., Waukesha, Wis. 

AAEROLUX 

VENTILATING 

AValuable New Feature that Cuts 

Fuel Bill and Saves Your Time 

he AQUA-MATIC 

REGULATOR OUTFIT 
FOR THE 

NATIONAL MULTI-FLOW 
COPPER COIL TANK HEATER 
You can now have steaming hot water 24 hours a 
day with only an occasional visit to the fre—once 
every 2 or 3 days in the average home The 
Aqua-matic Regulator Outht opens or closes 
drafts automatically—a positive thermostatic 
control with nothing to get out of order. Home 
owners who desire the luxury ot« ontinuous clean, 
hot water at a real saving in the fuel bill will 
appreciate the Multi-Flow. Easily connects to 
boiler. Burns coal. Copper coil, bronze fittings. 

and prices 
Rapid circulation. Write for illustrated folder 

THE NATIONAL PIPE BENDING CO., Est. 1883 

Approved 

Equipment 

Dependable 

Permanent 

Concealed equipment—installed on new buildings 
before the slates or tiles are placed 

BOSTON LIGHTNING ROD COMPANY 
755 Boylston Street 

BOSTON 
2217 Chestnut Street 
PHILADELPHIA 

Grand Central Terminal Building 
NEW YORK 

S. C. Edgar residence, St. Louis, 
Mo. Hellmuth & Hellmuth, 
Arch. American Power & 
Piping Co. Inc., Heating Contr. 

Bea uty— 

and the beast 

Beauty: a tastefully done wall in a discreetly deco- 

rated room. 

Beast: a radiator, any radiator. 

No trouble hiding the beast successfully if the 

radiator is a Robras 20-20. Because, as you see, this 

radiator is a new type, specially designed to go back 

of the wall, out of sight, out of the way. 

You already have the necessary “ waste space” for 

it in your walls! Why spoil the best space in your 

rooms—right in front of the windows? Look into the 

records. See how this quick-heating, large-fin area 

radiator is completely changing the appearance of 

thousands of the best homes in America. That’s 

easy to do! Just ROB r> A 20 SO 

mail the coupon. > RAS ‘ole 

ROME BRASS RADIATOR CORPORATION, ONE EAST FORTY-SECOND STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y 

AH 530 
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IT’S MODERN TO HEAT WITH GAS 

ALWAYS 

ON 

—this 

reliable servant 

No matter whether you are at 

home or away for a day or for 

weeks you can be sure that your 

home is warm and comfortable 

always. 

You simply turn all your heating 

cares over to a mechanical de- 

vice which never suffers from lapse 

of memory or neglects its duty. It 

regulates your fire with much more 

accurocy and patience than the 

most experienced furnace man, 

burning only as much fuel as is 

needed — from the inexhaustible 

supply that is always on tap. 

IDEAL 

GAS 

BOILERS 

combine with other luxurious 

tures, all the efficiency that the 

American Radiator Company builds 

into every boiler. They are abso- 

lutely automatic, controlled entirely 

mechanically—and the fuel comes 

fea- 

from the same inconspicuous pipe 

as the fuel for your kitchen range 

and is paid for on the same bill 

—after you have used it. It elimi- 

nates all responsibility on the part 

of the owner and furnishes health- 

ful, clean warmth— automatically. 

Write for complete information on 

the comfort, convenience and 

cleanliness of Ideal Gas Boilers 

GAS UTILIZATION DEPARTMENT 

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY 

New York City 40 West 4oth Street, 

GAS HEATING IS NO LONGER A LUXURY 

Garbage and waste disposal 

MARGARET 

FOREIGN wit making the 
A usual lecture tour of this coun- 

try recently that 
America’s greatest artistic a hieve- 
ment was the bathroom. Whether one 
is willing to agree with this or not, it 
is, nevertheless, that the bath- 
room and the whole household sani- 

remarked 

true 

tary system of which it is the flower 
the that 

have reached in this country a scale 
are surest indications we 

and of phy sical 
comfort higher that at- 
tained before by any people of whom 

record. It is the 
that we find in many 

of living, of hygiene, 
than ever 

we have more re- 
markable, then, 
homes, side with a perfect 
bathroom, a method of waste disposal 
reminiscent of the Dark Ages 
a smelly, unlined garbage pail in the 
kitchen; a battered can in the back 
yard, the feasting place for flies and 

and 

side by 

the neighborhood cats and dogs; 
a pile of papers or boxes in closet or 
cellar which is an invitation to fire. 

In these 
primitive 
are being replaced, ata comparatively 

many modern homes 
and unhealthy conditions 

small cost, by methods of waste dis- 
posal which are sanitary and at the 
same time great labor savers. 

The equipment needed for install 
ing in your home proper methods of 
waste disposal is as follows: E: 
cleaned and easily handled 
pails in kitchen and pantry; 

asily 
garbage 
strong, 

cleaned rex eptac les large, and easily 
for other kinds of household trash; 
an outdoor garbag receiver which 
cannot be knocked over or opened by 
stray animals, and which can be kept 
out of sight; or an indoor incinerator 
whereby all combustible waste can 
be consumed without ever leaving 
the house. 

Most garbage originates at the 
kitchen table or the sink. The up-to 
date kitchen sink is equipped with a 
garbage container held by folding steel 
brackets that are attached either to 
the under part of the sink or to the 
wall behind it, 
movement of the hand, 
ready for use, or thrust back out of 
the At the end of the folding 
arm is a ring in which rests either a 

and whic h can, with a 
be drawn out 

way. 

covered, removable aluminum con- 
tainer, or a china bucket with a re- 
movable aluminum container inside 
These cost from $15.00 to $20.00 

As these containers are designed to 
hold food scraps collected at the 
sink, their capacity is only four 
quarts. Unless there is an incinerator 
opening directly in the kitchen, the 
average home usually needs, in addi- 

pail. A 
good design is one that consists of a 
tion, a large inside garbage 

white enameled framework, standing 
up a little from the floor, in which 
rests a removable white enameled 
container. The cover is opened at the 
touch of a foot pedal. An extra aid 
in keeping the interior of this pail 

paper bag for the 
The the container 

varies with its capacity, but one big 
enough for the average family may be 
bought for $5.00. Bags ar 
five cents a dozen. 

Not only 
kind should be 

tor 
and economic reasons. Sixty per cent 

clean is an oiled 
inside. price ol 

e seventy- 

but trash of all 
properly provided tor 

garbage, 

in the house aesthetic, sanitary, 

of our fires start from refuse which 

FLEMING 

has not been properly taken care of. 
For most purposes the strong, wash- 
able, iron mesh trash basket ($1.75 
in all colors) is satisf actory, but 
even better is a trash holder of a kind 
usually seen in offices. It comes in 
different sizes and is a box-like affair 
enameled white, with a pyramidal 
top, hinged at the apex, which stays 
closed except when the touch of a 
hand swings it open. 

The outdoor garbage can is fast 
disappearing in up-to-date communi- 
ties, but where it still exists, much 
can be done to make it less obnoxious. 
[he most successful substitute for the 

nuisance 1S a old-fashioned garbage 
can made to be sunk into the ground, 
with a lid controlled by 
two features which not only conceal it 

a foot lever, 

almost entirely from view, but pro- 
tect it from stray animals. 

Most of the 
appliance es already 

garbage disposal 
discussed, how- 

ever, are but substitutes for the really 
efficient way ol disposing of waste in 
the With our in- 
creased knowledge of and enthusiasm 

home burning it. 

for home hygiene, with the disappear- 
of the 

cause of 
ance alley in many cities be- 

rising real estate values, 
and with the growing popularity of 
oil burning furnaces and the conse- 
quent elimination of that popular 
method of dry waste disposal, the 
home incinerator is becoming more 
necessary and growing n tavor. Keep- 

an in- ing the home clean becomes 
finitely simpler matter than it ever 
was before if ev ery floor, and partic- 
ularly the kitchen, has an incon- 
spi uous door in the wall of | or hall 

which all trash may 
this, 

through 
be dumped; or 
¢ loset 

failing if there is 
n the basement where an incinerato 

waste may be burt ed instea 1 of leav- 
ing it in an outdoor garbage can, with 
consequent dangers of S] illing bad 
odors, infection from flies, freezing 
in cold weather, and uncertain col- 
lection by city or private agencies 

Home nerators fall enerally 
speaking, nto two sses: The 
built-in, non-removable kind, and 
the removable kind, connected by an 
ordinary stove pipe w th one of the 
flues in the house, usually in the base- 
ment. They also fall into two other 
classifications: The fueling and non 
fueling types. The removable type is 
obviously the kind for the homemaker 
who does not own he: wn home. It 
costs less originally than the built-in 
type, but usually requires some sort 
of fuel, while the built-in incinerator 
generally does not. 

In choosing an incinerator, there 
nts to be 

considered one of Does the 
trash and garbage burn from the top 

bottom? If it burns from the 
obvious that the 

the 

are a tew very important po 
whi h iS 

or the 
bottom, it is smoke 
and fumes will irom top 

able 
t only to the householder 

esca pe 
of the chimney and be an unbear 
nuisance, no 
himself, but to the whole neighbor 
hood Engineers who have studied 
this problem have discovered that 
the only way to prevent this is to 
have the gas and smoke pass through 
the flame on their way out and thus 
be consumed. Hence, whe a good 
incinerator is in operation, no smoke 
escapes trom the rman y except a 
thin, bluish haze 

The American Hom, 
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Modein Me 

Heep Clothes 

CO) ulorly “gfe 10s 

The old-fashioned clothes closet gives way to 
a modern system. Order, clothes preserya- 
tion, economy of space, convenience! These 
factors doom it. 

The K-V Clothes Closet Fixture, with its ex. 
tension, roller bearing rod, from which ‘gar- 
ments hang in neat array, provides a surprising 
storag e capacity in small space... . Made of 
polished nicke Cannot get out of order. 
Lengths from 12 to 60 inches. If your dealer | 
cannot supply you, order direct. 
Send for our space-saving clothing-economy 
booklet containing illustrations of the K-\ 
Shoe Rack and other convenience-fixtures, 

KNAPE & VOGT MFG. Co. 
1656 Muskegon Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

KVicoser Fidutt 

s TERLING * 
HOM E for 

Big. Special 
Discount 

ir 
Cash! 

7-room home 
money 

that you can 
We ship you 

freight paid to your st | 
plans and new system @ | 

Here’s ‘a modern 
build yourself and save 
the lumber cut-to-fit, 
tion. Our simple 
cutting makes it easy for anyone to builda 
Sterling home. No skilled labor necessary. 
Our customers claim average savings of 47% 
over local builders’ prices. 

Rock-Bottom Prices! 

Our large volume of sales enables us to quoltt 
rock-bottom prices and sell on time-payment 
without high interest or financing chargs | 
Terms as low as $8.10 per month. Send 2 
today for beautiful Color Book of NEW Stet 
ing Home Plans and learn how you can buy? 
home with your rent money. 

INTERNATIONAL 
MILL & TIMBER CO. 
3533 S. Wenona Ave. 
Bay City, Mich. 

International Mill & 
Timber Co. 
3533 S. Wenona Ave. 
Bay City, Mich. 

: I nan Also send | 

| 
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Joseph H. Dodson 
America’s foremost 
bird authority for 50 
years, has written an 

A SIMPLE 

trated with 55 actual photographs — 
“Your Bird Friends and How to Win 
Them."’ Tells you how to have birds on 
your premises the year round—explains 
styles of houses, baths and shelters they 
prefer. Send for this FREE book today 

Birds are useful. They keep the garden 
free from cut worms, bugs, moths and 

other destructive 
insects Martins 
feed from the 
air. One colony will destroy thou- 
sands of mosquitoes 4 day 

Birds Bring Cheer 
A medley of bird songs will add 
to the attractiveness of any home 
Naturally, birds 
go where they 
are most wel- 
come—have good 
places to nest. 

plenty of fresh water and are not mo- 
lested by their enemies. Write for free 
book. 

Joseph H. Dodson, Inc. 

Flicker House 

Queen Anne Martin House 

219 Harrisen St. Kankakee, Wi. 
Dedson Bird Houses are priced 

Srom 82 to $150 Wren Houxe 

. . . . 
Get this Dainty Dressing Table 

Kidney Shaped 
large, roomy and beautiful 
Finest materials. Designed by 
experts. Ideal size for comfort 
and convenience: 30’ high; 
top 3546” x 16”: Durable and 
practical. 

Easy to Finish 
Comes complete, unfinished, 
with instructions, ready to put 
together, finish and drape. You 
gave $25 by finishing yourself. 
Price, without drepes, $4.85 
prepaid. Order today. C. 0. D. 
if desired. 

GENEVA MBG. CO. 
259 Stevens Street Geneva, Illinois 

——, - - Exercises for 
our FACE— 

hee LUFT SAGGING MUSCLES, REMOVE DOUBLE CHIN 
Kathryn Murray's 5-Minute-a-Day 

= 

=4 Facial Exercises, by strengthening 
flabby, drooping muscles, quickly ban- 

> ish crow's feet, double chin, sagging 
’ cheeks, sallow complexion, etc., and 

restore in a safe, natural way the 
bloom and animation of youth. No 

massage—no lotions—no straps 
—no skill required. Results guar- 
anteed. 15 years of successful 
use. Book free/ Mailed in plain 
envelope. Write today! 

S KATHRYN MURRAY, Suite 552 
35 Se. Wabash Avenue, Chieago 

A Hand Forged 

FOOTSCRAPER 
A truly old fashioned 

remedy for muddy feet— 
priced at only $3.50. Send 
for new catalog of forged 
iron hardware and fire- 
place equipment. 
Dept. BD, Asheville, HW. Carelina CHIMNEY ROCK FORGE 

Q BEAUTIFUL BIRDS 
5 Pairs Assorted for $15.00 

4s» 1 Pr. Green Parakeets - $5.00 
2 {24 ’ 1 Pr. Strawberry Finches . . 4.00 

1 Pr. Javea Rice Birds . . . 4.00 
2 Pr. Zebra Finches . . . . 7.00 

ACTUAL VALUE $20.00 
All 5 pairs shipped safely to you 

by Express for Special Price of $15.00 
BEAUTIFUL CANARY SINGERS $6.00 
Send P. O. Money Order with your order. BIG ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE to Bird Lovere 

BIRD HAVEN, P.O. Box 31 RESEDA, Calif. 

Beginner Makes 

$1500 in 4 months 

By Amazing NEW 
CHAIN SELLING SYSTEM 

Here is W. H. Schoen of Ohio—who made $1,500 in 
4 months last summer—as much as he earned the en 
re year before! Now Schoen is averaging $90 a 
week in 1930—he says that’s easy with the Progress 
lin b c ) y oe * ; + EY 4 
Srereeked by wonderful new CHAIN SELLING 

PAINT—Direct from Million-Dollar Factory 
a not go after ‘‘big game while you're at it? 
nang Pays you $24 a barrel—average paint order 
mmission $16—cash in advance. Just as easy to 

sell on our credit terms as things paying a dollar or 
wo. You can sell every home owner, factory, dairy, 
store, farmer by CHAIN SELLING method 
DOUBLE PAY for your ‘‘over-time’’—write today! 
Hurry—big season just starting—big earnings for 
on — off the bat. Clever ‘‘demonstrator’’ free— 
Chat S only a few ounces—write immediately for 

ain Selling Plan stating territory, ete 
The PROGRESS PAINT CO., Dept. 138, Cleveland. O. 

Protection and Beauty 

No need to trust to shrubbery and hedges 
for seclusion. Page Ornamental Wrought 
Iron Fence (not steel) with its majestic, 
impressive lines, can surround your grounds 
with a barrier that is lasting and beautiful, 
furnishing the positive protection that 
shrubs can never afford. 

The Page fenced home is home to the 
boundary line. You feel encouraged to de- 
velop your grounds—to make them even 
more beautiful—to use them. And at the 
same time you provide a safe place for the 
children to play in—protected from swift 
moving traffic, stray animals, unwelcomed 
intruders, etc. 

Page Ornamental Wrought Iron Fence 
(not steel) is made in many interesting and 
pleasing designs. Page Chain Link Fence is 
available in either galvanized steel wire or 
Copperweld wire. 64 Service Plants erect 
fence everywhere. Write for name and 
address of plant in your locality—also for a 
copy of *“‘Boundary Lines’’—an instructive 
booklet on property protection. Page Fence 
Association, 520 N. Michigan Ave., Dept. A9, 
Chicago, Ill. 

INVESTIGATE! Page Playground Equip- 
ment, Slides, Swings, Carousels, etc., 
designed especially for home use. Complete 
literature on request. 

America’ find 
—s10e for 

CHAIN LINK- GALVANIZED OR COPPERWELD 

ORNAMENTAL WROUGHT IRON 

I, tis not $0 expensive 

an tell you ; n 
the f nerd a8 bill wit; ee Whae urg House. yo . 

€88 to eating Boile; oO; 
“= the marker. Itis te than any Other Ucted ang Sci, 

curat 

Low Heat ing Cost 
Guar, ee anteed 

nly tel] your h you in ad 
antee a bill will be, — whar 

Y an e - 
ay = estimate, — in oie ban, 

n e. warm os ce that you hom know 

@nd exactly minute of every at be 
Will cost, how Much this oan *. 

oO 
The Pitts ie burg Hot w is supp} 
made rey Vapor! a Steam, 

era » Gnd 
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ec stim ou 
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Statler’ 

In these hotels you can be 

sure, in advance, of the 

up-to-date attractiveness 

of your room—and of such 

comforts as radio which awaits 

the turn of a switch, running ice 

water, bed-head reading lamp, 

your own private bath, a morning 

paper under the door when you 

wake; 

in a 

and excellent restaurants, 

variety which ranges from 

formal service to a lunch-room or 

cafeteria. 

You 

Service,’ 

of “Statler 

and that every Statler 

can be sure 

guest’s satisfaction is guaranteed. 

Depend upon the experience of 

thousands of travelers who'll tell 

or a » dilpte Soi, or Winans 

that 

be all right at a Statler.” 

HOTELS 

STATLER 

BOSTON DETROIT 

BUFFALO ST.LOUIS 

CLEVELAND NEW YORK 
(Hote! Pennsylrania | 

travelers congregate, “vou'll 

Tip-toeing through the 

Continue 

whic h is a lovely deep, royal wine- 
colored Darwin. 

Hold this color scheme in your 
mind if you can and ask yourself 

In 
was the 

Dido, dis 
and gold 

what is needed to complete it? 
this 
dainty 

particular garden it 
Cottage 
the 

lighten 

variety 
salmon-orange 
up the 

Despite the fact that the 
aust was look- 

playing 
to 
alongside. 

darker variety 

much taller growing I 
ing over the whole group to see how 
his little brother Bleu Celeste was 
behaving, that combination was an 
inspiration and a JOY 

In another part of that same garden 
the brilliant, single, Early 
Generaal De Wet (often listed simply 
De Wet), 

fiery 

variety, 

its sweet- 
Many 

garden lovers will recall this variety 

was still showing 
scented orange flowers. 

as an outstanding spot of color in the 
spring flower shows from one end of 

tavorite the 
for early forcing because the 

There is 
Cc olor, 

country to the other, a 
flowers 

decided differ- 
the forced 
pink than 
question, 

are le irge. 
ence in however, 
bloom being much more 
orange. In the garden in 
Generaal De Wet had been blooming 
for three weeks. You could see both 
plantings at one glance and we 
thought we had seen all the Tulips 
in bloom in that garden, but, across 
from the perennial bed, and _ thor- 
oughly screened by shrubs, was an- 
other Tulip planting and we jotted 
down the rotation of the Tulip colors 
and names as we went along. In this 
planting, height, formality, and color 
harmony were all “thrown to the 
winds’’ and the varieties were planted 
with the simple idea of a riot of color, 
about two dozen of each variety, and 
here they are: 

Baronne de la Tonnaye (Darwin) 
soft rose, blushed with silver; Raphael 
Darwin), deep brown; the Cottage 

variety Miss Moon, golden yellow, 
with its long-pointed petals; Clara 
sSutt (Darwin), with its one-tone 

pink; La Fiancee (Darwin , deep rose 
with lighter rose edgings; the lilac- 
mauve Remembrance (Darwin); then 
Faust, already mentioned; then the 
Cottage variety Inglescombe Yellow 
almost as big as the Darwins; and 
the brilliant Pride of Haarlem; King 
George V. (Darwin); Giant (Darwin), 
a deep reddish purple; again the 
Cottage variety Avis Kennicott; the 
lovely Dream Darwin ., a sott lila 
then The Prince of Wales, a vy, 
crimson-scarlet Darwin, and last, but 
not least, the popular Breed 
Louis XIV, with its big pu ple, 
bronze flushed cup edged with gold 

[There was a sprinkling of Var 
egzated varieties, and a collection of 
Early varieties, — 1 bloom here and 

In this col 
lection we found the popular red and 
there still fresh ood, and 

vellow Keizerskroon, used so much 
itt public parks in formal plantings; 
then the orange Generaal De Wet; La 

also called Hobbema, a 
with buff suffusion; 

cherry-rose Pink Beauty; the 
red Cottage Boy; the carmine-pink 
Cottage Rose Luisante; White Beauty, 

the Rising 

Re ve, sym- 
phony ol old rose 

orange- 

and clear, golden-yellow 
Sun 

In 
the 
section, 
their 

will find 
varieties under their type 

every catalogue, you 
various 

but for those who are having 
first experience with Tulips, it 

The American Hom, 

ulips 

d from page 194 

is not amiss to say that the Ear P 
both single and double, are the first 
varieties to bloom in the sp: And 
then come the May-flower which 
includes the Darwin, Cottage, Breed 
er, Rembrandt, and _ the well- 
known types, such as Parrot, the Lily- . 
flowering, and the rock irden tav- 
orites—usually grouped as Species 
Tulips. For a lover of col there is 
no type that has the sam« peal 
the large-cupped Darwin th thei 

] full, round flowers on tall stems, as 
suitable for house decoration as for 
garden display Many of them have 
a surprising color treat when the cup 

and often totally differ- 
base of the 

iS examined, 
ent colors are found at the 
cup. To the Tulip lover the other 
types are just as satisfactory and one 
would be robbing one’s self without 
the early bloom that the single and 
double Earlies offer. Follow up with 
the clean-cut beauty of the Cottage 
and the Lily-flowering types, bending 
with the slightest breeze on their slen- 

straighten out 
Then there 

brow n, 

der stems, only to 
when the breeze passes by 
are the art shades of bronze, 
olive, violet, and purple that are very 
much found in the Breeder group of 
Tulip. 

So far have largely mentioned 
varieties which have become well 
established and are not in any sense 
considered novelties. Somehow, we 
are a bit shy of speaking of them. 
For the real connoisseur, it is the 
novelty that points to garden progress, 
and this is just as true of T s as of 
Dahlias, Gladiolus, and other garden 
flowers. It is good to test novelties 
as fast as they can be obtained. But, 
until we reach the saturation point in 
the everyday Tulip garden, the 
desire ioral velty should »t be in 
dulged in at Lory expenst 1 general 
collection. rhay sS It would interest 
Tulip vole rs to know why some 
varieties are so much highe priced 
than others, and particularly, as to 
vhy prices hould vary from year to 
year, iS uinst the more less 
tandardized | é »f other flowers 

(Ot course ew col exce 
tional merit, the real { oin 
to have it at any cost. Bi t high 
prices Frenera ly create i n rtage at 
the source of supply. Some varieties 
are poor producers of bulbs and it 
takes many yea! before tocks ca 
be developed. Accordingly, the Hol 
land growers demand higher prices 
on such varieti \gain, evere 
veather, such is ruled erta part 

of the Tulip belt in Holland du 
the tel | ILO gy m ‘ 4 { i i 
the suy ly t i¢ 
te il | the I idv ict t! t 
| I] the h ne i Le pe liar 

siste ertall c during 
certain actually affects to a 

eat extent the prices of varieties in 
Holland 

The best time to o1 le Tul ps tor 
fall plantin oon after seeing them 
in bloom and while tl different 
varieties till live vivid in youl 
memory. Order from a specialist and 
place your i before the first of 
July, if pe ble. You get not only 
what you want, but you free y yurself 
from the temptation of ordering sur 
plus low priced or clearance bulbs 
which are offered by cut-rate 
dealers in the fall. 

———_——___ 

Complete Plans for Perfect 

Fireplaces 
Send to-day for new valuable b ok ¢ f fireplace plans 

ving attractive lesign ind complete construe- 
i letails with plan and elevat ions to insure Su sful fireplace in r home 

Your architect or ¢ actor will recommend g Colonial Damper to provide perfect draft contro 
without smoking—compels correct formation of the 
fireplace throat, the vital part, and avoids Mistakes 
that ruin a fireplace 
Styles and sizes to fit every type of fireplace. 
Write to-day, enclose ten cents, coin or stamps for 
new book, “‘Fireplace Plans and Equipment.” — 

COLONIAL FIREPLACE CO, 
Manufacturers of fireplaces and fireplace 
furnishings and the Glo-Hot Electric ‘lee 

4641 Roosevelt Rd. Chicago, Illinois 

Colonial Damper 

—ee 

NO MORE SPARROWS’ 

Sparrows drive 
away song birds, 
spread disease 
among poultry, 
destroy gardens, 
deface buildings, 

are a positive, easy, 
to get rid of them. 20,000 

Send $4.75 
Money-back guar- 

More information on request. 

EVER-SET TRAP CO., Dept. D, Davenport, la. 

Ever-Set 
humane way 
satisfied users testify 
for an Ever-Set Trap 
antee 

Traps 

to this! 

Health More Undisturbed 
Poultry | Song Birds i Gardens 

KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS 
Genuine country hams, cured on a Kentucky blue. 
grass farm by old fashioned method, smoked in 
sweet hickory smoke, and aged. Hams now on hand 

one year old. Price fifty cents a pound plus 
postage. Weights 8 to 18 lbs. Shipped C.0.D. 

7 be no money with order. Tell approximate weight 
ired. Every ham guaranteed. Write for descrip 

tive folder. No obligation 
Kentucky Products meanall 

ver 

_ hui Ky. 

AUTHENTIC COPIES OF 

Colonial Wall Papers 

Send for our portfolio collection of authentic 
es of Colonial and I American Wall 

Pape Prices range from $.75 to $2.soaroll, f 
ested « ring An torical back-e | 

l VILN Cac iper ' 
$ deposit required. Mor ey refunded upon 

nes 
“ H. JACOBS COMPANY, Dept. 4 

119 W. 33rd St., New York, N. Y. 

BUILDING PLANS 

For Modern Homes 

1930 edition, size 
gl lish and A 
lings, cosy bul 

r ns and all dime 
x t st to build, @ 

\ t ised as a bookdl 
tere every ere Posty y $3.00 A smaller 

k x > ne lesigns of English and 
American Col " c und other medium 

igs Postpaid $1.0 Both books for $3.50 
FREDERICK H. GOWING, Architect 
lwell 

101 Tremont Street Boston, Mas 
—— 
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Positions open in Residential, Apartment and 
Resort Hotels, Clubs, Camps, Private Schools, 
Sorority Houses, Restaurants, Coffee Shops, 
Camps, Steamships, etc. 

PLENDID salaries, fine living, luxurious surroundings, contact 
with people of wealth and refinement for women of all ages in this 

fascinating profession that develops charm and personality. 
ted ™ 

MODERN HOMES Our complete course in hotel administration will quickly train you as 
Hostess, Social Secretary, Executive Secretary, Social Director, 

t Wholesale Prices! Hostess-Housekeeper, Hostess-Dietitian, and many other similar 
a prsicione paying splendid salaries. Nationwide Employment Bureau 

rfect Be your own contractor. Save $500 to $2000. We FREE of extra cost. Get into this big, uncrowded field that teems 
furnish Plan-Cut materials, plans, with building with opportunities, diversion and human interest. Lewis students 
instructions. Choose from 100 sturdy homes. Brick, everywhere are winning success. One student writes: “I am Hostess 

"3 

Previous Experience Unnecessary 

stucco, or wood. Noextras! Save ¥ labor cost— and Manager of an Apartment House in a fashionable section— 
lace plans salary $3,600 a year, with be autiful apartment for my girls and self.” 
= ee See. Se nee Write today for FREE BOOK, “YOUR BIG OPPORTUNITY,” 

which tells how you can do as well. 
ommend 
ft contra Easy to build with our Plan-Cut ma- LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS 
: me $90 UP terials. Saves you one-third. Station CG-7721 Washington, D. C. 

The Original and Only School of Its Rind in the World 
ce. 
stamps, for t 
at.” Planned for sun- = 
co ss up: shine, warmth, ventilation. Get more 

7 stock. Easy to build. Plan-Cut. lace 
Crt a Tht) eC) te > 

Get our free estimate. Mill prices. Quick service. 
per Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. 

**Sno-White’’ the word 
that is driving dull 
kitchens from the land. 

Lumber, windows, doors, floor- 
ing, roofing, paints, cabinets, 
screens, hardware, etc. Write. 

drive If you plan to build, repair or re- 
birds, model, be sure to get our book of . 

sease 100 homes and 5000 building material bargains. Wi o [ he » 
oultry, a.) ha omar? 1s rlever Lovelier 
ardens, G rd -V; Ti . 
dings. 'gordaon-Van line } than in the | ight of ‘an | ware pemy oo = Building Sin 1008 | 

A Case ree ven po: owa . . } 
4 $4.75 | Check: (Homes (Garages 1 Poultry Houses Long preferred because of its rare beauty of design Wax >| . 
k guar- | C) Building Materi C Estimates and excellence of workmanship, “SNO-WHITE” + anc 
- JM asencenseesnsesenseeennnsnnsseeenscrenn | kitchen and breakfast nook furniture now adds to its 

| Address... ; _— charm and durability by the use of Stainless Porce- Delicious little lights and sha- »port, la, Sethe cum: cous cue cue cue au ene eum enen lain E led bles, b d breakf. i sae e3 seetenenctoas ain Enameled tops on tables, bases and breakfast dows of ever-changing charm 
sturbed tables. This refinement insures a smooth, brilliant  Miattntitem.. Giend. 
rdcns | Brenk lin Riveale surface which cannot be spotted by coffee, milk, nicpomaieans esas ical ‘ 

1 epiaces foods, vegetable or fruit acids. It is the last word liness . . the poise, ease and 
. in the enameler’s art offered all “SNO-WHITE” ad- happiness of a ‘‘party’’ atmos- 

HAMS # mirers without exta cost. phere . . these always attend 

—_— ‘6 “§ Wh ° 9 the use of Waxels. 
ow on hand no- ite The Old —> 
yx Leads in Popular Style And no other light gives such 
eo = Improvements shows _ hinges color and beauty to the table 
for descrip- “tee: and leaves itself I pasily varied 

—including Stainless Porcelain opening itself orcan be so easily varie 
Enameled Tops, concealed : ” 

nk fort, Ky. hinges (see sketch at right) and a placement. 
$< the new Push-Pull Tables with The New—> 
— concealed leaves, an exclusive “sg “ oe ste” Don’t be content to dine y 

“SNO-WHITE” feature, All Sno-White by the light you use for > 
\F tables have steel corner braces Style ¢ Work. Always dine by + 

with extra strong leg construc- . E 2 
apets tion; dove-tail drawer joints oes ——- eee “sd 

| ' with built-in guides and double hineses. Dripless, smokeless, odorles: 
; ; sxcellent Heaters, Inexpensive leaf supports. Thousands ap- . 

ote | Send for Information a “SNO-WHITE” dura- fade - proofed, mar - proofed 
soaroll., | THE H. W. COVERT CO. = non-bending . . these are tl 

ral back } | 29 B. 37th St. New York Send for Interesting Booklet world’s finest candles, And 
—showing the new breakfast sets, bases, and tables; also how 2 ’ 

ded upon — - —_____— to easily secure “SNO-WHITE” furniture direct from factory they burn so long that th 
| Dept. y iti. cnest afetes te the in case there is no dealer near you. Write TODAY for booklet. are also the most economi . 

N.Y best known gardening experts Kompass & Stoll Company to use. A single box will la 
ee. in every issue of The American Dept. 12 Niles, Michigan the av erage family for weeks 
ee Home, a new home and garden Go to your dealer and as! | magazine that sells for only $1 

; him to show you the man 
colors and sizes—V assar, Pris 

INS | a yr. Address, Garden City, N.Y. r 00 ad CW's tor i 

il 155 house PENS” || AUUET TE UT gS Lt) 1) eee 

Oo This Solid Mahog 50 

Vy nl ’ glid Makowessy® IS 

Replace your time-worn side table now with this 
authentic reproduction of a charming early American 
masterpiece. The handiwork of skilled furniture 
craftsmen. Solid mahogany throughout—or solid 
walnut, whichever you prefer. Satin finish. Top, 
with leaves up, 31 x 35 in.—with leaves down, 31 x 14 
in. Height, 26 inches. Serves many purposes—as a 

cess and Mayfair shapes. . . 
Descriptive leaflet on request 

q¢ <a 

WILL & BAUMER 

CANDLE CO., Inc. 

15 E. 32 St., New York Cit 
Mayfair Vi . 
“en Studios ‘ : Syracuse, New Yor} 

Just ate pen. The most amazing, original and Y s 
lition, size fc sic Rouse designs ever offer i to the build b. bi " “ or ne lic nthe collection poetry vr att eae pote console table, tea table or card table. 

0s: ol and English ho uses, | lows and sen , . ; SS dimen detached homes, a g from $5 ,000 t s 0,000. Fact Special May offering, direct to 
to buh © design occupies an entire page 9’ x 12’.. Order t you at a money-saving-price— 
as a book day as edition is limited. Pay postman on delivery $18.50, freight prepaid. Money- 

0. A smaller $1.00 plus postage charge back guarantee. 
English and 
nedium . 
for $3.50 ANDREW C HARLES BORZNER THE LINCOLN SHOPS 

552 Madison Square, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Specialists in Early American Furniture Reproductions G ne FRIENDLY 1 LIGHC a 119 Walnut Street . Philadelphia, Pa. 
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ENTIONING the _ old- 

fashioned Musk plant on 

this page a couple of months 

ago has brought me some delightful 

correspondence from all over the coun- 

try, including the Pacific Coast, Canada, 

the South, and New England. I am glad 

to find that there is such a widespread 

interest in this lowly plant. The mere 

odor of Musk builds up in my mind a 

picture of an old-time greenhouse in 

which Grapes were forced and in which 

the Musk rambled all about. The plant 

likes a moisture-laden atmosphere with 

warmth. In such conditions it grew in a 

marvelously rampant manner. The fact 

that it was also a good pot plant for the 

window garden simply proved its adapt- 

ability; but to do its best it likes the 

close, moist warmth of the 

house. 

I have to thank the several corre- 

spondents for their kindness in actually 

sending me clippings from current cata- 

logs which offer seeds of the Musk plant. 

I never did suppose that the plant had 

completely disappeared, although but 

rarely seen. The interesting point, how- 

ever, is that the plant seems to have 

lost, if not entirely, to a very large le- 

green- 

gree, its heavy cloying characteristic 

fragrance. That is not mentioned in the 

seed offerings that have been sent me. 

They speak, one and all, of the plant 

“deliciously sending up a _ welcome,” 

etc. Well, we are trying it again. 

I have heard also a rumor that some- 

where in England a few plants have 

been discovered that still possess the old 

fragrance. I hope it is true. It is quite 

possible that in some places there has 

been a confusion between the Musk 

and the Monkeyflower. Both are species 

of Mimulus. The Monkeyflower never 

did have the fragrance, but it has a 

larger and much 

flower and was at one time a popular 

summer bedder. The pale yellow flowers 

of the true Musk are quite small in com- 

parison. The true Musk, Mimulus mos- 

chatus, is a native of Northwestern 

America whence it was introduced into 

more conspicuous 

cultivation a little over a hundred years 

ago. If some of our friends of the North- 

west can actually find some fragrant 

Musk plants “on its native heath,” as 

it were, it will be a real achievement. I 

don’t see why we should have to go 

across the ocean to Europe to get the 

true stock, if it exists in the old form. 

Of course, that is the crux of the ques- 

tion. Has the plant evolved itself to 

non-fragrance, and if so, why? Was the 

fragrance a protective characteristic 

of some sort and has the need of it dis- 

appeared? We can speculate as we like. 

One from Yakima, 

Washington, entertainingly of 

collecting different kinds of Mimulus in 

that state but also distinctly states that 

correspon lent 

writes 

she has found no fragrant ones. 

The Musk odor in the old times was 

by no means a mere suggestion. It was 

definitely and heavily fragrant. Years 

ago Musk was esteemed also as a flavor- 

The Mexican Tigerflower with brilliant red 
flowers six inches across, flowers over several 
weeks though each bloom lasts but one day 

ing in confectionery. Rose-colored can- 

dies flavored with Musk were the com- 

panions of the similar but white “ pepper- 

mints” of that day. I have no knowledge 

as to the source of the commercial 

flavoring—whether from the plant or 

not. 

I am indeed grateful to those readers 

and correspondents who have written 

to me about this plant. Perhaps there 

will be more to say about it in due time. 

FRAGRANCE AND COLOR 

Fragrance in flowers has always been 

a very welcome attribute, and a flower 

without it or having a repellant odor is to 

a degree handicapped. Instinctively al- 

most one tries to test the possible fra- 

grance of a flower never seen before. Loss 

of fragrance in the Musk is noticeable be- 

cause it is not a flower of multitudinous 

varieties like the Rose, Carnation, and 

many others with which we are familiar, 

and from which the element of fragrance 

has more or less disappeared, in the 

modern “‘improvements.”’ The reverse of 

this is met in the Peony, however, where 

symptoms of fragrance are gradually 

being recognized and consciously sought. 

What if we had Peonies with fragrance 

equal to their size! 

The old-fashioned garden was often 

consciously fragrant; but the new-fash- 

ioned garden is, as a rule, but acci- 

dentally fragrant. On the other hand, 

color is dominant. Speaking of color, 

there are lots of things we might put into 

the garden that are even more colorful 

than a great many of the things we do use 

to-day, and so I introduce for further 

consideration for sheer barbaric magnifi- 

cence of color, the Tigridia, surely the 

most gorgeous of the summer bulbs, 

but alas, the bloom lives but a single day. 

—L. B. 

TIGRIDIAS FOR BRILLIANT BLOOM 

HEN you are planting bulbs in 

late spring, try a group of four or 

five Tigridias for a brilliant splash of 

color in the full sun. No flower that grows 

can surpass its flaming glory of color, 

and its long bloom from. July to frost 

comes at | welcome time. No sun seems 

too hot for its pleasure, and yet it is a 

trifle hardier bulb than the Gladiolus. 

The foliage is somewhat similar to the 

Gladiolus, but more compact, and rarely 

exceeds two feet. Unlike so many bulbs, 

it seems to enjoy the more claylike soils. 

The flowers themselves vary in color 

according to the variety, but run mostly 

through the flames, oranges, and golds. 

Always they are of dazzling brilliance 

with splotched centers that beggar 

description. Though this is the Mexican 

Daylily, with the individual bloom dying 

with the setting sun, new blooms take 

the place of the old so that the departing 

flowers are not missed. These open wide 

as pictured, and are about six inches 

in diameter. The flower petal is finely 

textured in spite of its glowing brilliancy. 

Bulbs spaced about six inches apart will 

send up sufficient foliage to make a solid 

planting. 

These Tigridias are well worthy of a 

rich soil; but if this is lacking, liquid 

manure from time to time through the 

season keeps them sturdy and prolific. 

They ask for considerable water through 

their blooming season. Handle them 

much as you would Gladiolus, though m 

warmer gardens they may be left undis- 

turbed, and a mulch of leaves, or bet 

ter still, leafmold is all that is necessary 

as far north as Philadelphia. Lift them 

for the winter in the coldest sections. 

ANDERSON McCULLY. 
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the The Hose Preferred is Bull Dog Cord al eC riose Frererred 1S Og or 

lbs, | : 

soils. | ~ Char beautiful lawns and gardens ot many of the finest estates in 
color America are kept in perfect condition with the aid of Bull Dog Cord I 

ostly | Garden Hose. 

rolds. | You, too, will prefer this hose. You can twist, turn and knot it as much 

iance as you please and it will not kink. No matter how much it is snarled it 
eggar will continue to give you a full flow of water. 

xican Bull Dog Cord Garden Hose is built like a cord tire. Layers of new, live 

dying rubber and tightly twisted, braided cotton cords are vulcanized into one 
take inseparable wall. The result is a moulded hose, combining super-strength 

urting with rope-like flexibility. 

wide Get this manageable, long-wearing hose from your garden implement 
nches dealer. If he is not stocked, send us his name et address, and yours and 
finely we will see that you are supplied promptly. 

ancy. 

rt — Free Illustrated Folder on Request 
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“Come to see us — —”’ 

beckon The Daffodils 

Right now, the hillside of “Tulipdom” (see small part 

above) isa sight to gladden flower lovers’ hearts. 

There are little white or buff-colored beauties with 

orange or yellow cups; a ribbon of yellow Emperors 

ripples like a golden wave; the jolly “‘Poeticus” types 

flirt with the bolder Trumpet Knights. And all say, 

“Come along, bring your friends, we want to be ad- 

mired.” You'll find plenty to study among the several 

hundred varieties of many types. 

Time, too, to think of those 

early birds for that Rockery 

Crocuses and Scil- 

las, Snowdrops and 

Grape Hyacinths 

should be used to 

enliven that latest 

of all garden hob- 

bies, the rockery. 

Mark bare spots 

now to be planted 

to these earliest of 

all Spring flowers. 

Order before Aug- 

ust ist and bulbs 

will reach you in 

such neat packages 

as shown alongside, 

and as packed in Holland for a Zandbergen customer. 

“Greetings from Tulipdom” 

has been pronounced the most truthful bulb catalog 
published. It offers the choicest among lulips, the 
better among American-grown Daffodils, the finest 
Hyacinths, Crocuses and all other so-called ‘Dutch 
Bulbs”’. All are the product of our own nurseries 
where we constantly strive to produce nothing but 

“Bulbs in a Class All Their Own’. Please ask for 
your free copy of this catalog I‘ DAY. 

ZANDBERGEN BROS., “Talipdom” 

Oyster Bay, Long Island, New York 

Nurseries at Valkenburg, near Leiden, Holland 
and at Babylon, Long Island, N. Y. 

wavs usnsgonsnsanansnnananensugessnsgnianessnaganinsesert-sserens vers-vissthene srassrects 

Garden Reminders 

al . . 
Spri ng ts here! 

AY, the month of sunshine, 
M warmth and spring fever, isan 

extremely busy period for the 
gardener in the Northern states. It is 
the month of actual work, and many 
a backache will be the lot of the man 
with the hoe. But, just as April 
showers bring May flowers, May 
backaches will bring summer happi- 
ness and contentment in a worth- 
while garden. 

NORTH 

The Flower Garden: Sow tender An 
nuals. There still is time to sow 
seeds of Hardy Annuals. 

Sweet-peas should be ready for stak- 
ing. 

Set out bedding plants about the 
25th. 

Disbud Peonies. Use liquid manure, 
Stake Perennials. Transplant some 

of them and get them into their 
permanent plac es. 

Spring bulbs will be through bloom- 
ing. Let the leaves ripen before you 
dig up the bulbs. 

Give Rose bushes another applica- 
tion of bordeaux mixture. Give 
them a treatment of lead arsenate 
this month, too. 

Continue sowings of Sweet Alyssum. 
Protection may come completely 

from Rose bushes late this month. 
Get after those weeds. 
Start planting Tuberoses, Gladiolus, 

Dahlias, and Galtonias. Pondlilies 
may be planted now. 

The V ] lable Gard: fie Begin sowings 
of tender vegetables. 

Don’t let insects get the better of 
Cabbage, Cauliflower, and Sprouts. 

Thin out your hardy vegetables. 
Continue semi-monthly sowing of 

Pe is. 
Plant Potatoes. 
Apply nitrate ol! soda to Lettuce, 
Cabbage, in fact, any leaf vegetable. 

Make another sowing of Lettuce, 
Radishes, and Car t 

Set out early Tomatoes 1 the open, 
besides the coldtrame vn ones 

Don’t let Rhubarb go t eed 
Eliminate the weak-stemmed As 

Pp us 
Cultivate thoror ohly Use a vheel 

hoe 

T/ ( tjran Protect seedlings 
aur old eat he 

Harden off Annuals 
Transplant everyth ble from 

cold me inger | 
( é bout Ma 

th 

Vf ) Son rt you sh bs 
have finished blossoming. Prune 
them 

Keep m il h ava lal I ate trost 
Last call on plantiu mall truits. 
Mulch Strawberri« vith clean straw 
Take uttings of house plants and 
Chrysanthemums 

Be careful in prul f Maples Do it 
while the buds are Dursting 

Plant Beech, Birch, et« 
Appl ition of bone meal will work 

wonders with shrubs 
Evergreens transpla1 ted last month 

should be kept well watered 
Spraying is important for everything. 

Keep spray chart available, and 
watch carefully for insect pests 

Prune hedges and formal evergreens. 

————__ 

Don’t let weeds get into the garden 
paths. 

SOUTH 

The Flower Garden: Fertilize and work 
' 

Rose beds; cut out old canes , 
climbing Roses that have bloomed | 
Prune Spirea, Deutzia, and othe | 
spring-blooming shrubs. 

Control insects with oil-emulsiog | 
arsenate of lead, and nicotine sy. | 
phate. 

For good blossoms keep Chrysanthe. 
mum and Klondyke Cosmos te. | 
minal buds pinched back. i 

Plant Dahlias, in loose soil; and, fy; | 
the last time, Gladiolus. 

Time to start a water garden; native | 
Nympheas and the Zanzibar vari. | 
ties, and Nelumbiums do best jy} 
the South. 

Sow Perennial seeds for setting out iy | 
September in a special bed, pr | 
tected from too much sun an 
drenching rains. 

Don’t fail to get late Annuals inj 
their places where they are to gros 

Replace Alyssum, Sweet-peas an 
other early flowers with Balsam 
Torenia, Browallia, Gomphren | 
Petunia, Gaillardia, Zinnia, Vine 

It isn’t too late to plant vines: Maw 
andya, Cypress-vine, Cardinal 
climber, Sword-bean, Jack-bean 
Moonvine, Thunbergia, Mornin 
glories, Coral Vine. 

i ' 
and the foliage plants. 

: 
; 

The Vegetable Garden: In the upp 
tier of states, Lettuce and Celen 
may still be sown. Give plenty « | 
water and keep bed shaded. 

Sow Melons, Okra, Pumpkin 
Squash, and Cucumbers. 

Put in another crop of early Comb 
take the place of the crop nowm 
turing. 

Make another planting of Beansi& 
later use. 

Stake Tomatpdes. 

Wiscellaneous: Keep sprays at hand 
Keep busy with plow and cultivate 

to get rid of weeds. ' 
Remove superfluous growth fro} 

trees as it appears. 
Don’t let knob-grass bother th 

Strawberries. 
Watch for borers. 

THE WEST COAST 

Continue planting Dahlias, als 
Gladiolus for succession. 

Sow Hunnemania (Mexican Popp! 
in permanent location. 

Set out seedlings and thin out thos 
already planted. ; 

Take up bulbs if crowded, when { 
foliage ripens; store ina dry, 
place until autumn. 

Water and mulch the Sweet-pes 
cutting off the pods. For red pict 
spray with soap suds. 

Give plants as a stimulant, nitrate 
soda dissolved in water: one @ 
spoonful to three gallons. 

Keep the Pansies picked to prolos 
the bloom. Conserve moisture! 
cultivation and mulching. Ste} 
new compost pile for leaf molé | 

Sow seeds of Columbines, Delph 
iums, Primroses, ind other Har’ 
Perennials. 

Cut away old growth from Sa# 
stringing up new growth. 
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Your Last Chance This Spring 

To Plant Hardy Plants 

Reg.U.S.Pat.Of. 

How is that for roots and size? Why 

fuss with little potplants when you can 

get field grown clumps like this? Ask 

yourself that question again. Then an- 

swer yourself fairly and act accordingly. 

Wayside Gardens 

F you don’t plant them “right smart 

quick now,” you'll have to wait till 

September. That means a summer of 

blooms lost. 

But don’t get cold feet and decide 

it’s now so late, that it’s too late. It 

would be, were it not for the fine big 

clumps we sell you. That and the spe- 

cial painstaking way we pack them. 

All plants are carefully wrapped. 

Then tucked in special ventilated boxes, 

between layers of new excelsior and 

fresh moist moss. 

Truth to tell, the plants scarce know 

anything is happening, and when you 

MENTOR, OHIO 

set them out in your garden, they start 

right in growing perky as you please. 

Send for catalog. 

a summer of their blooms. 

Don’t miss out on 

SPECIAL HARDY PLANT 
BARGAINS—-SPRING 1930 
Your Choice of Any of the Following at Greatly 

Reduced Prices. All are Fine Large Stock 
8 Peonies = lifferent, labeled our 

selection, stre $ to 5 ey livisions 
This popular Pe ny bargair $2.5 

) Japanese Ir All different 
) Siberian Iris Blu a a" 

lris—aAll different Her Majesty 
e xtr 
/) Miged Kunderd Gladioli. Fine new ones 

10 Delphinium—Kelway Hybrid > : y NY er , 

nH Al t e Vv ties 
Lemon Lilies I ' irieties 
Liatris Blazing Star) extra fine for 
cut flowers 7 
Mertensia Virgin Blue Bells) 

x 
” 

Hesperis Sweet Rocket 

Lily of the 
: Lily of the 
10 Trillium 

Valley—t 

Grandifiorum Wood Lily, 
10 Hepatica—For shady places 1.0 ) Hardy Ferns—For shady places 1.0 Large Plants re ady for de eli ry at proper plant ‘ME season. We guarant they will reach y« in good growing ¢ ondit ion 
We can supply near! Let us quote on any ‘other Send cash, money order, or order, also pos tage to 

tock you need 

oe are 3 Ibs. Add 5« I 
voints east of Mississipp Or 
West thereof. pers 3 

) 
° oqe 3 

6 Siberiar ee Whit ° ° » 2.06 
1.¢ 

l 16 Cannas—Any color . 1. 0¢ 
i 
] 

+ 

Fine for shade 1.04 
aa 

early flowers mixed 1.0¢ 
rtin Giant. New 1.00 

all plants and shrubs 
heck with you 

Rhine Nixe and other extra fine Iris 1.00 

Valley The old variety 1.40 
fine for shady places 1.00 

7) 
0 

u 

r 
cover parcel post charges 

Bulbs must be sent by parcel post or express at 
T expense, Mos t lots of 25 plants will weigh 

for postage to 
per lb. to points 

R. pbABCoc K PEONY GARDENS 
Jamestown, N. Y. 

pe I I I I 

A
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Ask for 

) Catalog 

ROS ES by Bobbink & Atkins 

HE 1930 EDITION of this catalog is replete with up-to- 
date varieties of Roses; it is more than a catalog, it is a 
reference and guide for American Rose amateurs and 

growers. It presents late introductions which offer new surprises, 
and includes many favorites of olden days. Many Roses are 
illustrated in color; correct descriptions are given with comments 
on their merits and demerits; cultivation instructions are sim- 
plified; pen and ink sketches show planting steps and how to 
secure the most perfect flowers; all are classified and arranged to 
make ordering easy. A copy will be mailed on request to those 
who intend to plant Roses. 

Hardy Herbaceous Plants 

“Hardy Herbaceous Plants” 
Fashioned Flowers and Rock-Garden Plants, many of whic 
pots. Beautifully illustrated in color and black. It contains an alphabetical 
table of Hardy Herbaceous Plants indicating flowering period, approximate 
height and color. A copy will be mailed to those who intend to plant Old- 
Fashioned Flowers. 

OUR SPECIALTIES. In addition to 
Roses, several New Hardy Azaleas have 
been originated by Bobbink & Atkins. Our 

Our catalog contains a complete list of Old- 
we have growing in 

In your request for catalog, 
im portant to state definitely 

specialties include Lilacs, Azalea Mollis what you intend to plant as we 
and Pontica, Chinese Magnolias, Coton- publish several catalogs. 
easters, Japanese Maples, Weeping Flower- You will confer a favor upon 

us by mentioning the Amerwan 
Home when writing. 

ing Cherries, Red Dogwood, Blue Spruce 
(grafted,) Koster and Moerheimi varieties. 

We shall be glad to give you prices. 

BOBBINK & ATKINS 

Nurserymen and Florists Rutherford, New Jersey 

When your 

plants, flowers or 

shrubs become troubled by 

bugs spray them frequently with 
Wilson’s O. K. Plant Spray... 
the nationally recognized stand- 
ard insecticide. Wilson’s O. K. 

Plant Spray is non-poisonous, 
easily applied and is equally 
effective indoors or out-of-doors. 

Recommended by the Officers of 
The Garden Club of America. 
Half-pint 40¢; Quart $1.00; 
Gallon $3.00; 5 Gallons $12.00; 
10 Galions $20.00. 

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS 
Also Manufacturers of 

WILSON’S WEED KILLER 
The Modern Way to Kill Weeds 
WILSON’S RHODY LIFE 

For Rhododendrotis 

Wilson’s O. K. Plant Spray 
is sold by leading Stor 
everywhere and the genuine 
may be identified by the { 
mous Trade Mark. Write 
us, if your dealer cannot 
supply your requirements. 

Trade Mark Regsered 

Kill weeds the Wilson way... simply dilute 
Wilson’s Weed Killer (1 Gallon to 40 gallons 
of water) ... and sprinkie... that's ail. The 

| modern way to exterminate all weeds, poison 
ivy, vines, etc. One good application a year 
is sufficient. Inexpensive... clean... odor- 
less. 1 gallon $2.00; 5 Gallons $8.00. 

CdyotMiligp, 

Dept. A5 

SPRINGFIELD, NEW JERSEY 
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W hat you ought to know 

about Annuals 

I. GEORGE QUINT 

PIHE following quest are é What are the rules for growing 
those isked most | equently Asters! 
concern Annual They are Sandy soil mixed with rotted f 

answered l mt le term vith every manure provides the best home i | 
desire to avol 1 technical matte: for the seeds. Plants may be | I 
I i ore LA started indoors but those which t 
7 ne : | are grown from seeds in the 

There no type of | lant which i bru ground resist : diseases 
ei Cite 1. th and insects best. Fertilize with pays preate L1\ enas tnan 

these old-fashioned, homel, wood ashes and mulch with 
\ ad J : The . ‘ —_ a grass in dry weather. Root ' 
Sateadl ah ease" 4. “e aphis may be controlled by Car- i 
: : 7 4 . { bon bisulphide or tobacco 4 >» nx ‘ 4 Ul Lic bOW CUS 

EA DY a Pee a stems. Poisoned bait around 

ws hniameiis Ohi : ef we the stems will get rid of cut. 
ons bloom und ; ay a their worms, and a liberal spraying 

‘ vo tre ty of arsenate of lead will take ease uitwure a L tne varic . . ° 
f th . care of the beetles. For disease 

9 What y ee ve , eae prevention use bordeaux mix. 
ae - ca , ite ture and arsenate of lead. 

: B pecan ny a ble 9. Why can Pansies not be grown in suy good seeds trom reputable i lial | 
seedsmen Sow ea und ; wast , ' 
duties Uieske yr [his is one of the most common | € iv, if ne Out it young ° . 

. ol to é 4] “ais of fallacies with which we deal e la S$ as SOOI is they 1OV . 
To Hold Moisture and Improve Your Soil aaah ak cntialien ons anathee. in flower growing. For years 

Plant for harmor color we have heard the « ry, “Don’t ' 
LANTS are 95% water. They must have constant PO a ee ol grow Pansies unless there isa | 
moisture if they are to grow as well as vou believe adie te oiiebesh cubilia shady location. As a matter 

they should. To supply such moisture—to have it tion real me = a ee ob- 
readily available in sufhcient quantities for plant use 5. What Annuals « weeed best a ethene pe “I mg , . may > grown in the shade, 
day or night as the need arises, requires more than in ihe minimum Of Cas ore t i ; bl Sos . — 1 ‘ ) aval > ; 
occasional showers or watering China asters, Calendulas, Cal ee eee 

. a Genel ee ( seeds early and cover with 1ODSIS, oO owe! sal on 
lardia Sunflowers, Petunias sandy soil. Transplant the 

The soil must retain moisture; not as a lake or a pud Ob ee gaara > en a seedlings when large enough to Ve golds am isturtl Ss a o 
dle but within its particles so that roots can get at it. as eee “haiianal™™ hen handle. Give the plants plenty . rs are a Os ool-pro e : -™ 
This is the physical condition of the soil and correct icin te, ailhlia Miatieaniinn al of water and pick flowers fre- = 

physical condition can only be attained by mixing or bicomine quickly quently. Use bordeaux mixture | — 

ganic matter contributing active humus in with garden 4. What Annuals are best for cutting? we —— and sulphur for 

soil to give it the necessary absorption capacity. Those which serve best when mi dew. 

picked and used f table d 10. Where there is room for only one® mcke i *¢ tO! abie de . ° ~ 4 
‘ , , an , , pe variely, which do you recommend? 

In fact the productive fertility of your soil depends corations are the ree There ie no one var 2 a i . 1 f C ~ ) . ~ 
more upon this physical condition than upon fertil China Asters, Callopsis, Cos a ote oe if . if , ty | pe = mos, Larkspurs, Scabiosas, Gy- Annual that will give you 
1zeTs. your soil is too sandy, or too Clayey, or too waatilion Sunebex | Zin greater satisfaction in resist- 

. : op as, « € eas, an in- ; : 
loose, or too tightly packed—even if it is chock full of a 2 ance to disease, richness of 

fertilizer that is not dissolved and held in suspension in yt ae oe a os color, and profusion of bloom 

water ready for immediate use—your plants will not otal than the Salvia or Flowering® 

yield flower or fruit as they should. Generally, the best results will Sage. Here is an Annual that® 
will more than reward you for 

be obtained when wn in t} ‘ t It i 
j } 1e€ Space you give lit. 1s 

GPM Peat Moss is the most universally used and sunny spots. But several kinds ye os. ) e - _ 
- arte ariy 1 ats or 2 

approved substance for incorporating organic matter do well in the shade, for ex- “eit . brite if cal with & 
> . >rteoc , > ar oe +< . - Or ample, Cornflowers, Godetias, oan a : in soil. It is perfectly fitted for holding water for > \. ee I CE 

your plants (being much like billions of tiny sponges ee eee ‘Sch when danger of frost is over. It » 1 ‘é 1? ara | ,», Wwe i VSsuln, «fil e : ° 
admirably adapted for keeping your soil in the “pink ath ‘Seca S.) is best where there is some " . Za us, nopn i JalVia, ° 
of condition. It will help grow those wonderful sary Vay es shade, but may be grown with 

flowers you've seen but never grown. < sine tee cee Gn —" out fear in the full sun. 
at ase Re, Mie 11. What annuals are especially 

Let us send you a trial package containing enough Some of the finest vines are the — . — presen — 

Peat Moss Soil Improver to enable you to make a Annuals. Among them are the NAY OF REATY FOI rought, hea 
14 - " - . ' lc] | S ’ Yes indeed, it is well to make NO 

liberal test—$1.50. Add 25c for postage. We wi Cardinal-climber, Scarlet-run al to &t tons bel ; 

include directions for using ner, Tall Nasturtium, Morn gna ae Paden — PR 
: P S* n lory, Cvpre M the divisions are arbitrary since wit ng-Zio! press-vine On ’ ° oti 

, ™ a a Zinnia, for example, will en- 
lowe! Thunbergia, a i Cobaea an . ' 

, dure poor conditions but will ; 
oon Prin 

Sweet-pea, and Ten-week Stock. 
The following Annuals can | 

* supports Fertility sn uld be be counted _— to give flowers I 

otl W724 Ki heavy, and bone meal makes an after the first frosts: Sweet 

4 14, Over exc elle nt te rtilize I W at rec ly Alyssum, Candytuft, Clarkia, 
al aa tie anil tn don Marigold, Drummond Phlox, 

. and Ten-week Stock. 

ATKINS & DURBROW, Inc., Roe | ne ee gage NEXT MONTH What You | Cy 
moved Ought to Know About Dahlias. PR 

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF 

6 What y best way to S / do so much better in a more 

peas an ho un tl ‘ , 4? congenial site. Thus on a dry, brin 

a ‘& \ the fetta = y sandy soil use by preference wor! 

They grow be st. Ow t is do Cobola, Godetia, Nasturtium, ston 

best in a cool climate wl the Portulaca, and Zinnia. For very of n 

atmosphere is dry and there is a cold regions try Sweet Alys- erat 

d deal of sun , : | sum, Clarkia, Marigold, Pansy, heat 

ing is the best w to start 
seed The plant hould have 
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Plants 5 9 e 

Fasily Grown e orld s oicest 

wiv | Nolidhtful t°See For Those Who Want the Best 

_ #3 a . | pe | a — HESE aristocrats of the Iris family are as beautiful as the 
ri ‘s F; choicest orchids, yet they are the hardiest and most rugged a ree ay — he ese ~ be | This RC CAKS flower that grows. They are the latest achievement of the Hybri- 

which Booklet of ry 2 dizer’s art, the culmination of a lifetime of effort on the part of 
in the | k Plant Lr many famous specialists from every section of the globe. There 
iseases Roc ants C are silky and pansy textured sorts, some with petals like a piece 
“e with and Alpines of fine porcelain and others with the texture of the finest plush; 
1 with r I H some that are delightfully frilled and others as smooth as satin; 

Root ells How delicate pastel shades, soft blends and rich gorgeous colorings; 
by car- fragrant ones of giant size and perfect form. The most striking 
phasth to Succeed thing in the garden will be a collection of these wondrous beauties, 
woul now offered for the first time at a moderate price; they were re- 
of all cently sold at $25.00, $50.00 and $75.00 per root, but this special 
o ffering now places them within the reach of all. ra ying {AV FAIR ’ 

l take 
diseess NURSERIES Bruno—A Masterpiece in bronzy heliotrope and violet-purple. 
ee $5.00 each; 3 for $13.50; 6 for $25.00 
d Gold Imperial—The finest deep yellow of the richest coloring and 

own in Rare shrubs, rare Saxifraga, rare oy ~oggaaeaa $1.50 each; 3 for $3.75; 6 for $6.00; 100 
Irises, rare Natives. Unusual and choice rock plants and alpines are Dr. Charles H. Mayo—The finest orchid-pink toned variety; a i - : ra ~ g , : o y > r © © | mmon | listed in the most helpful and giant oo with a out white throat. Very tall and early. | 

ve deal interesting catalog we have ever $2.00 each; 3 for $5.00; 6 for $9.00. ; , wane = Morning Splendour—The finest American Iris introduced to date. 
R published. Send for your copy see: ts aps ier 2 ‘Don’t faiee Awarded three medals. Exquisitely fragrant. Rich red tone. 

oa ua ‘ $1.75 each; 3 for $4.50; 6 for $7.50. 
aie SPRING BEAUTY True Charm—The finest ‘“‘plicata,” or white with a “button-hole 

é Seats canat? Seakeiae ange allel pee rea ‘ a COLLECTION re aay ~ gd lavender around the edge. $1.50 each; 3 for $3.75; Iris Magnifica 

plants 12 of the most proliferous Taj Mahal—A magnificent snow white Iris of waxy texture. Magnifica—In richness of color, gigantic size, perfection of 
ade, if bloomers of spring in an as- $1.50 each; 3 for $3.75; 6 for $6.00. form, majestic bearing, delicious fragrance and heavy 
le. Sow sorted color combination. $3 00 Mary Gibson—A handsome soft rosy bronze blend. A most texture this brilliant crimson toned variety is unsurpassed. | 
> with Each plant is labeled. — unusual and refined coloring. $1.75 each; 3 for $4.50; 6 $1.00 each; 3 for $2.75; 6 for $5.00. 
t the for $7.50. 7 ; Apache—A distinctly new color in Iris. Copper red. Very 
ugh to MAYFAIR NURSERIES Autumn King—In addition to flowering profusely during fine. $2.50 each; 3 for $6.00; 6 for $10.00. | 

lent 93 Highland Avenue the summer season this fine large purple bi-color invari- Asia—An aristocratic soft blend. Very large and tall 
AP BERGENFIELD NEW JERSEY ably produces a full crop of flowers in the fall. $1.50 $1.75 each; 3 for $4.50; 6 for $7.50. | 
ers fre- each; 3 for $3.75; 6 for $6.00; 100 for $60.00. Lady Byng—An exquisite soft ageratum violet which r 
nixture —— Jubilee—A ruffled orchid-like peach tinted flower, tinged cently sold at $50.00 per root. One of the most charm 
ur for yellow and finely peppered soft maroon. $1.75 each; ing Iris in my entire collection. $1.00 each; 3 for $2.75 

: 3 for $4.50; 6 for $7.50. 6 for $5.00; 100 for $75.00. 
nly one Mme. Gaudichau—The largest, darkest and finest deep Ballerine—The most popular light blue toned variety. A 

al that 
you for 
is best As I grow only the very finest Iris you are sure to be pleased with this collection. My space is limited and I must therefore 

or hot- move certain stocks to make room for the propagation of new varieties. My necessity is your good fortune. The labor 
mn wit saved in putting up this “Rainbow Collection” without labels enables me to furnish the utmost in value at the minimum 

tdoors cost. I guarantee that this collection will contain such famous varieties as “Ambassadeur,” which was recently voted the most 
me It popular Iris in the world by the American Iris Society; Lent A. Williamson, which in 1922 the same organization voted 
ve the finest Iris in the world, and other equally fine varieties. If you wish a garden full of fine flowers, in all the colors of 
5 some the rainbow, but do not wish the extra care of keeping them labeled, you cannot go wrong on this fine collection 

n with 50 choice plants, My Selection, without labels—$ 6.75 
all 100 choice plants, My Selection, without labels— 12.00 

scially . 7 >. 
“- Japanese Iris Dwarf Iris Collection 
al, elc.t I have a wonderful collection of these gorgeous beauties, some of which These miniature jewels are especially adapted to the rock garden, or 
9 make NO. 4I—SUN DIAL NO. 68—GAZING BALL are almost as large as a dinner plate. There are singles, doubles, selfs, for planting in the border in front of the taller varieties. They bloom | 
ns, but HEIGHT 30 IN 10 IN. DIAM mott ed and st. iped effects, soft tones and the most brilliant colorings. just ahead of “‘The Early Iris Garden Collection,”’ in fact just after the 

ma PRICE COMPLETE PEDESTAL 32 IN. HIGH They follow the ‘“‘Rainbow Collection’ in bloom. This collection will crocus have finished blooming in early spring, and therefore come at a 
ry since WITH BRONZE DIAL COMPLETE consist of varieties costing $1.00 to $5.00 per plant if bought sepa- time when flowers in the garden are so much prized. Only choice vari | 
will en- | #23 $28 rately. eties will go into this collection. 

t will ' I will furnish 25 assorted plants, without labels for $ 9.75 20 Plants in 4 choice varieties, My Selection, labeled $ 5.00 
u Primo Art Garden Furniture 50 choice plants assorted, my selection, without labels 15.50 100 Plants in 10 choice varieties, My Selection, labeled 23.50 
a more - 
a dry, brings to you the charm of old- E : G : i ri n Iri 
ference | W0rld gardens. It is really cast in arly Iris arden Collection haat Sibe a S 

tium stone: . kl This collection blooms from two to three weeks ahead of the “Rainbow Nothing surpasses the Siberian Iris for landscape or garden effect, or | 
urtium, f » quic y weathers to the color Collection.” You'll et a great thrill out of AN EARLY IRIS GARDEN. for cut flowers. They are prodigious bloomers, in full sun or partial 
‘or very Of na’ ° " This collection will include only choice varieties, in a fine range of shade, in almost any location or soil. have a magnificent collection | 

Aly : tural stone; endures for gen colors, varieties that are exceedingly free flowering, hardy and easy to of them and guarantee this collection will be worth several times the 
‘e ye — because not affected by grow. price paid. 

ansy, tat, co) 30 Plants in 5 choice varieties, My Selection, labeled $ 7.50 50 Fine Siberian Iris in Assorted Colors, without labels $ 7.50 
< Stock. Id, frost or dampness. 60 Plants in 10 choice varieties, My Selection, labeled 12.00 100 Fine Siberian Iris in Assorted Colors, without labels 12.75 | 

; can | “— —_— ‘ ‘ . ‘ " 
r <a Write for FREE My 1930 Catalogue contains 120 pages and is free for the asking. It contains a vast 
Gani ILLUSTRATED CATALOG D store of Iris information and lists the World’s Choicest Varieties. Send for your copy. | 

; Sw . i 
Clarkia, 

Phos Rive HRI ROBERT WAYMAN | 
al 

at You Cars , Box A, Bayside Long Island, N. Y | 
. Stone Garden Furniture ’ Ane phtain 
oa PROVIDENCE -R-1-U-S‘A 

d? : 
ety of 
e you! 
resist- 

ess of 
bloom | 

»wering 

purple. A giant flower on tall erect stems. Very fra- 
grant. $1.00 each; 3 for $2.75; 6 for $5.00; 100 for $60.00. 

fine, large, very fragrant flower on tall stems. $1.00 each; 
3 for $2.50; 6 for $4.00. 

One each of the above 15 choice varieties $20.00 Three each, total 45 plants, for $50.00 

Six each, enough for a nice clump of each, $90.00 

Rainbow Collection 
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Drastic Reductions 

on Choice Planting Material 

Rosedale Nurseries, long famous for high-grade stock, are now 

Summer blooms from spring set bulbs 

Continued from pag 19>) 

forced to sacrifice valuable planting material to make way for the one and one-half inch of mellow soil ones blooming first, the smaller one, 
Saw Mill River Parkway. over it. In late fall the should be following in continuous succession, i 

7 a . lifted and stor d like Gladiolus The Choose the sunniest i , 
This Is Your Opportunity eg a : . 4 — est spot im you 

9 4 co . . -_ third year they will bloom. The full- garden, out of strong winds, as these 
to save 20 to 30° on magnificent Evergreens, noble Shade Trees, i sized bulbs are inexpensive, however, _ ruin the fragile flowers. A sandy loam 
large-size Fruit Trees, Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs, includ- 
ing large sizes for immediate effect, Roses, Iris and Peonies. and make offsets. For best effect plant and leaf mold make the best soil fo, 

in groups of five or more rapid, sturdy growth. If any fertilizer 

$10,000.00 LANDSCAPE JOB came to us in Tarry- The Peruvian Daffodil Ismene s needed, bone meal is best. The bed 
QUALITY cannot be equated at Ot yr prt calathina) has Amaryllis-like pure should have at least eighteen inches 

white flowers, ind is ve igrant. of this soil, as the bulbs make very 
Write for 1930 Catalog quoting reduced prices It can be | lanted in June and will fleshy roots. Plant three inches deep 

begin flowe ng in ir ly It can be and SIX inches apart any time after 

OSEDALE URSERIE taken out of the October May fifteenth, putting a little sand 

C/"Outfitters for the Home Grounds” to flower in the house or be stored for under and about each bulb. Water 
; eT unother season. It is an interesting should be given in dry times, with 

On the Saw Mill River Road, 3'; Miles North of Elmsford old timer but so little seen as to be cultivation. Bulbs planted June first 

S. G. HARRIS, Owner, Box A, Tarrytow n, 4 welcomed as a novelty by many. of last year, were in bloom in early 
SE ea VEG be Tiger flower (Tigridia ne of the August in my Minnesota garden. 

coo most spectacularly gorgeous flowers The individual flowers of the Tj. 
one can have in the garde While not cridia last but one day, opening in 

for the finest in hardy except in the wa sections early morning and closing by late 
ot our country, it can be most suc- afternoon. Each stalk bears two 

| cessfully grown u our northern blooms, however, and new stems keep 
ROSES | gardens if treated just like Gladiolus, springing up from the offsets, so there 

lifting and storing in late autumn is a continuous display if the right } 
conditions are given. They are not | and replant ng in sprin 

HAT is unquestionably the great These bulbs are on the market in intended for cut flowers as a bloom 
est collection of choicest Rose nov- limited quantities but can be ob- wilts at once in water. 

elties ever offered in our Q2 years of doing business tained from the larger dealers and The bulbs increase very rapidly, 

is presented to you this season through the Dreer Gar growers. Tigridia pavonia comes to us and should be dug soon after the tops 

den Book. Nineteen pages of it are devoted to Roses, from Mexic Phe r see 7 ot ye ry ae should 
sixteen of them portray Roses in natural colors. And eee See eee rs ameter; et te See ey rf apes Py y 7 : arving 1 SIZE it lifferent varie- on tray until 10se ‘shy roots , | 

Y among the more than three hundred beauties compet- Pt ° . 1] s “oil gto AS = | 4 f 7 f ‘ . ties to those quite small a i delicate. low the bulb are completely dried. ' 
Y ing for your favor, none They vary in color, the outer seg- When pac king them away, a dusting | 

are greater than those ments being vellow, scarlet, white, of tobacco dust will keep off and kill 
found in the two collec- orange, Carmine, rost purple. A any aphis that may be on them. They 

j tions offered here: N very rare form, a nat f Brazil, can then be stored in a frost-free 
iS blue, while many hyt is have been cellar where they can be perfectly 

Z The Dreer produced in Europe The bulbs of dry and protected from mice which | 
“Gold Medal’’ Dozen this unusual and attractive flower are will leave their favorite cheese to ' 
, : € isily grown trom seed here the least upon them. These bulbs are 
ety ec bee > 2 season is reasonably . In the’ edible and are very delicious when | 
Edith Helen, R F. Page Roberts north thev can be raisé¢ easily by boiled and served with butter, salt, 
Rosed — _— : ai. following the method used for Gal- and pepper. They have been an im- 

} Strong two-year-old plants, one 414 5 N tonia. Practically all will bloom the portant article of food for years in 
each of twelve prize winners for ° second vear from seed. M im-sized certain valleys of Mexico, the Indians 

The Dreer Dozen and large bulbs will all bl 1 at some sometimes having dug them % 
time during the season. The larger thoroughly it (Continued on page 2/2 | 

holds twelve distinct varieties that | have “made good” wher r Roses 
grow Absolute v Geper j l stande 
bys for everybody. 

Strong two-year-old plants, one each $11 00 | 
of twelve highly meritorious kinds for . | 

| ' The Dreer Garden Book 
“YY Continues to serve the nation as a trustworthy isor on all garden matters. Offers 
Ws the best only in Seeds, Bulbs, Plants, Roses, Dahlias, et Free for t isking, AL 7 Wi mention this publication. 

Y ENRY A.DREE od : 
1306 Spring Garden St. 

. - 
' 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Ul pe 
RARE (California-bred 

| Dahlia Seed 

and 

GLADS 

The Vegetables and Flowe rs Is your name on 
you would like to see grow 
ing in your garden read 
all about them in Burpee’s 

Annual Garden Book 
This is the catalog that tells 
the plain truth about th 

our complimen 
tary mailing list? 
If not, write to 
day for catalog 
Increase the 
beauty of your 

garden with selections from scores of famous 
Best Seeds That Grow. It de- standard varieties and many rare new Salbach 
scribes the Burpee Quality | originations, bred in the land of flowers and | 
Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants. sunshine. | 

tia, not unlike Gladiolus in habit 
and height, shows star-shaped flowers of 

scarlet in the modern varieties. 
Useful for cutting 

Write for a free copy of 
Burpee’s Annual. | cin cid 

655 Woodmont Avenue 
W. ATLEE BURPEE CO. aaa Mlk helmed 

urpee Building Philadelphia | 

CARL SALBACH Month? 
oS 

Berkeley, Calif. 
0 Jr fa orange 



lo me 
—tettes 

ur Garden« 

an a noreee le 

ssion. A 
in your 
as these ‘ Smashing — Reduction! 
dy loam Well. Mr. Hendriks . 
soil for ee : 

ertilizer 
The bed 
1 inches | 
ke very ' 
1e€S deep | 

ne alter ' The Rainbow oscillating sprinkler, illustrated above 
tle sand | sprinkles areas as large as 60 ft. square without 
3 Water having to be moved Waters in a square instead 
-_ 2 of acircle. Gives uniform water distribution. Does 
~~ pe the work of three or four ordinary sprinklers 
une 5 Suc veautiful var- 
- = The White Showers line includes both portable ? tocies ~ "emerten, Frenate 
i. early and permanent irrigation equipment for lawns and —. — Jt. oman 
4en. gardens. ete. Elegant in borders or 
the Ti- Motes 4 ‘ large beds. Fine for cut 

. le r rcular flowe 
ening in | Lilies “The following a 

y . ‘ eties eqgaie, ratum, Mag 
by late W hite Showers, Inc. =. Goren, tisipemene. 
me 7 ans, Tiger, etc 
ars two : 6453 Dubois St. 4 n 

>ms keep | Detroit, Mich. Peonies P 
so there oe a ee 
he right ' ie S an wo i d f ; large ‘size, standard 3 

7 ; } . 44 Z — . — a eye division 
“| [ipieenuas grand garden favorites em 
a bloom | that should be in every per- 6. "tes $1 

: ennial bed. Delphiniums, Make your lawr 
° . | th eat 

rapidly, A BEAUTY SPOT blues to match the changing Guality hia! 
the t In Your Garden ; . ality ; 

€ tops summer skies—a wealth of tall tion grass seed. P1 
'y should GLADIOLUS graceful spikes thru all the 

duces an ¢ dur 
veivety t : i 

un layers 25 Almeda Strawberry $1.00 Fr . ‘ — ’ ol the I oot | 15 Ambrosia Buf ‘00 summer months. Chrysanthe- Pigs nie Bnd 
ly dried. | 14 Berwyn Pink 1.00 mums—great gorgeous stands of Money saving offers for qual- — 
y ried. 19 Betty Peach 1.00 : . | ity nursery stock, bulbs a 

a dusting | 19 Carnival Henna 1.00 yellow, bronze, white and reds to perennial plants. Buy di MONEY Hack 
7 ' 14 Mercedes Purple 1.00 pa . . . , «# from grower. Ord 1 ‘ The origina e and kill a 00 — the a of autumn, to from this a. We erder = | ah eee 

. : 16 Oracl Orange-Pink 1.00 . arde . Money cheerfully em. They | 16 Grace = Grong Pink 188 ring garden joy right thru to rae «a a 
? : > > or a¢ . q testion If you are frost-free | es Gast Bad 100 the very last Dept. C, 945 W. Washington Bivd question If 

“a éf Ned ea 4 : - oe Chicago, Minois dissatisfied with 
perfectly | | ? Tiffany White 1.00 vw ° * =" sa en ——— your purchase, 
ao a = Largs tieet = lotty’s "Mums and Delphiniums are ALA Ochs Sines 

JT nch xec . 
ean | me Basco sn strong, sturdy stock, field grown. a ee 

, Any six lots for $5.00 ‘| } Wil hr 1\ ¢ Oo g lhe an fo a oe I ' y will thrive in any good 8 arde . a 
sO ous whe | = ak deemed ce —— . —— of « - “rr 250 TE Phlox 

: attention, and will repa u hand- 
tter, salt, | Box 1343. Ashland, Mass. * Ls 125 Iris—100 Rock Plants | 
: : —— somely in a wealth of blooms. . 

a ae Rockplants, Rare Alpines, Evergreens a en | years m ? P sare g , Dwarf, Japanese, Siberian Iris | 
1e Indians Rockgarden Construction DELPHINIUMS : hens i ; | We ship only such plants as 

age 21 ser Catalogee. collections illustrated in Totty’s Delphiniums are the pride of fan- we would expect to receive. 
page ats our Catalogue. ciers everywhere. This year they hav 1930 Catalog Now Ready | 

Write today for your copy reached a new peak of perfec . F | lé today < ad ¢é pea of perfection Ine ° : 
RAINBOW NURSERY CO., INC. types not named but selected in shades of Hillside Gardens | 

East Northport, N. Y. hight blue, dark blue and mauve are priced ft Amesbury, Mass. 
—- - at $1.00, $10 per dozen. “Run of the ——_- —_! 

‘“‘No library complete without 
Kipling complete’ 

Star Roses} 
are priced at soc per plant, $3.00 per 

be lo en, $2 r€ : We h; r¢ rep: ed 
bloom till frost ; a aledinn for the b ~ fit of those HAMMOND’S 

Roses are like other merchan- | 
dise—you get what you pay 
for. Upkeep on the cheap rose | 
and on the Star Rose is the 

field,” strong clumps, hand marked as to 
type or color 50c each, $5.00 per dozen, 
$35.00 per 100. 

CHRYS ANTHEMUMS 

Most standard varieties, as pictured above, 

customers who have never grown hardy 
chrysanthemums and therefore are not 
fariliar enough with the different types 
to know definitely what to order. This 
assortment comprises of an equal number 

Insecticides & Fungicides | 
p Backed by 50 Years’ Experience 

Favorites of Careful Growers 

Hammond's Grape oust 
| same; the real difference in quality is of each rvy e, all entirely satisfactory and ' ‘is alate teneheiie in 00 - 

revealed when the roses bloom. all shades of color. We will send our own D5 eee ack aaiias dete on 

“Star Roses’? are not merely a trade selection of 100 assorted plants $15. Pe as, Rose, Vi rhe ts ( hrysar hemume ¢ J 

i ; : ' cumbers, Vielor ranberries, ©) mut 
Mame, they are the triumph of 33 | SE os Gane te 

years of rose growing, plus the results EIS RN AAT i A RRP ae powder, also used as a spray 
of ri s te i ial grounds gorous tests in our triz z " 7 ~enboeetoe s Slug Shot 

where each new rose has to prove itself | I Os le af eating insect at before it is offered to our customers. 
Avoid disappointment by planting Hammond's a Juice 
Star Roses, from which the risk of fail- Contact spray for Aph Thrips, Red 
ure is eliminated. Spider, White Fly ott ale, et 

Our new super-interesting catalog, Hammond’ s Copper Solution 
Offering over 200 varieties of guaran- For Black Spot and R mn Roses, Mig 
teed-to-bloom Star Roses with 46 nonette Disease, Tomat "Bl ght and Rot 
shown i n natural colors, is ready. It’s 3 . ] Hammond’s Weed Killer 
free. Send now. MADISON, NEW JERSEY In quart, gallon, 5 gals. and barrels. I 

The CONARD-PYLE CO. 
Robert Pyle, Pres. 

Star Rose Growers 

Box 24 West Grove, Pa. 

Send Today for 

Your Copy of these of ROSES . 

‘When You Think 

in price, but efhiment 
Sold by seedsmen and dealers i 

supplies. If your dealer cannot supply 
us his address. Write for literature 

Hammond's Paint & Slug Shet Works 
Beacon, N. Y.. New FOLDERS Think of TOTTY’S” 



MANURE! 

manure. 

manure. 

in fertilizing power with 

You owe it to yourself 

our booklet? It's free. 
Send $7.75 for 100 Ibs. 

Good gardening depends on manure. 
Chemicals, prepared fertilizers, noth- 
ing can take its place. You must have 

Stable manure has become scarce, 
but thanks to ADCO you can still 
have all the manure you need. ADCO 
is the powder that when mixed with 
straw, leaves, weeds, cuttings, garden 
waste of any kind, turns it into 

This ADCO Manure is 
real manure, identical chemically and 

fashioned kind, but much cleaner. 

about artificial manure and how to 
make it. Won't you let us send you 

or order it from your own seedsman. Simple d 

ADCO, 1738 Ludlow rant Philadelphia 

MORE MANURE! 

the old- 

to know 

of ADCO, enough to make two tons x 
mpany \ Kag 

Of all.the plants of g 

are the optimists. 
be sure, 
demure, and others, 

“Hello” to every one. 

alog six varieties 

shade. 

Columbine 

bells of Scotland 

Hepatica (See below) 

Happy Rock 

Plants 

arden and 
field, I think the Rock Plants 

are very quiet and 

Violas, always look up and say 

ever saw a rock plant scowl. 

Now to be more commercial, 
we have selected from our cat- 

of cheerful 
Rock Plants that prefer a little 

Aquilegia canadensis—American 

Campanula rotundifolia — Blue- 

Hepatica acutiloba — Sharplobe 

Some, to 

like the 

Nobody 

tain Saxifrage 

(See above) 

Iris cristata — Crested Iris 

Saxifraga virginiensis — Moun- 

Tiarella cordifolia — Foamflower 

Special Offer:—For $10.00 we will send 

you 12 each of the above 6 varieties, 

Besides our 

greens, Shrubs, 
and Berry Plants. 
send you a catalog 
wish. 

or we will send you 6 each for 

$5.50, F. O. B. Putney. 

hundreds of 
kinds of Perennials, we have 
a very complete list of Ever- 

Fruit Trees 
We will 

if you 

George D. Aiken Box V, Putney, Vermont 

“‘Grown In Vermont, It’s Hardy 

VERYBODY delights 
lovely flowers. 

Tells how to build 
a garden pool; how to 
grow Waterlilies in a tub; 

Lilies, plants and goldfish. 

garden. 

676 Forest Street 

You can 
them easily, and a tub or pool of 
Waterlilies will add marvelous beauty 
to your garden. Send for this 

New Waterlily Catalogue 

FREE 

all varieties and pictures several in ° 
color; also offers special collections of 

book for anyone who wants a water- 
Send for it to-day. 

Arlington Waterlily Gardens 
Arlington, N. J. 

We hav e the 

and 
in these 

Lowe varied 

established 
describes 

Just the 

ORCHIDS 

most 

largest 

commercial collection 

of orchids in the 

United States—writ 

for special list of 

orchids 

LAGER & HURRELL 

Orchid Growers and Importers 

SUMMIT - - NEW JERSEY 

The American Home 
= i 

Summer blooms from spring set bulbs 

was very difficult for « ctors to 
find any seed 

We are all familiar with the Com- 
mon Buttercup, but perhaps not with 
its tuberous-rooted siste pecies well 
known in Europe and West 
Coast; nor 1s it generally known that 
these beautiful tender varieties can 
be grown in our northern rdens 11 
lifted and stored at the end their 
growing season. 

The Asiatic varieties are pre ferred 
mowers plantings the 

globe-shaped 
for out-of-door 

double , 
inches in diameter, on 

being irom 
three to five 

] making them a fine cut long stems 
flower, and of nearly every color 
except blue, the colors ranging from 
white to yellow, pink, dee] reds, and 
bronzes. The foliage is very attractive. 

The tuberous roots are like very 
tiny Dahlia roots, look , when you 
receive them, like a _ tiny bird’s 
foot about an inch long. The should 
be soaked in water from twelve to 
twenty-four hours before ting. A 
rich, sandy loam is the right soil for 
them. A _ suitable plant ig soil for 
them can be made by mixing three 
parts of loam, one part leaf mold, one 
part ot very old manure, and a little 
sand. If the manure cannot be pro- 
cured, bone meal can be use 1. The 
little tubers should be p! inted verti- 
cally, two inches deep and SIx inches 
apart, in a place that is protected 
from the hot sun, and where they 
can be given plenty of water. As soon 
as danger of frost is ove they can 
be planted and will bloom the latter 
part ol July. 

The proper time to lift them is 
when the leaves turn yellow and the 
stalk pulls away trom the root easily, 

} August. When dug, the little tubers 
should be cleaned of soil and 

then wintered in a 
cellar. Stored in this 

vitality for 

dried in 
a shady place, 
dry, trost-tree 
way they will retain thei 
two or three years. Strong sun, poor 
soil, and drought will mean failure 
with these lovely flowers, but their 
demands are so modest, the price of 

reasonable, and their in- 
that every 

' a colony of these 

tubers so 
crease so great garden 
should have 
ties. 

The tube 
both single and 

beau- 

rous-roote 1 Anemones 
double SO closely 

that the 
differ- 

' culture 

Ranunculus 
can see little 
them. The 

ements are the 

resemble the 
average person 
ence between 
and requll same, too, 
and they must be lifted and stored in 
the same way after dying down in 
August. They are just as lovely and 
come in the same general colors. Both 
have been grown successfully in my 
Minnesota garden. 

Tritonias, more commonly known 
in the United States as Montbretias, 
will give splashes of the | htest and 
richest orange, yellow, i cot, and 
scarlet throughout the latter half of 
the summer from July intil frost. 
In bulb, flower spike, and foliage they 
are greatly like the Gladiolus and in 
oul northern gardens should be 
treated like them, lifting them in fall 
and resetting them in the spring. 
Their flowers are more lo ely ar- 
ranged on the wiry flower spikes, and 
as several of these are sent up they 
resemble what one write calls them, 
‘Little fountains of bright 
As they flower for so long a 

color.’”’ 
time, 

sed from page 27( ) 

they are most desirable additions to 
the borders and are especially useful 
to follow some early blooming Peren- 

They 
vary from two to four feet in height, 
Plant in full light, well- 
drained soil to which well rotted cow 

nial or in front of shrubbery. 

sun in 

manure, humus, or peat has been 
added. They are most effective when 
planted in groups of from seven to 
twenty-five, being set five inches deep 
and six inches apart. 

Several named varieties are now 
listed by some of our seedsmen, 
being improved hybrids, but mixtures 
will not prove clashing in the garden 
as the yellows, oranges, apricots, and 

These aliens come 
England they 

ground 

scarlets blend well. 
from South Africa. 
are olten grown as covers 
between shrubs to keep down weeds, 
Their espe- 
cially in climates where they can be 

increase is remarkable, 

left in the ground the year round. 
The 

American Crocus (Zephyranthes) is 
the most beautiful flower in the gar- 

Fairy Lily, Rain Lily, or 

den when in bloom; and because of 
its height, which is from six to eight 

beautiful 
can be most effectively 
groups at the front of the 

There are fourteen species of 

inches, it also makes a 
edging or 
planted in 
border. 
these lovely, low-growing bulbous 
plants. The 

very 
grass-like leaves 
after planting, 

blossom will 

narrow 
appear soon 
although sometimes a 
surprise one first. The 
like flowers are white or a soft rose- 

not only in the 
They are 

casei lovely to use in table decor- 

large crocus- 

pink, very beautiful 
garden but as a cut flower. 

ations, being ot such an unusual color 
and shape, and combining with other 
flowers so well. Most of them are na- 

North however 
there is a species found in Jamaica and 
tives of America; 

another in South America. 
While these are all either white or 

resulted in two 
yellow forms, and Ajax. 
Zephyranthes rosea is the best known 
and most beautiful of these unusual 
flowers, its soft rosy-pink crocus-like 
blooms being harmonious wherever 
planted; alba, the white form is also 

pink, crosses have 
citrina 

lovely. 
These bulbs can be planted in the 

as danger of frost 1s open as soon 
over, and the flowers will appear 
most unexpectedly some morning 
especially after a warm gentle rain, 
hence the name, Rain Lily or Fairy 
Lily. A light rich soil suits them best 
and they seem to do quite as well in 
halt They are often 
grown in pots where they need not be 

until over crowded. Like 
many other bulbs, they require a 
period of rest each year. When planted 
in pots, they can be gradually dri 
off and left without water for a few 
months, then be given moisture and 
brought to the light when flowers are 
desired. In northern gardens they 
should be lifted and dried off before 
the ground freezes, and stored through 

frost-free place 
with other tender bulbs. Their in- 
crease is very rapid, large bulbs oftea 
making as many as six offsets in a 
single season, many of which plant 
separ: ately i in the spring will b loom the 
following year. Zephyranthes bloom 
intermittently all summer. 

as in full sun. 

disturbed 

the winter in a dry, 
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Beautify your home at little ex- 
pense. Grow these hardy littleever- 
greens in your garden for a few 
rears. Later, when the trees have 
ecome of sufficient size, they can 

be moved to points desired for 
decoration. 

100 Trees, $5 

You can select 25 each of any four of the 
following varieties: Red Pine, Scotch 
Pine, Austrian Pine, Jack Pine, Mugho 
Pine, White Spruce, Norway Spruce. No 
orders accepted for less than roo. All 
healthy nursery-grown stock,4 to 8 inches 
tall. Delivered to your home express paid. 

of 
ih 

Enclosed is $5.00 for 100 Evergreens 

COUPo, 
to-day 

Name — F 

as 

R.E.D. or St. 

State ao — 

Send me your free booklet [_] 

& For Better 
’ Fruits and Flowers 

Prune! 

with the BARTLETT It is easy to do good work 
COMPOUND LEVER PRUNERS. Used and endorsed by 
experts. We make a complete line of Pruning tools, 
shears, saws, trimmers etc. Write for free illustrated catalog 
Bartlett Mfg. Co., 3029 E, Grand Blvd. 

Detroit, Mich. 

The Colonial Sun Dial 

The ideal garden or 
lawn ornament. Of cast 
metal, 11” diam. 8 Ibs. 
Gray and gold, or 
bronze lacquer. 
Motto—" Time takes 
all but memories.” 

Postpaid $3.50 

A. H. PATCH, Craft Department 
25 Black Hawk Park Clarksville, Tenn. 
Catalog shows lawn ornaments, pedestals, gazing globes, 

pottery. Ask for it 

Make your garden the envy of 
your friends with Gove’s Hardy 
Vermont Glads. Best of garden cut 
flowers—very easy to grow. Our 
special ‘‘get acquainted’’ offers will 
make you an enthusiastic ‘‘glad 
fan.”’ Bulbs guaranteed to bloom 
first year. 

Large (1” to 2”) $ 
100 Vermont Bulbs 3.00 
This collection includes at least 35 
fine varieties, in many shades of 
Red, Yellow, Pink, Blue, Orange, 
Smioke, White, all good ones but 
not labeled as to name 50 for 
$1.75. All sent prepaid with com 
plete instructions for growing prize 
winners. I believe this to be the 
finest ‘‘glad’’ collection offered any- 
where. 
SPECIALTY COLLECTION 
Annie Laurie, exquisite ruffled 
pink; Emile Aubrun, large bronze ; 
Apricot Glow, beautiful apricot- 
colored; Golden Dream, finest clear 
yellow; Marnia, very large orange. 
All five rare labeled varieties, $1, 
(seguer $1.50 value). Both collec- 

. tions prepaid, for $3.85. 
ene for illustrated catalog ‘‘that is different,” 

MO over 300 of the world’s best varieties. 
Eime AMPLAIN VIEW GARDENS 

t E. Gove, Box 25, Burlington, Vt. 

A RECOGNIZED 

LEADER in 4 QUALITY 

SMALL POWER MOWER 

oP ae 

mond wee OL ot 

e JACOBSEN 

JUNIOR 

The oldtime trials of mowing the moderately large 
lawn—pushing the mower back and forth, mowing 
up and down the terraces, keeping the cutting reel 
from clogging, and finally having to re-sharpen the 
cutting knives—these laborious duties are entirely 
forgotten in the enjoyment of using the Jacobsen 
se tae ©) ? . . Junior’ Power Lawn Mower. 

A Typical Jacobsen 

Achievement 
It is endowed with the well known Jacobsen stand- 

ards which have won absolute 
leadership in the past decade 
Its special-built Jacobsen motor 
drives it through heavy grass 
and up the steepest terrace. It 
handles easier than a push-type 
mower. It mows anywhere a 
hand mower will go. Whenthe 
reel becomes a bit dull, it is sharp- 
ened in a few minutes on the 
mower by a special reverse at- 
tachment. 

Features You 

Will Like 
Rare ease of operation is secured 

by two separate cone clutches. One clutch controls 
the traction unit, the other controls the cuttingreel. 
If a stickor a stone clogs the reel, the clutch slips and 
saves perhaps a bad break. 

A Jacobsen for Every Type 

of Lawn 
Other Jacobsen power mowers include the ‘‘4-Acre”’ 

heavy-duty type with the rubber-tired wheels and 
sickle-bar attachment, also the “‘Estate”’ roller traction 
mower with 24 and 30-inch cutting widths, for finest 
lawns, and the widely popular Jacobsen Putting Green 

i mower, all of which have proved real sensations of power 
i — mower exhibits at national flower shows this year. 
; \CORs, way WRITE for Free Catalog—“Lawns 
' ““V Mr ie. Beautiful.’’ It describes the ex- 
r) ‘ ‘ "ae clusive features which have u - ! u = oe ~~ “— won prominence for a] ° — ¢ t > Nor ’ aby Yor H. ; -- acobDsen mow- 

‘ ~ 1S Be ron free , Ra lie +. “7 ~~ ers everywhere. 
+f Name Sul’ to ‘alog, ov is, t 
‘ ! 
A Jacobsen 

Mfg. Co., 
Dept. A-H 

Racine, Wis. 

New York Office: 
507 W. 56th Ste. 

in the nest ! 

(See coupon below) 

HE Antrol System “gets” ants at their 
source...the nest. That is why it kills 

the whole colony...the only way to get 
rid of ants permanently! 

Small glass containers filled with special 
Antrol Syrup are placed around your house 
and garden according to simple directions. 
Ants carry the syrup to their nest for food. 
The entire colony is killed... quickly... 
surely ... economically. Antrol is safe toe 
use around children or pets. 

Get Antrol from your seed, hardware, or 
drug dealer today. If he does not have it, 
mail coupon below, giving his name. We 
will send you free instructive booklet on 
pest control ... and refer you to nearest 
Antrol dealer. 

KILL GARDEN PESTS euch as cutworms 
snails, slugs, earwigs, etc., by simply eprink 

| ling Snarol, the ready pre pared meal, on the 
ground under plants and shrubs. Safe...sur¢ 

| ... economical, Ask your dealer about Snarol, 
t 

Aniro 

Kills Ants in the Nest SS 
a —--~-7> 

4 | ANTROL LABORATORIES, In i 
| 651 Imperial St., Los Angeles Dept. 1-A j 

Please send me without cost or obligation | 
I instructive booklet on pest contre 
I i 
| Namew ee 7 = 7 

I Address ! 
{ I 
{ Ne | 

HUB WIRE RUBBISH BURNER 
Price #6.00 

matyPate es 38 in. high; 22 in weighs 2 i: at il Heavy galvanized wire N and black 
EE Fett oi: painted iron frame. Made by New Englar 
‘aah BPA) awe famous wire house 
witht peat a Send for free eatalogue No. SA 
{ibe Reeth apt Wire Fences Ornamental Wire Work 
miei Wire Trellises Wire Grilles & Gua 
Hire ese att Animal Cages Garden a ' Stakes 

° HUB WIRE CLOTH & WIKRE WORK CO 
16 Canal St., Boston, Nass 

IMPERIAL DELPHINIUMS 
English Hybrids—World’s finest strains 

Astonishing results with seedlings. Grow to 10 feet 
high, flowers to 3 inches across. Every shade 
blue and lavender; also pink and yellow. 50 
double or triple. Growth guaranteed. Plants all seld 
Remaining extra choice selected seed, while tl 
last, at $2.00 per packet of 400. Plant at once 

ELMER E. HEALEY 
Delph Specialist Puyallup, Wash. 

of LILIES 

Send today for this « sual colle yn cr 
MASANIE 

for 

sisting of two water lilies 
deep pink, and MARLIAC YELL¢ WwW, 
plants to complete the pool including fist 
plants. Splendid, vigorous plants—mailed 
postpaid anywhere in the U.S. or Cana 
oO r bea tify lly iil strated 36 f cot 
log describes many other postpaid Ile 
tions. 100 varieties described. f len 
ural instructions and plans for build 
pools. Free to you. 

Johnson Water Gardens 
AH-50 HYNES, CALIFORNIA 
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For That Shady Corner 
ps you have a difficult place in your garden 

aaet it is hard to get anything to flower. Here 
are 10 varieties that will bloom in partial shade if 

Sooo Epesabhe Lobelia cardinalis e card na 
Hemerocallis Veronica spicata 

Aconitum napellus 
Eupatorium 

H ageratoides 
Lily of the Valley Phlox Siebold 
One each of the above ten kinds for $2.00; Two | 
of each for $3.50; three of each for $5.00, al! 
carefully labeled and packed. 

For Winter Bouquets 
Here are several Perennials and Biennials that 

will provide you with material for winter bouquets | 
if cut and dried at the proper time. 
Anaphalis margaritacea or Pearly Everlasting 
Lunaria biennis or Honesty Biennial 
Eryngium ak or Sea 
Artemesia Silver 

ceuieaiets or Baby's Breath 
Statice incana 

One each of the above six varieties for $1.50; 
Three of each for $4.00. : 

Catalogue Sree om request 

W. A. TOOLE GArt! .NEE- ue 

Fenkis lanceolata fa Lone 

Dept. E, Baraboo, Wis. 

IRISES—PEONIES 

Best Standard and Rare kinds in- 
cluding our Iris Introductions. 
Balanced Collections unequaled 
in quality and price. Each covers 
full range of gorgeous colors. La- 
belled with names. Prepaid. 

IRIS COLLECTIONS 
COLLECTION “‘A”’ — $2.50 

Afterglow, Alcazar, Blue Boy, Caterina, 
Crimson King, Georgia, Ingeborg, Iso 
line, L. A Williamson, Mother of Pearl, 
Prospero, Quaker Lady, Seminole, She- 
kinah, White Knight, Zwanenburg 

COLLECTION “‘B”’ — $3.50 
Ambassadeur, Balierine, Chalice, Dream, 
Lord of June, Mme. Gaudichau, Magni 
fica, Medrano, Queen Caterina, La Neige, 
Ochracea, Rialgar. 
CASH WITH ORDER FREE CATALOG 

Irises shipped July, Peonies September 

J.C. NICHOLLS 
114 Overlook Rd. Ithaca, N. Y. 

Write Doubleday, Doran & Company, 
Inc., Garden City, Long Island, for a 
list of their 

NATURE BOOKS 

== SCHOOL Of == 

HORTICULTURE 

FOR WOMEN 

A SCHOOL OF COUNTRY 
e 

Courses Include 
FLoricutture, LANpscape Desicn, 
FruitGrowinoc, Pouttry, Begs, Etc. 
Two-year Diploma Course begins on Sept. 16th 
Excellent positions are open to our graduates. 

Short Summer Course, August 1 to 29. 
Address, The Director, Box A.b., 

LIFE 

Ambler, Pa. 

Chrysanthemums in the open garden 

Continued from page 192 

years, producing its annual crop of 
flowers every season. In the locality 
south of Washington, late 
frost is really late, varieties of Chry- 
santhemums that of the 
house type in the north can be flow- 

Ww h ere 

are green- 

ered very easily in the open ground 
For instance, such varieties as Golden 
Glory, White Frost, Yellow Frost, 
Unaka. These are known in the neigh- 
borhood of New York as Large-flow- 

varieties and, if ered commercial 
planted outdoors, can only be de- 
pended upon to bloom the one season 
unless nursed with protective frames. 

The popular conception of Hardy 
Chrysanthemum is of the types 
known as Singles, Pompons, Early 
Flowering, and in some cases the 
Anemones. Of these, I personally 
prefer the Singles and they are per- 
haps the hardiest, being in the way of 

the first primitive 
indicum, 

a reversion to 
Chrysanthemum 
said to be the progenitor of all the 

which is 

varied forms and types in cultivation 
to-day. I have seen some of the love- 
liest bronze single varieties, such as 
Melba, Portia, Bronze Buckingham, 

Ida Skiff blooming in the fall, 
even after very heavy frosts, and the 
and 

arrangement of the flowers blending 
with the autumn foliage made 
ture difficult to describe. 

a pi 
Two ot her 

lovely bronze Singles, that in the 
fall season are very fine outdoors, are 
Besse La Roc he and Ruth Adams 
A yellow variety that we had last 
year, called Sunlight, grew to a height 
of five feet outdoors, and made an 
unforgetable picture, standing head 
and shoulders above any other yell Ww 
in its class. The main thing to con- 
sider in se lecting Chi ysanthemums fi TT 
outdoors is to get the sorts that 
bloom early enou h, so you Can enjoy 
several weeks of pleasure during the 
Indian summer weather 
The Pompons are perhaps the best 

the 
and 

favorites among hardy outdoor 
have 
but 

Chrysanthemums, they 
given us some very fine varieties, 
here again, one must select the earliest 
as many ol them flower too late to be 

Mrs. of use for the outdoor garden 
H Harrison, a blush white; \ Ss 
Moran, a flaming bronze; and Ade- 
laide, 
are three varieties that will positiv ely 
bloom by the Sth to 12th of Ox tober, 
depending somewhat on the 
Nuggets, clear yellow with the 
White, Pink and Yellow Doty, 

a deep rich mahogany bronze, 

season. 
Red, 

quar- 

tette form a complete picture that will 
the old- 

time Pompons are in condition to show 
their first The to 
the old-fashioned Pompons is the fact 

be finished flowering before 

objec tion flowers. 

that a few degrees of frost will discolor 
the foliage badly, and the flowers as- 
sume a more or less frow SY appear- 
ance, as they do not bloom until late 
in November. 

The Anemone type having a raised 
tufted center of quills is also splendid 
to grow out in the garden and, if 
the early buds are kept pinched off 
and only a selection of later flowers 
allowed to grow on a plant, they will 
grow to quite a fair size 

Culturally, Chrysanthemums do 
not call for expert treatment, but do 
repay any reasonable labor and care 

In the 
when the plants begin to grow, it is 
expended on them. spring, 

well to take up the main roots, and 
break them up, replanting just a 

sure, however, 
roots attached. This 

at the time but, 

single shoot, making 
that it has some 

a tragedy 
of tact, 

begin to grow very shortly thereafter, 
beautiful 

before 

seems like 
as a matter these shoots will 

bushes, laden 
trost, 

superior to the old clumps that have 

and give 
with flowers and lar 

allowed to remain in the same 
this 

a wet season 

been 
place and not given treatment. 

If we have with heavy 
thunder storms and high temperatures 

August it 
toria disease of Chrysanthemums, 

bad. When 

during brings on the sep- 
and 

in some seasons it Is very 
it is first noticed, the plants can be 
sprayed with a sulphur solution or 
dusted with a mixture of lime and 
sulphur in equal quantities Be sure 
to apply the remedy to the underside 
of the foliage. It is there that all in- 
sects and undesirable objects gather to 
protect themselves from sun and rain 

The Chrysanthemum is a ross 
feeder when it is well established and 
rrowing vigorously A light mulch of 
cow or sheep manure, if this is avail- 
able, is about the best fertilizer that 
can be applied, but if it is not avail- 
able copious watering ol liquid fertili- 
zer will be almost as satistactory. 
Occasional doses of nitrate of soda 
are also beneficial. The Chrysanthe 
mum, with other flowers, suffers from 
the scorching hot sun of July and 
August and a liberal spraying with a 
hose will keep them soft and growing; 
otherwise they become 
hard and stunted 

are apt to 

Odorless and Weedless 

HUMUS 

At the price sold it has no equal as a 

FERTILITY MAKER 

It is the chief nitrogenous food of plants 
It binds and makes a sandy soil hold mois 
ture. It lightens and prevents a clay gojf 
from baking. It increases the temperature 
of the soil which means quick germination, 
Its use means bacteria without which no 
plant life is possible. It puts back into the 
soil the life that is taken out each year. 

It means better Flowers, Trees, Shrubs, 
Vegetables and Lawns 

$5.00 for 5, 100-Ib. bags. $18.00 per 
f. o. b. Stanhope, N. J. = 

Cultural Directions with every order 

H. B. PRINDLE 
370 Lexington Avenue New York City, N. Y, 

BARDEN 

A Powerful | Tractor for Small ‘ 
Farms Gardeners, Florists, Nurse- {| 
ries, Fruit Growers & Poultrymen 
DOES 4 MEN’S WORK 
Handles Field and Truck @—>j 

Plows 
Seeds 

Crop Tools. Runs Beit 
Mows Zo Walking 
andLawnSV3\.i'> tneine 3H. P. Sane iva / 

Gives ample Power f or thorough 
work. Rugged and Reliable. 

CATALOG FREE 
Write Today, for [liustrated 
Catalog and Full Information. aff -C° we 

STANDARD ENGINE CO. 
Philadeiphia, Pa. New York, IY. 

2453 Chestnut St. 174CedarSi. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
3246Come Ave. 

Native Rhododendrom 

in three varieties 

Kalmia latifolia 

Native Azalea 

several varieties 

Send for catalog and prices 

THE MORRIS NURSERY CO. 

47 West 34th Street 

New York, N. Y. 

WANTED: Representative in 

each town for new easy selling 
proposition to home-makers. 
Generous commissions, bo- 
nuses and sales helps supplied. 
Especially attractive offer to 

club or civic workers. Apply 
Box 30° The American Home, 

Garden City, N. Y. 

Makes Mowing As E 
as Walkin Siow = 
“fool proof. Economic- 
al to operate and main- 
tain. For homes, estates, 
cemeteries, rks, in- 
stitutions industrial 
rms. 

Modern 
Machine Works, Inc. 

180 Milwaukee St. 
Milwaukee, 

a] 

Write for beautifully illustrated talon 

- a » tal ina Nae ei 

i) Hye or Hamus ; 

TRADE MARK REGISTERED 

Like Rich Leaf Mold 

from the forest floor, but 
Hyper-Humus imparts new life 
Mix it with the soil in you 
top soil for the new lawn 

but a na 
weed seeds and plant diseases 
a peat moss, 

Good-sized San 
For large 

ple Can, 

speci ally prepared for garden work, 
to soil in lawns and gardens 

ir flower beds 
Hyper-Humus is not a fertilizer, not 

tural soil invigorator, 

postpaid 25c 
quantiles, 

Write for 
helpful free 

Fold Combine with local 

iree from odors, 

Send today. 
see your dealer. 

HYPER-HUMUS CO. 

18 Park Place 

Liar, Gta 

Newton, N. J. 

ee 

Se ee INR 

Eve 
Clus 

£2 

we FB 
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May, 1930 

Detachable 

HOSE REEL that 

revolves on Faucet 

Ww youl thoroughly enjoy watering 
Nowe lawn and garden The hose is per- 
panently attached to the reel which fastens 

detaches from the faucet instantly 
—- with water running 

when sprink! is finished, simply reel 
ae ow reel. No kinks--saves 
oe handling -- saves clothing. Du- 
ae construction Heavy brass faucet 
- 100 feet. Sold by leading dealers. 

Terms f.0.b. ST. PAUL 
Mail your order? 

— 

» SPECIALTY MFG co 
University Ave. ST. PAUL. MINN 

VIOLA JERSEY GEM 

“The ever-blooming Pansy that pleases 
every flower lover.” Grown in small 

ts for spring planting; available 
March to July. Much more satisfac- 

Also perennials, 
shrubs, etc., variety. Write 
for details. 
10 plants Jersey Gem, 

postpaid. $10 per hundred; 
Saad: delivery extra. 

(GARDENSIDE NURSERIE§ 
SHELBURNE, VT. 

in great 

only $1.50 
$90 per 

itive in 
selling 
nakers. 
is, bo- 
ipplied. 

offer to 
Apply 

1 Home, 

THREE RAFT BI RD, HOMES 

\NCRAFT - 5.95 
$. 3:5 AlD> Fast of Mississipgt 

i 

No. 58 Wren $1.45 
THESE rustic, 

white cedar homes No. 57 
by craftsmen who Woodpecker 
now birds will at- #1-25 No. 59 
tract the feathered songsters. Let us Bluebird 
have your order today. Order by $1.45 
number. Ask for catalog of pele 4 bird homes, 
nustic furniture and fences. 

NEW JERSEY FENCE COMPANY 
6 Logan Avenue Burlington, N. J. 
RAREST ALPINE SEEDS—2000 vars. 

Hardy Alpine Seeds from one of the largest collec 
tions in Britain, collected from the mountains of the 
world, List carriage paid; Seeds duty free 
Sample collection containing 15 distinct vars., 
$1.50, 32 vars., $2.50, 100 vars., $4.00 
Guaranteed really good colection. 
my of the following: 
Anemones, Aquilegias, Campanulas, Dianthus, Gen- 
tans, Hypericums, Iris, Liliums, Papavers, Pent- 
semons, Primulas, Rhododendrons, Saxifrages, Ver- 
micas or Violas. $1.25 
einit Internation: il Money Order. 
——_. hatoreen, 

Also 10 vars. of 

F.R. 8.8. Glen Hall Leicester, England 

VOHLERT Oriental Flowering Trees 
America’s Finest Collection 

apanese Rose Flowering and 
eeping Cherries, Flowering 

Crabs; in all varieties and sizes. 
Send for free book with color 
illustrations. 

A. E. WOHLERT 
930 Montgomery Avenue 

Se Narberth, Montgomery Co., Pa. 

~ PERENNIALS 

Rock Garden Plants 
~ dy Perennials in 5 varieties and 
= y k Garden Plants, in 5 varieties. 
%” Plants—ALL FOR $8.50 

Send for free illustrated catalog 
PALISADES NURSERIES, INC. 

Box “‘C”’ Sparkill, N. 

For All Who — 
v cel to gard needs a magazine devoted ex- 

mefardening. Gardeners’ Chronicle is 
Cited he Secretary of the Nat'l. Assn. of 

It is the standard authority on 
fame Matters. Send $1 for 7 monthly 

; NERS’ CHRONICLE 
22-A Fifth Ave. New York City 

A Lovely Lawn 

Completes the Picture 

A close-cropped, velvety lawn is the finishing touch 

that reveals the full beauty of the landscape. 

Lawn mowing equipment which will cut clean and 

will also make mowing easy contributes both to fine 

work and frequent cutting—two of the prime essen- 

tials of a fine lawn. 

Moto-Mower brings to its owners these advantages, 

plus a long list of other merits—the experience of 

users far and wide and through many years proves it. 

This year the Detroit Model Moto-Mower incorpor- 

ates new mechanical advantages, a throw-out clutch 

that permits operation of cutting and traction units 

through separate clutches. ‘There is also a new 

“drop-out” reel—it permits complete removal of 

the reel in almost a matter of seconds. 

There is nothing like the Moto-Mower in simplicity 

of operation and ease of handling. With the two 

handle grips it can be turned to right and left or 

started and stopped by a “twist of the wrist.” It 

turns on its own power, with the power always 

applied to the outside wheel. 

The Detroit Model Moto-Mower can be 
equipped with a sickle-bar for weed clip- 
ping at small extra cost. It can be 
tached by removing one nut from the tie rod. 

al- 

The Moto-Mower Company 

3249 E. Woodbridge St. 

DETROIT MICHIGAN 

THE MOTO-MOWER COMPANY 
3249 E. Woodbridge St., Detroit, Mich. 

Please send the catalogue to: 

IRIS 

List 
Afterglow, Anne Leslie, Azure, Camelot, ( 

ier, Cecile Minturn, Col. Candolet, Cluny, Dream 
La Neige, Mady Carriere, Mme. Chobaut, Mir 
anda, Merlin, Mme. Sevigne, Mrs. Alan Gra 
Mother of Pearl, Rhein Nixe, Seminole, Shekinah 

Bargain 

Troost, Ute Chief, Zouave, 5 of any single variety 
for $ .75 

Aurora Hautefille Lent A Williams m, J ol 
any single variety for $1.00 

Phyllis Bliss, Prospero, Queen Caterina, White 
Knight, Zwannanberg, 4 for $1.00 
We will give a 20°, discount from these prices 

on all orders for $5.00 or more; and 40° .. discount 
on all orders of $10.00 or more 

Very fine Iris at very Low Prices 
Ambassadeur, Delicatissima, Lord of June, 

Mile. Schwartz, Mary Orth, Mme. Cheri, Nancy 
Orne, Perladonna, Souv. de Mme. Gaudichau 
Zillia, $.40 each or Sak cee bindie $1.00 

Brandywine, Chalice, Dejah Duke f York 
Jean Chevreau, Lady Byng, Lad 

Walter Brewster, Mrs. Hetty 
Hermosa 
Charles Allom, Mrs 
Matson, Prince Lohengrin, Sweet Lavender in 
set, Susan Bliss, $.50 each or 3 for $1.25 

We will give a discount in this last list of $.40 
and $.50 Iris of 10 ym all orders of & ”) or 
more; and 20% on all or wat A w $10.00 or more 

| No orders accepted under $2.00. Everything 
sent postage prepaid. A beautiful descriptive 
catalogue with 8 full-page color illustrations, for ] 
which we regularly charge $.35, will be sent free 
with every order. 

| QUALITY GARDENS 
865 Stephenson St., Freeport, Mlinois 

75 Warieties of Beautiful 

| WATER 

‘LILIES 

Send for Our Free, 
( ompletely 

ILLUSTRATED 
CATALOG 

Plane WATER LILIES eh 
lovely are © yoms th nmer 
beautiful varieties to chox 

| to grow. Ours are the largest A t (sa 
America. Every root 4 Write fo 
illustrated Catalog TODAY 

The W. B. SHAW 
cAquatic Gardens 

Dept. € Kenilworth, Washington, D. ¢ 

— 

Edu te B eonier 

/-2“and 

Inpoed Holland Bulb, 

| |Z “atalog upon requet 

| on 

the Cittage Gardens 

Pavreny » Michigan 

Landscape Construction 
Correct Interpretation of the Landscapx 

| Architect’s Plans 
| Supervision Labor Material 

and Shr Nursery Stock, Collected Trees 
Old English and Tree Boxwood 

AUSTIN D. MORRELL 
Landscape Construction 

PRINCETON NEW JERSEY 

carn tobe c 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

At home, by mail. Big fees. Pleasant 
healthful work. Experts earn $50 to 

: $200 a week. You can earn while 
learning. Write today for details 

AMERICAN LANDSCAPE SCHOOL 
14 Plymouth Bidg. OesMeines, le. 
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Plan wisely and you plant well 

Continued from page 198 

house one puts the “ foundation plant- globe all help a little. These things 
ings.” The foundation planting should should be obtained after the plantin, 
serve as a means of softening the entire is complete for then one can ‘ 

| house and accenting certain features decide what is desirable. 
| such as a door or a pretty window. It Limit the plantings to the minimym, 
should not primarily be a screen to Until the plants kave reached Ma- 
hide builder’s or architect’s mistakes. turity, one cannot tell how much 
A screen and a foundation planting room they will need. Thick plantings 
| outside the house are as different as give a better effect the first year, but 

a wall and a chair inside the house. soon the plants get crowded and this 
Use material in the foundation plant- makes an undesirable effect. Do not 
ing that is grown easily. plant thickly, thinking you will pull 

Having made plans for the founda- out the extras when they do become 
tion planting, block out an area for a crowded. 
vegetable garden. The area devoted A design that would be satisfactory 
to that depends on the individual for everyone is impossible to make 
tastes and the size of the family. Too much depends on personal likes 
Usually vegetable gardens are too big. and dislikes and on conditions that 
A small garden carefully I lanned and apply to individual situations, The 

Thousands of Rare Floral Gems 

From the Blue Ridge Treasure-Gardens tended with a succession of crops designs on page 198 merely give a few 
Fro the fertile valleys that nestle among the Blue Ridge Moun- gives big returns and looks well. Alarge suggestions tor help. 

tains you can now obtain nature’s loveliest wildings. In addition one is apt to be neglected, always has Design No. 1 is the simplest. The 
to these, the hardier plants native to the rocky, exposed slopes can too many bare spots in it, and uses up garage is attached to the house which 
be supplied in quantity from my nursery. too much ground on a fifty-foot lot. is a convenient and economical wa 

A very good location to! the v egetable of building. Directly back of the Gar- 
garden is directly back of the garage age is the drying yard—near the 
and on the extreme back end of the house yet out of sight and thus oy} 
lot. The area between the vegetable of mind, being screened from the 
garden and the garage can then be lawn by shrubs or an evergreen hedge. 
used for a sand box, a clothes reel, A seat under the clump of trees with 
or for some other definite purpose. a bird bath at the far end compose all 

In planning the back yard, keep in’ the furniture. The flower garden is 
mind that it is small. Usually the small, but lends a touch of color at 

Lovely Native Flowering Shrubs 
For many years I have been propagating gorgeous Kalmias and 

Rhododendrons, spring-flowering Mountain Andromeda, the dainty 
Leucothoe, and many other shrubs and plants native to this moun- 
tain region. I can supply nursery-grown seedlings and rooted cuttings 
as well as heavy transplanted clumps. 

Many unusual plants—Orchids, Trilliums, Lilies, and Bog Plants—are 
available in large or small quantities 

To all who are interested in plants from the Mountains, I shall be glad to 
send a copy of my spring catalogue of shrubs, vines, broad-leaved evergreens, 
bog and aquatic plants and lilies. Will you not write and tell me in what 

Hy SY yr . 
_ 

eee. 
le 7 
Rye 
, 3: plants you are interested? G 4 f , back yard of a 50 x 150 ft. lot is not the far end as one stands in the French 
of ardens of the over 30 x 50 ft. To attempt to put ina _ doors of the living room. The principal 
BS E. C. ROBBINS Blue Ridge large number of small flower beds or _ feature of this yard is the grass aan 

5 6P.O. BOX 7 : ASHFORD, North Carolina narrow beds with narrow paths will that stretches away. 
give an effect of disorder. Narrow Design No. 2 is a little more elab- 

Witt * ‘nit . flower beds also are more difficult to orate. The drying yard is tucked 
+ WAT bis EME S We a 2d tal plan and plant than are wider ones. A away again and fewer trees are used. 

- — —— — flower bed should be six or eight feet | However, there is a pool in which one 
wide. In a large formal arrangement may have aquatic plants or fish or 
one would plan another flower bed both. More space is devoted to the 
directly opposite the one in the small flower garden, but it is not visible 
arrangement. On the smalllot, though, from the house as in the first design. 
this would not have as good an effect The bulges in the border add to the 
as would something different, say a interest of the design leading one 
hedge or a fence with vines climbing down from the house to see what is 

THE NAME 

ELWOOD 

EXPRESSES-- | 
fF \ = 

Quali L Us a | on it. The fence would take less space tucked away there. A high screen on 
y, ' and leave more room for lawn, but the back line, broken by an arch on 

— would be bare much of the year and which one may have Roses or other 
give less privacy than would the climbing plants, divides the vegetable 
hedge. On that account a hedge garden from the outdoor room that is fin a ai, TH 

‘ "PATENTED | would be recommende 1 and an devoted to flowers, grass, and shrubs. 
~ 2  ] ADJUSTMENT evergreen hedge at that. The hedge In design No. 3 a new factor comes | 
\ > Pe AR may be clipped or it may be let into play—the children. Standing on 

) wry ong Bo | grow as nature intended it should. the veranda one sees first of all the 
’ Sak ne ae In the flower irden arrange to small grass plot with a splash of color 
eel 3 have the taller growing, longer lasting furnished by the flower garden on the 

plants at the back. This gives the right. It is a quiet, restful scene. The 
~¢ ' effect of neatness. However, do not — shrub border cuts into it by extending 

“ee 
: ; a ree a | plan to have everything in any row _ so far into the area and back of that 

Elwood Law n Mow ers are quality mowers in all that | exactly the same height. Nature does we have the playhouse. Here is a 
the word implies--not only is Elwood known for quality 
but also the outstanding feature. in construction which 
is an integral part of all Elwood mowers. 

not do things that way and, after all, sand-pile, a swing, and who knows 
the most pleasing gardens are those what else the youngsters have carried 
that are most nearly like nature. in! Let them trample the grass and 

For more than thirty years the manufacturers of Annual plants in the flower garden spread the sand. It is their room and 

Elwood mowers have devoted their activities to the make the first show, but are less they should be at liberty to do there 
exclusive manufacturing of lawn mowers of the high- desirable than the Perennials. W hen just as they please. ‘ 
est quality. Developing during this period many the Perennials are once established The other features of the design 
models in improved design and efficiency they get better each year and are less are not unusual. The clothes reel is 

Th "s ¢ Elwood i stvle < 1 size for every need, all bother than the Annuals. However, out of sight again, and back of that 
eres an wood in style and size y . de nearly every year one loses a few _ is the vegetable and fruit garden. This 

moderately priced. If you do not know the Elwood perennial plants trom disease, little area, about twelve feet wide 
dealer, write for name of nearest dealer. He will gladly insects, and old age. W hatev er the and thirty feet long, can be the source 
demonstrate, without obligation on your part. cause, there is need of replacement. of profit, pleasure, and beauty. 

----- <2 ta meee ae ee ee = = = + ome ay The Annuals fit in well there and one These three little plans are ad 
Elwood Lawn Mower Manufacturing Co. i should be prepared to put a few in general. They leave to the indivi ; 

ELWOOD, INDIANA each spring. Plan in detail both the the selection of the plant ma 
—— vegetable and flower gardens before to be used, but they demonstrate 

= a a a a eo |__| sowing a seed into either. To complete _value of a little planning and a li 

YourLawa” os . _—. | our small place we need very little care in laying out the home gro 
more than has been mentioned. A Simplicity rules, and as such the ba 
bit of furniture in a corner, a garden yard of the city lot can show to it 
house in the corner opposite the vege- best advantage and at the least cost 
table garden, a sundial or a gazing in establishment and maintenance. 

Name . 
Address 
Cnty 
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Rose and Hardy Plant Specialist 

VY phintums 

NEW COLORS 

NEW TYPES-MASSIVE SPIKES 

The latest productions in Giant 

Delphiniums from my famous 
Madison Gardens (to use the terms applied by 
many experts who saw them in bloom last 
summer) are “amazing’’—**bewildering”’— 
*“\phenomenal.”” Such exclamations are no 
mere ‘‘word gestures.”” The same expressions 
come to me in letters from all over the States 
from those who have bought my Delphiniums. 
The original English strains imported by me 
have been acclimated and improved by expert 
cultivation and hybridizing. Their size, vigor 
and uncommon colors are inbred by me in a 
thoroughbred stock, kept pure by careful 
*“‘rogueing.’’ The highest awards that Horti- 
cultural judges can give, have been heaped 
upon them at leading shows in recent years, 
including gold medals at New York Show, 
America’s greatest flower show. No Hardy 
Flower Border is complete without **Duck- 
ham’s Delphiniums.” 

PRICES FOR 1930 
Large Field Divisions, embracing the 
complete color range from delicate laven- 
der and mauve to deep indigo-blue. 
Doz., $11.00; 100, $85.00. 
Selected Types and Colors, the world’s 
choicest. Each $2.50, $5.00, $7.50 and 
up. All field-grown. 

Read the whole story of these amazing Flowers in my 
latest catalogue. ‘Booklet G,”” mailed free upon request. 

WILLIAM C, DUCKHAM 
(Box G), MADISON, NEW JERSEY 

e
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world. 

Box 34 

KING MIDAS—One of 

“The World’s Best Dahlias” 

Described fully in our 1930 catalog. Last year we introduced this giant Dahlia 
and it was rated in the 1929 American Home Honor Roll as one of the greatest 
exhibition Dahlias of the day. It is a beautiful garden variety and a free 
bloomer. T ( : 
deep. It is the greatest of the golden yellow Dahlias and a sure prize winner. 
esides King Midas you will find other outstanding Dahlias in our 1930 cata- 

log. _ Our new varieties: President Hoover, Eliza London Shepard, Ty Cobb, 
Marie and others, in full color. 
not offered by any other grower, some of them new breaks in the Dahlia 
\ Ask for free copy of this catalog, describing the largest Dahlia farms 
in the world and listing the outstanding Dahlias of today. 

he flowers grow easily to 12 inches across and are 5 to 6 inches 

This catalog contains many types of Dahlias 

PEACOCK DAHLIA FARMS 

Dahlialand, N. J. 

On public or private lawns regardless of size the Cooper Power Mower 
will prove efficient and economical, doing the work of two men with 
hand machines and combining perfect cutting and turf rolling in the one 

operation. The 4-cycle Briggs & Stratton gasoline motor provides 
ample power to propel the mower up steep terraces with ease, and 
across level open lawns at unusual speed. The mower is light in 

weight, short coupled, perfectly balanced and can be maneuvered 
easily around trees, shrubbery or flower beds. 

Golf Green Beauty 

for Your Lawn 

Cooper Power Mowers are made in two 
popular sizes... 20 and 27 inch. With 
the 27 inch mower and riding sulky shown 
below one man can cut and roll from 
seven to ten acres per day. Grease 
packed gears and the use of ball and 
roller bearings throughout, eliminate 
frequent lubrication. 

Unlike many power mowers, the Cooper 
Mower is equipped with a single unit 
reel and bed plate which can be quickly 
removed without dismounting other 
mower parts. Individual clutches with 
finger tip control operate the five-blade reel and traction roller independently of eac! 

other. The reel is chain driven and can be 
reversed for self-sharpening. The corrugated 
roller is made in three sections with differential 
action and is equipped with disappearing 
traction lugs. Body and frame are constructed 
of fabricated steel which provides maximum 
strength with minimum weight. Grass catcher 
can be easily attached to any Cooper mower 

Only a few of the many distinctive Cooper Mower 
eatures are described here. Complete information 

gladly furnished upon request. 

COOPER MANUFACTURING CO. 
527 S. First Ave. Marshalltown, Iowa 

Gentlemen: Please send your new booklet ““Golf Green Beauty for Your Lawn"’ to 

Name _ 

Address 

+ ae ’ —" 
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SPECIAL OFFER 

Grand mixture of 10 named 
sorts. Giant blooms. 

100 for $3.00 
1000 for $28.00 

EXTRAORDINARY 

SAVE 25° 

Make delivery sure at a savin 
bulbs, sure to bloom and a 

LORIOUS | 

MAY-FLOWERING 

| 

uce magnificent flowers. 
prices are for orders received before July /. 

ALL DARWINS (Except as Noted) 

10% less for 1000 of any variety 

OFFER 

of 25% All are top-size 
The following special 

Delivery in September. 

less than Fall prices. 

Dozen 100 Dozen 100 
Baron de la Tonnaye—Carmine- Bronze Queen (Breeder)—Golden 
Rose F $4.50 Bronze 0 450 

Bartigon—F iery C 65 4.75 Gesneriana Major (Cottage) 
tpene— Rich Vinier Rose 6 425 Crimson 0 450 
Clara Butt—Salmon-Rose 60 425 La Merveille (Cottage)—Brilliant 
Edmee—Rich Cherry-Rose 65 475 Flame 60 4.25 
Farncombe Sanders—Geranium Orange King (Cottage)—Scarlet- 
Scarlet 65 450 ange d 4.25 

Inglescombe— Yellow 60 475 Picotee (Cottage)—Creamy White .60 4.50 if 
King Harold—Ruby Crimson 60 450 
a” Palmer—Glowing 535 Many other choice varieties in our Bulb 
Pride of Haarlem—Giant Carmine- j i ’s Free! ak ‘eae List. Ask for it. It’s Free! 

Princess Elizabeth—Deep Pink 60 4.25 
Professor Rauwenhof—Cochineal Spri . 6 450 pring Harbingers 
Rev. Ewbank— sa Uialiateape Lilac .70 5.25 Delightful litt'e gems for edgings, 
The Sultan—Maroon-Bla-k OO 450 Rock Gardens, etc. 

Chionodoxa (Glory of the Snow 
Eranthis (Winter Aconite) 
Grape Hyacinths (Heavenly Blue) 

An Attractive 

Deduct 5% from totai when cash 
accompanies order. 

Snowdrops (Single) 
Scilla Campanulata (Blue) 

Dozen 40c. 100 for $3.00 
Crocus Special Mixed 

$2.50 per 100 $24.00 per 1000 

Saving 

BASSI FRERES, INC. 
480 Main Street, New Rochelle, N. Y. Phone New Rochelle 8700 

The Heavy Duty DOUBLE ROTARY 
(Shown to left) 
years as the 
courses, parks, 

principle. 

DEALERS: W $4250 

Operating on the tf 
Sold under same conditions 

as Junior Model. 

Double Rotary Sprinkler Co. 

301 Coca Cola Bidg. 
Kansas City, Mo. 

The Sprinkler That's 

NEXT BEST 

TO RAIN 

No worry about dry hot summer days when 
you have a Double Rotary Sprinkler. It 
gives a gentle shower wherever you want 
it. Spreads life-giving moisture over lawns, 
flowers and shrubs in nature’s way. That's 
why so many home owners say the Double 
Rotary is “Next Best to Rain.” 
Prepare now for the rainless summer days to 
come. Let the Double Rotary keep Maytime 
freshness and beauty about your place all 
summer long. It covers any circular area up 
to 80 feet and down to 15 feet in diameter 
according to pressure. Self-operating, self- 
rotating. Convenient skid base. 

TRY 10 DAYS—If not satisfactory, return 
sprinkler and your money will be refunded 
Order from this ad. Descriptive literature 
on request. 

DOUBLE fd ROTARY 

JUNIOR 

SPRINKLER 

A leader for over eleven 
ideal sprinkler for golf 
large estates, etc. Self 

amous Double R tary 

rite for sales proposition. 

| 

| | 

Summer season vegetables to carry on 

Conti nued from page 196 

the Bush Beans have so pronounced 
and delightful a flavor as that old 
stand-by Old Homestead or Kentucky 
Wonder. 

Where space permits, and poles or 
trellis of some sort are available, by 
all means grow Old * cada for the 
main crop. A good yellow podded 
companion is Golden Cluster Wax. 
Both come into bearing within 
seventy-five days after seeds are 
sown. An excellent Bush Bean to 
bridge the gap between the extra 
early fifty-fir e day varieties and these 
late Pole Beans, we have in Full 
Measure. This extremely prolific, 
green podded, stringless, midseason 
Bean is ready for first gathering 
within sixty-five days after planting. 
Among Lima Beans, my quality 

vote goes to Fordhook Bush among 
the dwarf, and Henderson’s Levia- 
than among the tall, climbing varie- 
ties. Both require about one hundred 
days to reach the bearing stage. If 
you would have really good beans 
from your own garden, pick before 

Old 
Homestead, especially, contains quite 
a lot of fibre after it 

inches although it 

they reach quite their full size. 

grows beyond 
Six long, never 
becomes stringy. 

So many much improved Tomatoes 
have come to us during the last score 
of years that it is difficult to measure 
progress in quality. But on the basis 
that flavor comes first, solidity next, 
and size last, the quality vote for a 
late variety must go to Coreless. This 
is one of a number of very symmetri- 
cal, globe-shaped varieties of the last 
fifteen years. Since it takes about 
four and one-half months for Coreless 
to pr duce its large, solid fruits, 
seeds should be sown about the mid- 
dle of March, to get 
plants by the end of May, 
should be set out. 

g£oC »d husky 
when they 

Because individual taste or judg- 
flavor differs 

the To- 
mato is ready to accommodate almost 

ment as to degree ol 
widely with various people, 

everybody. The yellow -skinned sorts 
are the mildest, and perhaps the 
sweetest, the pink or purple skinned 
varieties come next, and the scarlet 
varieties are of most pronounced 
flavor. Coreless is decidedly acid. 
As a milder sort of the same season of 
maturity, pink-skinned Ponderosa 
still 
prepared for some waste 

be 
this 

exceptionally large sort. It frequently 

stands supreme. However, 
with 

has deep wrinkles around either stem 
or blossom end, thus causing the loss 
of a top or bottom slice. Trucker’s 

slightly 
nearly globe shape. It is of exceptional 

and delightfull, 
with 

Favorite is a earlier sort of 

solidity mild flavor. 
As 

obligingly bring various degrees of 
Tomatoes, Onions most 

flavor. Speaking for the entire tribe, 
the the 
the yellow ones are somewhat strong- 

hottest.” 
there are 

varying degrees of strength of flavor. 
White 

white varieties are mildest, 

er, and the red ones are the “ 
But even in one color class, 

Portugal for 
instance, is milder than late South- 
port White Globe, which, in turn, ts 
milder than Southport Yellow Globe. 
Southport Red the other 
member of this remarkable all- 
American trio which easily represents 
the finest in Onions. They reach full 

An early white, 

( slobe is 

size in from 120 days for the white 
to 140 days for the red. 

But in connection with Onions we 
must also judge from the standpoint 
of mildness rather than comparative 
strength of flavor. Again we have a 
strain to fall back on in the Prize- 
taker, Gigantic Gibraltar, or Giant 
Spanish type. This, as well as the 
English strain of Ailsa Craig, brings 
mildest flavor the giant size. 
But in order to have them reach their 

and 

full pound size, the seeds must be 
sown quite early (February, under 
glass). Seedlings (which may be 
bought) should be set out into rich 

April. The great specimen 
Onions will then be ready near the 
end of August. The shortcomings of 
these mildest of all Onions are that 
they do not keep well; keeping qual- 
ity is a characteristic in which the 
Southport Globes surpass all. 

Peas are the one crop that should 
constitute the home gardener’s de. 
light. For one thing, peas bought in 
the market convey a very poor idea of 
what a_ well-grown pedigreed sort, 
picked at the proper time, should taste 
like. As in the case of corn, the only 

to get the honest-to-goodness 
sweet flavor of peas, is via the shortest 

and boiling 
In stale peas (and what other 

kinds do you ever get at the store?) the 
content turns to starch. The 

starch causes the shelled peas to turn 
Adding sugar to the boiling 

water is of doubtful benefit to the 
dish. 

soil in 

way 

route between vines 
water. 

sugar 

hard. 

for the doubtful 
quality of peas from the store is the 
same as that given with radishes. 
The grower produces a crop of an 
extra early sort that bears its fairly 
large pods “all at once.”’ He cares 
nothing what the grains in the pods 
taste like. Varieties requiring longer 
than forty-five to fifty days to reach 
marketable size are mostly out of the 
question. Yet it is in such main crop 
varieties as Alderman (eighty days) 
and Potlach (eighty-five days) that 
we find the acme in yield of pods per 
row and number of finest flavored 
peas per pod. 

Another reason 

Sweet-corn, that greatest of epi- 
curean treats of our kitchen gardens, 
must be looked upon in very much 
the same fashion as peas. After being 
extensively advertised for a quarter 

as the sweetest Corn that 
grows, Golden Bantam is still con- 
spicuous by its absence from most of 
our markets. The reason? “It’s too 
small,” “People think it is field corn,” 
etc. etc. But we are considering late 
varieties only, and among those, 
two stand out like shining stars in 4 
bleak sky. Old Shoe Peg or Country 
Gentleman is still without a rival for 
flavor. But it takes 110 days for the 
old gentleman to produce ears which, 

bring both quantity and 
quality. The only other rival to this 
old standard is a comparatively re- 
cent Evergreen. 
There exist various strains of this 
and I give you fair warning. If you 
fail to get the right one, you Wi 
disappointed. If you get the genuine 
article you will enjoy a Golden Ban- 
tam treat on cobs ten inches long, 
holding twelve to fourteen rows 
delightfully flavored kernels. 

century 

however, 

arriv al —( yolden 
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Milbradt Power Lawn Mowers 

Operate so easily that grass cutting becomes a pastime and 

is done more frequently. This results in smooth, velvety 

Lawns, the pride of every owner. 

There are four types to select from, suitable for different 

kinds and sizes of Lawns—4 acre or less up to large estates. 

You will find the right type for YOUR Lawn in the 1930 

Milbradt Catalog, gladly sent on request. 

The 27-inch Heavy Duty 
Wide Roller Type 

Made also with 20” Cutter 

Milbradt Manufacturing Company 

Established 1895 

2417 N. Tenth Street St. Louis, Mo. 

YOUR GARDEN IS WORTH THIS 

PROTECTION AGAINSE INSECTS 

FVER GREEN, the famous insecticide, will kill 
the insects that ruin the beauty of your gar- 

den. EVER GREEN is pleasant to use, non-poi- 
sonous, and absolutely harmless to humans, birds 
and pets or the tenderest bloom. Approved by 
scientists . . . used by leading florists. Sold in 
garden supply departments of seed, hardware, 
drug and department stores. Use any spray. 

EVER GREEN—the Garden Cop—will protect 
your garden 

MeLAUGHLIN GORMLEY KING CO. Minneapolis, Minn. 

Doo-Klip 

Your Grass/ 

4 

| at these features—found only on the Doo-Klip Shea 
User stands erect—no backaches—no cramped legs 

no levers to move with hands or arms—no adjustments 
to be made in changing from fine to coarse grass—self-tension 

ing—self-sharpening — operates with a 

slight forward pressure of the body 
can be used by women or children—rust 
resisting—will not injure the sod. 

Here’s the Tool 

You've been wanting. Reason 

ably priced at 

$2.50 

The Standard DooKlip Grass Shear has 
already made friends of over a half-mil- 

lion users. 

NO MORE BLISTERS—non-pinching handles—no skinned 
knuckles—no grass stains. 

Blades of high carbon tool steel, oil tempered and hard 
ened. Requires no adjustments. Has the usual Doo-Kli; 

features of self-sharpening and self-tensioning. 

yoper Pruning 

Healthier shrubbery is a natural 
consequence of using a DOO-KLIP 
PRUNER for it gives a healthy 

diagonal cut. An unusual trans 
position of the blades minimizes 

bruising. Price $1.50. 

eee fe] ©] @e ee @ oo oo oe Ooo Oe oOo |] @ @ 2 @ 2&2 SS 

Identify all Doo-Klips by their green handles. 
For sale by better hardware and seed stores. If 

your dealer can’t supply you, use the coupon 

vp oe oo 

| THE ALLIANCE MFG. CO., Alliance, Ohio 
| Enclosed please find $......... for which please send me.......... Doo-Klip Long Handle Gr : 

ee eee Doo-Klip Standard Grass Shear.......... Doo-Klip Pruner, by prepaid Parcel Post ; 

DRUG ov cnvcccecesdsoecsccadesebeseccedevederestneeedsepmbeeneneesVasivadenene s ; | 

| eee OF BOR «. cincvb wens ccnkhssadawesansieessatntgseuhs saben eaee ised eietabe nc < se | 

inc 0 0c.000000006stnedsdssetdantadedbeessatinle pb tenesssb eee | 

Dbl Goalies 00 ovine cccedsscivciatansvedcsesuedegecdcsceshedeakeniahtsdeweens ones : 
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Above: Coldwell “L-Twin™ motor lawn mower and 1 
rolls simultaneously 4 to 6 ac a day With gang 
a cuts a Goch swath, ten acres 4 day on one galion 

Of rugged construction throughout 

NG life and utmost dependability are built into every fibre of 
Coldwell motor lawn mowers and rollers. Equipped with twin- 
cylinder motors these machines deliver abundant power 

to every emergency. More than 30 years of experience in building power 
driven lawn mowers are embodied in their design and construction. Mow 

Simple and economical to operate. Reasonable 

idequ ite 

and roll simultaneously. 
in price. 

Four models to choose from. See them at your local Cold- 
well dealer, and arrange for a demonstration on your 
own grounds. No obligation. Literature on request. 

COLDWELL LAWN MOWER COMPANY, NEWBURGH,N. Y., U.S. A. 
In Canada—Taylor-Forbes Co., Ltd., Guelph 

Manufacturers of DEPENDABLE Lawn Mowers—Hand, 
Horse, Gasoline, Electric 

Everything 

you need __. 

for 

Home 

Gardening 

G.. NEW enjoyment in gardening with the Kingsbury Garden Set De Luxe. 
A beautiful and personal garden set of everything you need—all in 
basket: 1 Kingsbury All-Steel Trowel, 1 Kingsbury Transplanting Trowel, 
1 Kingsbury Spading Fork, 1 Kingsbury Cultivator or Weeder, 1 Kingsbury 
Pruning-shears, 1 Kingsbury Straightening Line, 1 Kingsbury Kneeling Pad, 
12 Kingsbury Metal Markers, 1 Decorative Basket with handle. 

And the tools are so strong and sturdy! 
Each tool made all of steel, in one piece 
unbreakable, unbending. Handles finished 
in bright colors, and shaped to fit the hand 
The complete set with basket $5. (West of 
Miss. $5.50). If your dealer cannot supply 
you, send your order to us. 

KINGSBURY 
4-Piece 

Garden Kit 

A popular outfit. 4 essential tools—Trowel, Spading Fork, Trans- 
planting Trowel and Cultivator. Each with bright colored handle 
Each tool made of unbending steel, in one piece. Complete in 
attractive carton. (West of Miss. $1.35) 

Write for free folder “* Special for Garden Lovers ™ 

KINGSBURY DeLuxe Garden Set 
Fashioned by NEW ENGLAND Craftsman, 

KINGSBURY MFG. CO., 100E Myrtle St., Keene, N. H. 

Yes! you can grow prize Dahlias 

Continued from page 191 

to June 15th. In Southern sections 
many people are now 
around the first of January in order 
to get spring blooms, while others 

May, and 
then cut the bushes back during 
the hot, dry spells, so as to have 

] planting 

plant about the middle 

new blooming growth in the fall. 
Before planting the tuber, dig a 

hole about a foot across and eight 
inches deep in front of the stakes. 
We fill these holes with 
but if this is not available 

iver loam, 
1 mixture 

ot equal parts sand and vod garden 
soil will serve the purpose. 
Some peopie use a handt f bone 
meal at the bottom ol the hole, with a 
slight covering of earth between the 
bone meal and the tuber. 

Scoop a depression in the loam 
about four 
tuber with the end sprout showing 

inches dee] and lay the 

about two or three inches from the 
stake. You can then make sure that 
the plant will sprout close to the 
stake. Cover the tuber with about 
three inches of loam. This leaves a 
slight de pression in the earth, at least 
a foot in diameter, to insure holding 
moisture. 

Water each tuber lightly so that 
the loam will settle around it. This 
will start immediate wth and aid 
in root tormation Chere nothing 
to do now until the sprouts begin to 
appear above the ground and, of 
course, if you have bought high priced 
novelties, this is an a u period. 

If you are troubled with cutworms 
or snails, puta collar of € mosquito 
netting around the plant x me people 
plant in an ice cream container with 
the bottom taken out and enough of 
the container left above the ground to 
afford a cover over which the snail or 
cut worm will not zg In the case 
of the wire, cut it int five-inch 
strips, join the ends and place the 
collar about an inch into the ground 
around Cat h sprout. Kee p the ground 
well stirred after the sprouts show up, 
but be careful not to go too deep, as 
the fibrous Dahlia roots are a lot of 
strings, growing close to the surface. 

Now as to fertilizing! Much has 
been said in recent years about com- 
mercial fertilizers of sundry kinds. 
Individually they are good, no doubt, 
when used intelligently according to 
directions, and in moderation. I have 
stuck to well rotted barnyard manure, 
mixed with a liberal quantity of 
humus. If you cannot secure this, you 
can buy bone meal or sheep manure 
and any plant grower in your neigh- 
borhood Can give you definite instruc- 
tions as to how to use this. 

When the first plant is about a foot 
high, tie it to the stake with cord or 
twine about six or eight inches above 
the ground, by wrapping the twine 
once around the stake to hold it in 
position and then around the plant. 
The twine is tied to the stake rather 
than to the plant. This allows the 
Dahlia to grow and expand without 
being cut by the string. When the 
plant has made a foot of growth a 
second tie will be necessary, and 
usually no more. After the plants 
have grown a foot or two high, culti- 
vation close to the stalk should cease. 
Any weeds must be cut out, how- 
ever, for the sake of appearance and 
particularly to prevent them from 

taking food and water from 
Dahlias. 

Try to keep the soil around 
plants moist all the time. In gg 
sections, mulching with straw 
hay is advisable. If you havea limit 
supply of water, it is better to gj 
the plants a good soaking twice 
week, than to put on a small supph 
ev ery day. The Dahlia is a very $ CCu- 
lent plant, and, therefore, can g 
enormous amounts of water. Watem 
ing is best done very early in 
morning or about sunset. Wat 
with a hose or spray not only helps 
supply moisture, but also is a prag 
cal insurance against disease, as m 
of the small insects that attack ¢h 
Dahlia are thus _ prevented om 
settling. If aphis troubles, use 
nicotine spray. We have found q 
commercial Black Leaf 40 enti 
satisfactory. ; 

Your Dahlias will begin to blog 
anywhere trom early July right 
until frost, depending on the cor 
ditions and on the nature of 
variety. Many growers advise pin ch 
ing out the center or crown, } 
which normally is the first to blos 
but if this bud gets into bloom 
where around August 15th, it seems 
shame to lose the finest flower # 
plant will produce. If you let it bla 
then, and pinch it out after it 
finished, the laterals will come alg 
quickly enough to give blooms 
September. This method is contrary 
the advice of growers who seek a uk 
form crop of flowers at one time. 

To get best results during blogm 
time, a certain amount of pruning ! 
disbudding is necessary. By Pp ni 
I mean cutting out all but the strong 
est stalks which will produce blooms. 
There is no set rule for pruning, t 
a study of the plant will show 
just which are the main bloom stalks 
after the crown bloom has t 
pinched out. By disbudding I me 
pinching off extra buds. This is 0 
monly done with many flowers, 
course, and particularly desirable 
the Dahlia. If the two side buds 
removed, and the main crown & 
left to mature, a bloom of treme 
ous size will almost always be #i 
result, and will remain on the b 
sometimes for two weeks, a thing@ 
glorious beauty to delight the he 
of any Dahlia grower. The buds 6 
the lateral shoots develop rapidly 
and usually there are three 6 
which, if left would give three bloe 
from six inches to a foot apart. Bet 
pinch out the two side buds, um 
the center bud shows very defini 
that it has been attacked by an int 
or otherwise injured. Also remove 
two pairs of shoots that develop 
hind the bud. By doing so you 
crease the size and improve the e¢ 
of the one bloom that remains. 

When blooming starts it is well 
increase the amount of water by 
ting a hose run on the ground abd 
the plants once or twice a week, tal 
ing care not to get water on 
blooming flowers. Weak liquid m 
ure is a practical fertilizer at this t 

Probably the greatest thrill 
life for the average Dahlia fan is t 
ing part in a local exhibition a 
yes, of course, winning a blue ride 
or two! 
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